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Compass Real Estate is a licensed real estate broker with a principal office in 

New York, NY and abides by all applicable Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All 

material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Informa-

tion is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, 

changes in price, condition, sale, or withdrawal without notice. No statement 

is made as to the accuracy of any description. All measurements and square 

footages are approximate. This is not intended to solicit property already listed. 

Nothing herein shall be construed as legal, accounting or other professional ad-

vice outside the realm of real estate brokerage.

150 W. Burton Pl. #2 Old Town   $1,250,000

Enchanting 4 bed/3.1 bath duplex with rooftop terrace and parking.

125 S. Green St. #1001A      West Loop  $559,000

Coveted 2 bed/2 bath high floor northwest corner unit in the West 

Loop’s premier building: The Emerald.

500 W. Superior St. #2405    River North  $1,975,000 

Cool 3 bed/3.1 bath 3,700 square foot space with expansive 

downtown views and terrace. 

1919 N. Oakley Ave.              Bucktown   $1,695,000

Spectacular 3 bed/3 bath former factory/warehouse compound on 

double 48’ x 100’ lot with buttress ceilings, coach house & 2-car garage.

1909 N. Oakley Ave.                 Bucktown                  $1,695,000

Amazing 3 bed/2.1 bath former factory/warehouse on double 48’x100’ 

lot comprised of indoor/outdoor spaces, courtyards and 2-car garage.

303 W. Wisconsin Ave.    Old Town  $2,350,000

Ultra-cool 4 bed/3.1 bath modern sensation behind vintage façade.
830 W. Wolfram St. Lakeview   $2,495,000

Magical 6 bed/4.1 bath renovated home on enormous 43’ x 125’ lot. 

1850 N. Clark St. #2808     Lincoln Park   $269,000

High floor 1 bed/1 bath residence with spectacular lake and city views 

in great Lincoln Park location.

Your housing 
specialists 
inside and 
outside the 
eruv.

As we begin the year 5782, we renew our focus 
on  our families, our health, our livelihoods, 
and our hopes and dreams for the future. Our 
homes remain a source for comfort, space and 
peace, and we look forward to helping you 
achieve this in any way we can.   

L’Shana Tova to you and all whom you love. 
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FIVE-STAR RATED

AWARD WINNING REHABILITATION, MEMORY & SENIOR CARE

2 6 2 5  We s t  To u hy  Ave n u e ,  C h i c a g o  •  7 7 3 .9 7 3 . 5 3 3 3  •  b u c k i n g h a m p a v i l i o n . c o m  •   B u c k i n g h a m Pa v i l i o n

H O W  D O  W E  G E T  A  5 - S T A R  R A T I N G ?

Our staff of all -stars!
Our highly devoted caregivers contribute to our 

high ratings, making us the best in memory care. 
Some have been with us for over two decades!

1. 2020 Barron’s Top 1,200 Advisors - The rankings are based  
on data provided by thousands of advisors. Factors included  
in the rankings were assets under management, revenue 
produced for the firm, regulatory record and client retention. 

2. 2020 Forbes Best-in-State Wealth Advisors - Ranking   
algorithm based on industry experience, interviews compliance 
records, assets under management, revenue and other criteria by 
SHOOKResearch, LLC, which does not receive compensation 
from the advisors or their firms in exchange for placement on a 
ranking. Investment performance is not a criterion. 

Investment products and services are offered through Wells Fargo 
Advisors Financial Network, LLC (WFAFN), Member SIPC. 
HLM Capital Management is a separate entity from WFAFN. 

CAR# 1220-01779

Charlie Margolis, Ben Leshem, Steve Hefter
& Micah Nathan

Partners

The #1 Financial Advisor 
In Illinois For 2020

1849 Green Bay Road, Suite 200. Highland Park, IL 60035
847-563-3400   |   www.HLMCapital.com

HLM Capital Management’s Steve Hefter has been
recognized as the top Financial Advisor in Illinois.

#1 Ranked by  
Barron’s 

for the 11th 
Consecutive Year1

#1 Ranked by  
Forbes 

for Best In-State 
Wealth Advisor2 

GREATER CHICAGO JEWISH FESTIVAL
SUNDAY, JUNE 12TH 2022 | 11AM-6PM

In cooperation with over 120 co-sponsoring organizations, the Bass Foundation, Crain-Maling Foundation, Helene & Joseph
Lachman Foundation, Maurice S. Surlow Memorial Fund, SB Wolf Foundation and these corporate sponsors:

LEAD SPONSER:

Join Us for the Sun, the Trees, and the Jewish Stars
Mark Your Calendars as the Entire Jewish Community Comes Together
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Not Just
A Bond

A Bond 
With Israel 

Rosh Hashanah · Yom Kippur · 2021/5782

Invest: The Israel Bonds
High Holy Days Appeals

israelbonds.com

‘‘Make this New Year a good one’’ 
חדש עלינו שנה טובה

DR. LEE SHULMAN 
Chicago General Chair

DR. BURTON HERBSTMAN
National Board of Directors 

Member & Midwest Regional 
Chairman

TERI HERBSTMAN
National New Leadership

Co-Chair
Chicago New Leadership Chair

HELENE HERBSTMAN
President’s Club Chair,

National Board of Directors

MARLENE KAPLAN 
National Campaign Advisory

Council, Member

MORTON M. STEINBERG
Chicago Legal Division Chair

SARI WINICK
Chicago Women’s Division Chair

BROOKE KERENDIAN
Chicago New Leadership

Vice Chair
MARLENE KAPLAN 

Executive Director, Midwest Region
ADAM GROSSMAN

Assistant Executive Director, Midwest Region

d one’’ d one’’ d one’’ 

Development Corporation for Israel. This is not an 
o�ering, which can be made only by prospectus.  
Read the prospectus carefully before investing to fully  
evaluate the risks associated with investing in Israel 
bonds. Member FINRA. Photos: Istock
PERPETUATING A 70-YEAR LEGACY OF ACHIEVEMENT 

Anniversary of

Development Corporation for Israel
1 N. LaSalle Street, Suite 1010 
Chicago, IL 60602
chicago@israelbonds.com ·  312.558.9400

Sample Rates
Current Age: 65 70 75 80 85 90
Payout Rate: 5.9% 6.2% 6.8% 7.7% 8.9% 10.5%

Lock in higher rates before they are lowered January 1, 2022. 

Our Charitable Gift Annuity offers income for life plus tax benefits—

with very competitive rates. Contact Steve Wander to learn more.

legacy@juf.org • 312-444-2976 • jufplannedgiving.org

Make a gift to the Jewish community 
and receive payments for life.

Citadel is the area's leading provider with a proven history of 
success and results. Citadel can be trusted to help navigate the 
best course for your recovery. At Citadel, we offer an inspired 
fusion of both clinical expertise and authentic personal service. 
Our guests recover with peak success and get back to the lives 
they love and enjoy.

NORTH SHORE LOCATIONS

Glenview-Northbrook-Skokie-Wilmette

847.532.5892 citadelhealthcare.com
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Jon Karmin, President • Joellyn Stoliar, Executive Director 
3710 Commercial Ave. Suite 7 • Northbrook, IL 60062

847-674-3224 • info@maotchitim.org • maotchitim.org

Maot Chitim is a partner with the Jewish United Fund 
in serving our community.

It takes a community 
to feed the community. 

We could not do what we do without the generosity of our 
supporters. This Rosh Hashanah we returned to our “normal” 

delivery of food boxes to approximately 16,000 people throughout 
the Chicagoland area including the suburbs. We would like 

to thank the donors and volunteers for their dedication 
and continued support to Maot Chitim. 

Maot Chitim
O f  G r e a t e r  C h i c a g o

Wishing you a happy and healthy new year. 
L’Shana Tova

WERTHEIMERBOX

We graciously acknowledge the generosity of the 
following sponsors who helped to make this happen:

If you are interested in becoming a sponsor 
to an upcoming food delivery, please contact us.

ZQ

The Spertus  
Chicago 
Scholarship 

Funded by an anonymous donor, the Spertus Chicago 
Scholarship aims to invigorate Chicago’s Jewish 
community by investing in the education, training, 
and development of Jewish communal professionals. 

The funds are for incoming students accepted into 
the 2021 and 2022 cohorts of Spertus Institute’s 
acclaimed MA in Jewish Professional Studies  
(MAJPS) or Executive MA in Jewish Professional 
Studies (EMAJPS). 

About this exciting initiative, Spertus President 
and CEO Dr. Dean P. Bell said: “We have a special 
commitment to our Chicago community, which this 
scholarship fund will strengthen and enrich.”

Spertus 
Institute

Visit spertus.edu  
or contact Amie Barrish  
Spertus Assistant  
Director for Recruitment  
abarrish@spertus.edu

MAJPS and EMAJPS are programs of 
Spertus Institute’s Center for Jewish 
Leadership, supported in part by a 
generous grant from the Crown Family.

Spertus Institute is a partner  
with the Jewish United Fund  
in serving our community

Spertus Institute announces 
a new graduate scholarship 
for employees of Chicago-area 
Jewish Organizations

Weinberg Community
for Senior Living

EXCEPTIONAL SENIOR LIVING
all on one campus!

From independent living at Tamarisk NorthShore to 
assisted living at Gidwitz Place, to memory care at 
Friend Center, CJE SeniorLife meets you where you are 
in life. Our senior living campus in Deerfield offers an 
array of wellness, life enrichment and entertainment 
programs, dining and transportation provided by caring, 
dedicated, and professional staff.

Call to schedule a personal appointment or virtual tour. 

Now welcoming new 
residents with flexible 
leases and move-in 
specials!

847.374.0500 
WeinbergCommunit y.net  
Gidwitz Place for Assisted Living 
Friend Center for Memory Care

Bernard Heerey Annex
Adult Day Services
1551 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield IL

847.597.8772 
TamariskNorthShore.com
Independent living apartment 
homes for adults 65 and better.
1627 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield IL

THE CJE ADVANTAGE: Our broad continuum of care offers people of all ages, faiths and incomes access to life-enriching 
opportunities, resources and healthcare. Our Jewish values make us the provider of choice for enhancing lives and navigating the 
positive aging process.
CJE SeniorLife® is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community. 1376.6.2021
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Yachad Chicago & The Ralla Klepak Foundation 
for Education for the Performing Arts  

present a community-wide production of

Disney’s Newsies
Community members of all ages and 
abilities are invited to audition to:

n Perform

n Design set, costumes, and props

n Help behind the scenes

Auditions taking place the evenings 
of October 4th and 6th at the 
Chicago Mitzvah Campaign

To register, go to  
yachad.org/newsies

For more information,  
contact Lucy Mattout at 
MattoutL@ou.org

NEWSIES is presented through special arrangement with Music  
Theatre International (MTI). All authorized performance materials  

are also supplied by MTI.                                    www.mtishows.com

To register online or for more info 
www.hadassahmidwest.org/CNSMiracles 

Hadassah, The 
Women’s Zionist 
Organization of 
America, Inc. 

©2021 Hadassah, The Women’s Zionist 
Organization of America, Inc. Hadassah, 
the H logo, and Hadassah the Power of 
Women Who Do are registered 
trademarks of Hadassah, The Women’s 
Zionist Organization of America, Inc. 

©2021 Hadassah, The Women’s Zionist 

847.205.1900   
cns@hadassah.org 
www.hadassah.org/cns 

Managing Director 
Hadassah Midwest  

Ronna Ash 

President 
Hadassah Chicago-North Shore 

Francine Ephraim 

Event Chairs 
Michelle Leon, Jeff Richardson, Lorelei Rosenthal, Enid Wenig 

Director of Development 
Hadassah Midwest 

Rick Kruger 
Thursday, October 14, 2021 at 6 pm  

Hadassah Chicago-North Shore 

Miracles of Hadassah 
Honoring Esther Yelen Berman and Marlene Kaplan Please join us as we pay tribute to Esther  

Yelen Berman and Marlene Kaplan, two 
exemplary pillars of the Hadassah and Jewish 
communities. Honor Esther and Marlene in 
person at Bryn Mawr Country Club and enjoy 
wonderful drinks, hors d’oeuvres, and desserts. 
Livestream will also be available. 
  
Contributions in their honor will benefit the 
world-renowned Hadassah Medical 
Organization Robotics and Neurology 
Departments to accomplish our mission to 
heal and save lives. 

for their years of philanthropy and  
dedication to Hadassah 

Bryn Mawr Country Club, Lincolnwood, IL 

Esther Yelen Berman Marlene Kaplan 
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C H A I  L I G H T S

New year, new name
It’s all about YOU
YOU PROBABLY NOTICED  something new as you opened your magazine a 
moment ago.

As we all turn the page on a new year together, our publication also is turning 
the page on a new chapter—and a new name. 

Welcome to Jewish Chicago: The JUF Magazine!
But more than the name has changed. The magazine—formerly known as  

JUF News—has been on a journey decades in the making. As part of this evolu-
tion, we at the publication embarked 
on research, with both surveys and fo-
cus groups. Our mission? To find out 
what you liked, and—let’s be honest—
didn’t like so much in the magazine. 

And we listened to what you had  
to say:

You told us that you value the sense 
of local community reflected and cel-
ebrated in the magazine.

You told us that you look to the mag-
azine as a conduit to Jewish culture.

You told us the magazine is a source 
of Jewish and community pride for 
you. (We’re kvelling over that one!)

You told us you were looking for 
more bite-sized content to consume.

Our newly renamed magazine reflects what you—our readers—value. 
The magazine, today, has grown into a more lifestyle-focused, and inclusive, 

publication that is relevant to your lives—while still acting as a bridge to the 
Chicago Jewish community and the essential work of JUF. 

Jewish Chicago: The JUF Magazine spotlights the breadth, depth, and vitality of 
today’s Chicago Jewish community. In short, the magazine puts our communi-
ty—you—at its center.

Whether you’re a millennial just setting out to explore Chicago Jewish life 
or a grandparent long-anchored in the community; whether you’re strictly ob-
servant or identify as more culturally Jew-ish; whether you’re a veteran reader 
of the magazine or are opening these pages today for the first time; no matter 
your race, sexual orientation, or ability—we want to tell your story.

So, if you’re interested in anything relating to Jewish Chicago, there’s some-
thing in here for you.

Okay, we told you how we’re changing. Now, let’s tell you what won’t change: 
The magazine—and JUF—has been here for generations, and will be here for 
generations more, as you live your best Jewish lives, practice tikkun olam, and 
forge connections within the community. 

We’ve also been here as a witness to our collective modern Jewish histo-
ry—from the early days of the State of Israel to Operation Exodus; from the 
Pittsburgh and Poway shootings to the coronavirus pandemic that we’re still 
finding our way out of. 

We promise to continue to be there with you—and for you. We promise to 
continue to help you seek out opportunities for participation in Chicago Jewish 
life and to connect you to the local community and to the larger Jewish people.

After more than a year of hardship for everyone, it’s time to celebrate. So, let’s 
toast to a new name, a new year, and a new beginning—one that I pray is full of 
joy, fulfillment, and sweetness for us all. 

From all of us at Jewish Chicago: L’shana tovah umetukah! Have a good and 
sweet year! 

BY CI N DY S H E R   |  Executive Editor

If you’re interested 
in anything relating 
to Jewish Chicago, 
there’s something  
in here for you.

The number 18 stands for Chai, or ‘life’ in Hebrew. 
Since 1903, JCC Chicago has focused on the care and 

keeping of the community by providing essential services 
for children, teens, adults and families.

jccchicago.org L ’ C H A I M

JCC Chicago is a non-profit organization inspired by Jewish values, bridging traditions and generations to create a more vibrant, connected community. 
JCC Chicago is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community. ©2021 JCC Chicago

118   YEARS STRONG
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Reuse, recycle, repair the world
WITH A BOOMING HIGH-TECH SECTOR  accounting for close to 10% of the 
economy, the standard of living for many Israelis is on the rise. 

Yet not everyone is sharing in the wealth. Many of those not working in high-
tech and its derivatives are left out in the cold, trying to keep pace with rising 
costs. As a result, government welfare authorities and related agencies simply 
can’t manage the large num-
ber of Israelis of all sectors 
struggling to keep up with the 
rising cost of living. 

Thank goodness, then, for 
Israel’s philanthropic eco-sys-
tem—boasting over 30,000 
nonprofits—seeking to fill 
in the gaps and alleviate the 
needs left unaddressed by a 
government whose budget is 
stretched thin.

Social Delivery, one such 
organization, is an innovative 
new initiative founded and 
operated by Tomer Shemesh. 
The project connects Israel’s 
profitable businesses with the 
needs of those less fortunate—
including Holocaust survi-
vors, children living in foster 
care and youth villages, and 
others. 

Here’s how it works: The or-
ganization takes the surplus-
es of certain industries—such 
as clothing, manufacturing, 
hotel, technology, and phar-
ma—and locates social service 
nonprofits that can distribute 
them to those most in need. 

These excess items—that 
would otherwise likely end up 
buried in Israel’s already over-
filled Negev landfills—get delivered to a logistical warehouse where volunteers 
sort, catalog, and distribute them to front-line service providers who submit 
requests on behalf of their clients.  

“What we are trying to do is to build a logistical bridge connecting surpluses 
with those who need them the most,” Shemesh explains. “There is no central 
warehouse that is capable of doing this—we fill that vacuum.” 

In the modern world of industrial production, a large percentage of the 
goods produced never make it to the final consumer, becoming a burden on 
the market and the environment. But Social Delivery transforms that burden 
into a social asset, breathing new life into inventory that retailers can’t move 
off the floor—everything from used computers to food to clothing to hygienic 
products. 

For instance, when large high-tech firms move offices, they’ll often replace 
their entire office furniture stock, computers included. Social Delivery staff 

reformat the computers and get them into the hands of people who are able to 
use them.  

And when local clothing chains need to replace their previous season’s of-
ferings to make room for new merchandise, they’ll often burn their old inven-
tory—destroying thousands of perfectly good items of clothing. Thanks to the 

Social Delivery concept, such 
brand-new clothes find their 
way to local welfare authori-
ties who seek out appropriate 
recipients. 

Hotels, too, replace their 
mattresses, on average, every 
couple of years, and discard 
the old ones. The project re-
cycles the mattresses—putting 
them to good use by thousands 
of families who need beds to 
sleep on.  

Mother Earth also reaps 
the benefits of this initiative. 
“We avoid burying thousands 
of items in landfills every 
month,” Shemesh points out. 
“We are effecting change not 
only in the lives of Israelis but 
also in our ecology and our 
environment.” 

For the nonprofit organi-
zations supporting Israelis 
in need, Social Delivery is a 
one-stop shop where they can 
find everything they need—
within a few months if not 
immediately.

Earlier this year, the proj-
ect made its foray into the 
international arena. Nepal’s 
Ambassador to Israel appealed 
to Social Delivery to help her 

country secure special equipment for the war on COVID. The organization 
collected surplus protective paraphernalia from pharma stores and producers 
and delivered the gear to the people of Nepal.  

The Social Delivery project delivers a win-win solution for all—industry, 
nonprofits, thousands of citizens in need, and the environment. It’s a simple 
concept: getting items from those who don’t need them into the hands of those 
who do.  

Pictured: Social Delivery volunteers distributing goods.

BY O FE R BAV LY 

Ofer Bavly is the Director General of the JUF Israel Office.  

J E R U S A L E M  N O T E S

Sunday, October 3, 2021
5–6 PM CST

STREAMING INTO THE FUTURE

CELEBRATE CJE LEADERSHIP 

Event Co-Chairs
Susan Ringel Segal
Allan Goldstein
Nicole Katz

Sponsorship Co-Chairs
James M. Feldman
Kenneth F. Lorch

Ad Book Co-Chairs
Leslie Markman-Stern
Carey L. Rothbardt

Associate Board Liaison
Sam Teper

CJE SeniorLife® is a partner with the Jewish United Fund 
in serving our community.

REGISTER, BECOME A SPONSOR,  
PURCHASE AN AD, OR DONATE

cje.net/celebratecje2021 • 773.508.1320

Join our virtual gala, Streaming Into the 
Future, and experience the creative ways 
we have enriched the lives of older adults 
in this transformative year. We will queue 
up a watch list highlighting world-class 
entertainment, videos featuring amazing 
community members, and a sneak 
preview of great things to come in 2021 
and beyond!

Resource Development Committee 
Vicki E. Pines, Chair
Julia Bikbova
Eve Biller
Samuel P. Brilliant
Dennis J. Carlin 
Terri Freeman
Alan I. Greene
James C. Mills
Michael Saltzman 
Abbe Temkin 
Kalman Wenig

Board Chair
Marc L. Berman

President & CEO
Dan Fagin

Vice President, Resource Development
Stephanie Smerling

Manager,Resource Development Operations
Vanessa Jones

Senior Program Analyst
Patricia Labak

Guest Artist, Tovah Feldshuh 
performing TOVAH: OUT OF HER MIND  

with Musical Director James Bassi
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Leadership mission’s lesson:  
We must invest in our shared future
THERE’S AN INDESCRIBABLE FEELING  you get when you land in Israel, 
step off the plane, and realize that an ancient Jewish dream has come to life 
before your eyes. 

This summer, when six JUF lay leaders—including our Board Chair, Pam 
Friend Szokol—and I went on a national leadership mission to Israel, that deep 
emotion never left us.  

We were among 36 U.S. leaders who went on this inspiring three-day trip, 
hosted by the Jewish Federations of North America, to support Israel at a time 
of great challenge and change (see story on page 63).  May’s traumatic conflict 
with Hamas had come just as Israel’s economy was recovering from the pan-
demic; then—for the first time in 12 years—Israel elected a new prime minister. 

Yet amidst all this turmoil, we found a palpable sense of resiliency and opti-
mism everywhere we went.

At Kfar Aza, near the Gaza border, we met Chen, an Israeli determined to 
fight for coexistence. She calmly showed us the rockets and balloons—which 
are actually explosives—that have landed in her front yard and around her kib-
butz. But Chen, her family, and friends are not going anywhere. They are still 
optimistic that we can share these borders, and their resilience doesn’t wane.  

We gave Chen our pledge to stand in solidarity with her.
In Lod, we met Fatten Alzinaty, an Arab-Israeli who is the Executive Director 

of the JCC that Chicago built during Project Renewal. As we helped Fatten 
package food for a soup kitchen, she shared her pride in how this JCC had 
brought people together and been a symbol of peaceful coexistence. Sadly, she 
is struggling to get members of each community to walk through its doors, a 
casualty of the recent deterioration of the once-strong relationships between 
Jews and Arabs in this small city. Fatten shared her anguish in seeing cars set 
on fire outside the center last spring—but spoke with incredible passion about 
her commitment to rebuilding relationships in this place where Jews and 
Arabs had lived in harmony for so long. 

We gave Fatten our pledge that Chicago would invest in initiatives to help 
heal Israeli society. 

Our most emotional meeting of all was with the parents of Ido Avigal, the 
five-year-old killed by Hamas rocket fire in May. Ido’s family had received 
funds from the Jewish Agency for Israel’s Victims of Terror Fund—supported 
in large measure by JUF—but we also wanted to personally bring them our 
community’s deepest condolences. Ido’s parents still express such deep love for 
their country. Even in the face of unspeakable grief, they believe in Am Yisrael 
Chai, and are committing their lives to working for peace in their son’s memory. 

We gave Ido’s parents our pledge to honor his memory, too. 
That same day, we visited an Ethiopian absorption center and got a power-

ful reminder that, despite its challenges, Israel remains a beacon of hope for 
Jews worldwide. Seeing newly arrived immigrants eagerly preparing to enter 
Israeli society brought tears to our eyes.

Everywhere we went, we saw Israelis double down on their commitment to 
life. We were inspired by the ubiquitous cranes in every city—Ashkelon, Tel 
Aviv, Jerusalem. Their excitement in building for the future was contagious.

There is also pervasive optimism about the new government, which we share. 
All signals indicate that this new government is deeply committed to bringing 
Diaspora Jewry in lockstep with Israelis. Our group met with President Bougie 
Herzog, Minister of Diaspora Affairs Nachman Shai, and Members of Knesset 
who understand the vital role Diaspora Jewry plays in Jewish peoplehood. 

They are just as concerned as we are about indications that young people’s 
connection to Israel is waning, coupled with the uptick in global antisemitism. 
They are committed to working together to grapple with—and reverse—those 
trends. 

These leaders also showed amazing attention to other issues of concern to 
Diaspora Jewry—particularly those related to Jewish identity. We feel like they 
are listening. 

We gave them our pledge that JUF would be at the forefront in helping Israel 
address these nuanced issues.

At a time of complex challenges, we need to be one people. Our Chicago 
group came away more determined than ever to ensure that Jews in Israel and 
the Diaspora are aligned to face the future. 

Pictured, from left: Marc Spellman, Ali Karmin, Gita Berk, Pam Friend Szokol, Lonnie Nasatir,  
and Michael Zaransky in Lod—outside the JCC that the Chicago community built.

BY LO N N I E N A SAT I R 

Lonnie Nasatir is the President of the Jewish United Fund of Chicago.
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At the recent Tokyo Olympics, Israeli 
athletes won gold for Israel for the sec-
ond and third time. Gymnast Artem 
Dolgopyat took home the gold medal 
in men’s floor exercise, giving Israel 
its second-ever Olympic gold. Shortly 
after, Linoy Ashram (pictured) won 
the gold medal in rhythmic gymnastics, 
becoming the first Israeli woman to win 
an Olympic gold medal. Until their wins, 
the only gold medal won by an Israeli was Gal 
Fridman’s 2004 gold in windsurfing. 

—Philissa Cramer, JTA

(Photo credit: Lionel Bonaventure/AFP via Getty Images)

BY THE NUMBERS

2nd /3rd

Marathon champ and haredi Orthodox mother Beatie Deutsch was 
featured in sportswear company Adidas’ “Impossible Is Nothing” 
campaign—from online to on billboards—wearing her headscarf, 
skirt, and long sleeves. In 2018 and 2019, she won two Israeli mara-
thons, and initially qualified for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.

“I couldn’t think of a more fitting way to demonstrate ‘Am Yisrael 
Chai’ than by racing as a proud Orthodox Jewish mother,” said 

Deutsch, an Israeli born in the States. “I was so 
surprised that they wanted to highlight 

the fact that I’m a religious runner 
and that my faith is what moves 

me. It was a beautiful opportu-
nity to make an impact as a 
proudly modest woman, and 
Adidas chose to highlight 
that aspect of me.”

—Bonnie Azoulay, JTA   
(From Kveller)

  Beatie Deutsch. (Photo credit:  
Projects in Torah)

CULTURE P   P!JCFS Chicago celebrates new Seigle Campus
JCFS Chicago has opened the new Seigle Campus, a social service hub for peo-
ple of all ages and abilities and their families. The generosity of philanthropist 
and JUF board member Harry J. Seigle paved the way for the vision of a Skokie-
based campus to become reality.  

The site includes the newly renovated Goldie Bachman Luftig Building and 
the Seigle Building—the new home for Response for Teens. 

A dedication ceremony took place in August, and Illinois State Rep. Jennifer 
Gong-Gershowitz sponsored a resolution recognizing the significance of the 
new campus.

The renovation of both buildings was designed by Perkins Eastman’s Chicago 
studio and built by Landmark Construction, all done in partnership with JUF. 

 Pictured (from left) at the grand opening of the Seigle Campus: Debra and Harry Seigle  
with Stacey Shor, JCFS Chicago President and CEO, and Lonnie Nasatir, JUF President.  
(Photo credit: Allen Bourgeois)

N O T E D

 Jack Hughes, on left, hugs brother Luke while their other brother Quinn looks on during  
the first round of the 2019 NHL draft in Vancouver, Canada. (Photo credit: Jeff Vinnick/NHL  
via Getty Images) 

Three Jewish bros make NHL history
Talk about goals: Luke Hughes has become the third brother in his hockey-play-
ing Jewish family to be drafted in the first round of the NHL Draft.

The New Jersey Devils picked the 17-year-old defenseman fourth overall 
in the July selections, making the Hughes brothers of Orlando, Fla., the first 
American family to have three siblings drafted in the National Hockey League’s 
first round.

Jack Hughes, a center, was chosen first overall by the Devils in 2019—earning 
the distinction as the first Jewish player ever taken No. 1. A year earlier, the 
oldest brother, Quinn Hughes, had gone to the Vancouver Canucks with the 
seventh pick.

—Evelyn Frick, JTA (From Alma) Spertus announces scholarship  
for Chicagoans
Funded by an anonymous donor, The Spertus Chicago Scholarship 
aims to invigorate Chicago’s Jewish community by investing in 
the education, training, and development of Jewish communal 
professionals. Employees of Jewish organizations across the 
greater Chicago area can access funds of up to $2,000 for Spertus 
Institute’s MA in Jewish Professional Studies or Executive MA in 
Jewish Professional Studies. 

The funds, which are limited, are for incoming students  
accepted into the cohorts that begin in 2021 and 2022. 

For details, email Amie Barrish at abarrish@spertus.edu  
or visit spertus.edu.

Israel to name Michael Herzog as next U.S. ambassador
Michael Herzog, a brigadier general, will be the next Israeli ambassador to the 
United States, according to Israeli media reports.

Prime Minister Naftali Bennett and Foreign Minister Yair Lapid have selected 
Herzog, brother of President Isaac Herzog, for the role, according to the reports.

Herzog, the son of the late Chaim Herzog, who also served as president, was 
the head of strategic planning for the Israel Defense Forces and an adviser to 
multiple peace-negotiating teams since the 1990s.

Since 2004, Herzog has been a fellow for the Washington Institute for Near 
East Policy.

Among his other roles, Herzog serves as head of the Strategic Dialogue pro-
gram for the European Leadership Network (ELNET)—whose American entity, 
Friends of ELNET, is co-founded and chaired by JUF lay leader Larry Hochberg.

—Ron Kampeas, JTA

A Member Firm of M Financial Group

Andrew Robinson • Allan Kaplan • Elliott Robinson • Jeff Simon • Dov Robinson

Securities and investment advisory services offered through M Holdings Securities, Inc. A registered broker/dealer 
member and investment advisor, FINRA/SIPC. The Robinson Financial Group is independently owned and operated.

•  Life Insurance
•  Employee Benefits 

•  Health Insurance
•  Business & Estate Planning

RFGinsure.com • 847.679.0700

We know that continuity is everything, so we’re three generations 
strong and counting. Passing down (and up!) knowledge to stay 
close to what matters to your family today — and tomorrow.

As an independent firm, we can secure your family’s financial 
future using the industry’s most innovative tools for: 

Shouldn’t generational wealth  
be steered by a generational firm?

NA’AMAT USA helps women, teens, and children in Israel by supporting pre-schools, high schools 
for teens at risk, domestic violence shelters, and advocacy against harassment and discrimination. 

If you like what we do, become a member and donate to our cause. www.naamat.org

JOIN US AT OUR UPCOMING EVENTS!

100 Years of Chesed and Tikun Olam 
Supporting Social Services in Israel 

THE MIDWEST AREA
Wishes our Community a Healthy and Safe Shanah Tovah!  Happy New Year 5782!

Midwest Area   |   847.329.7172  |   midwest.area@naamat.org

September 26 – Meet Lori Banov Kaufman, author of “Rebel Daughter” 
October 10 – Discussion of “Florence Adler Swims Forever” by Rachel Beanland 

“Live with Linda” an Exercise Class on Mondays & “Pilates with Linda” on Thursdays 

Interested? Contact Felicia Gross at midwest.area@naamat.org
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MAZEL
TOV

N O T E D

“Hi, Israel. This is Billie Eilish,  
and I’m so excited that my new  
album, Happier Than Ever, is out now.”

—Pop star Billie Eilish recently provoked a wave of angry criticism 
from pro-Palestinian social media users after she posted a short 
video to her TikTok promoting her new album to Israeli fans.  
The video was one of several that Eilish posted to fans in  
different countries.

—Gabe Friedman, JTA

UOTEWORTHY

N O T E D

Emily Briskman, Associate Vice President 
of Campus Affairs at JUF and Executive 

Director of The Hillels of Illinois, has been 
selected as one of 50 civic leaders to join 
the prestigious Leadership Greater 
Chicago Signature Fellows Class of 2022. 
Briskman and the rest of the cohort of 

professionals from the corporate, nonprof-
it, government, and education sectors will 

tackle socioeconomic issues facing Chicago.

Ida Crown Jewish Academy graduates took 
the top two places in the national Bronka 

Weintraub High School Bekiut Program, 
a rigorous Yeshiva University contest of 
women’s Talmud learning. Shira David 
(left) and Simone Miller (right) won first 
and second place, respectively, in this 
year’s competition, which focused on 

the tractate Moed Katan (Minor Festival). 
David and Miller studied the text and com-

mentaries in depth before taking five written 
exams during the last year.

The Jewish Foundation 
for the Righteous has se-
lected 21 middle and high 
school teachers, and four 
educators at U.S.-based 
Holocaust centers, as 2021 
Alfred Lerner Fellows. 
They will delve into the 
complex history of the 
Holocaust as well as dis-
cuss new teaching techniques for introducing the subject into 
their classrooms. Two local educators—Julie Klein (left) from Trinity 
High School in River Forest, and Margaret Berry (right) from John 
F. Kennedy Middle School in Plainfield—were selected as Fellows. 

Chicago-based mentalist Sidney Friedman 
was recently awarded the Dunninger 
Award from the Psychic Entertainers 
Association, an international organiza-
tion for the magical arts. Friedman has 
appeared at more than 200 federation 
events around North America in the past 
14 years, and on national television shows 
including The View and The Today Show.

Gov. Pritzker signs critical 
legislation over summer 
Illinois state legislators and telehealth coalition partners recent-
ly convened at Sinai Chicago for Governor J.B. Pritzker’s signing 
of HB 3308 (pictured), which codifies telehealth for physical and 
behavioral health, and early intervention services. Of critical im-
portance to JUF partner agencies and their clients are the access 
and payment parity provisions, ensuring insurance reimburse-
ment at the same rate as in-person services.   
The governor also recently signed HB 40 and HB 562. HB 40 al-
lows students in special education to continue attending school 
through the end of the school year in which they turn 22. Under 
prior law, students aged out of eligibility the day they turned 22.  
HB 562 is landmark violence prevention legislation that pro-
motes sensible gun ownership and, additionally, modernizes the 
antiquated Firearm Owners Identification card system.

All three bills, signed over the summer, were part of JUF’s leg-
islative agenda pressed during the 2021 Springfield/Federal Joint 
Advocacy Mission.   

Nursing home costs 
threatening your family?

Protecting client’s income and assets from 
nursing home costs for over 25 years.

FREE CONSULTATION
Call today!  (847) 564-5644

WE CAN ALSO ASSIST YOU WITH:

» Powers of Attorney, Wills and Trusts
» Probate and Estate Administration
» Guardianships
» Real Estate Transactions

Larry 
Magill
Attorney 
at Law

CenterForElderLawSolutions.com
555 Skokie Blvd., Suite 250 • Northbrook

ANCHORED IN EMPATHY. 
POWERED BY COMMUNITY.

Honoring our professional staff, 
clients, donors, volunteers, and 
partners as we mark 50 years as the 
vibrant hub of vital human services 
for the Jewish community.

בסייד

The ARK
West Rogers Park

The ARK Northwest
Northbrook

Illinois Nonprofi t Organization, Community-Funded 
A Partner with the Jewish United Fund in Serving our Community

ALWAYS FREE 
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773-973-1000
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Virtual High Holy Day Services 2021 / 5782
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Ahavat-Olam@hotmail.com • CongregationAhavatOlam.com
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Nancy Landsman 
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Portrait sitting with Alex Tubis and framed charcoal drawing of Akiva Shtisel. Make your bid at www.shtiselatshalva.com

Live Auction: 

Shalva, the Israel Association for the Care and Inclusion of Persons with Disabilities, is 
dedicated to providing transformative care for individuals with disabilities, empowering their 
families and promoting social inclusion. Shalva provides an all-encompassing range of services 
for thousands of people with disabilities from infancy to adulthood and their families.

American Friends of Shalva presents

Meet the Shtisels - An Intimate Portrait

Join us for a Virtual Livestream Conversation with the Actors of Shtisel
Michael Aloni  • Daniella Kertesz • Neta Riskin • Zohar Shtrauss • Hadas Yaron

Sunday, September 12, 2021   5PM PDT | 7PM CDT | 8PM EDT

Dikla Barkai
Shtisel Producer

With Special Guests
Alex Tubis
Real-life Artist of Shtisel

Master of Ceremony
Sarah Williamson
i24 News Anchor

For more information call (212) 725-0900 or email alexis@shalva-usa.org | www.shtiselatshalva.com
JCC Chicago is a non-profit organization inspired by Jewish values, bridging traditions and generations to create a more vibrant, connected community.   

JCC Chicago is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community.  ©2021 JCC Chicago

jccfilmfest.org

...AND CONSIDER BECOMING A SPONSOR!
By expanding to a year-round model, your business will benefit from exposure to tens 
of thousands of community members in Chicagoland and NW Indiana through Paid, 

Earned & Owned media. +2.9MM paid impressions are planned for ‘21/’22. 

As the largest JCC in North America, non-denominational and welcoming to all,  
the philosophy of inclusion serves as a compass for JCC Chicago. Our ‘21/’22 festivals, 

including January’s Social Justice Series, will explore Anti-Semitism, Racism, Human 
Rights and the Holocaust, and issues impacting people who are different and/or  

disabled — igniting conversations that lead to societal change.

All that’s missing is YOU!  Visit jccfilmfest.org/sponsor

STUDIO

THANK YOU 
TO OUR 

MULTI-YEAR 
SPONSORS

DIRECTOR

clrbrands.com lakeviewderm.com

NOW YEAR-ROUND!

TICKETS ON SALE NOW FOR 
LABYRINTH OF PEACE MINI-SERIES

In 1945 Switzerland, war is over, but the legacies 
remain! Klara, her fiancé Johann and his brother 
Egon are still looking bright-eyed into the future. 

Binge this epic 6-part series for $36; 
streaming October 1-17. 

Visit jccfilmfest.org
JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL
OFFICIAL SELECTION

2021

OCT 1–17 
Labyrinth of 

Peace  
Mini-Series

OCT 29– 
NOV 21 

Fall  
Festival

JAN 14–23 
Social 

 Justice 
 Series

MAR 4–20 
Hybrid  
Spring  

Festival
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C O M M U N I T Y

Initiative ensures cost of dental care  
is one less worry for survivors
SOFIA,  A HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR  in the Chicago area, has faced 
countless challenges over the years. As with so many other Jews who 
were in Europe during World War II, she has sustained her share of loss 
and trauma. She is also, according to social service professionals work-
ing in the survivor community, among the approximately one-third of 
Holocaust survivors in this country living below the poverty line. 

As if that’s not difficult enough, Sofia has had significant dental prob-
lems, not uncommon among Holocaust survivors, who went without 
oral hygiene during the Shoah.

But thanks to an initiative that launched more than six years ago, 
Sofia and more than 200 other local survivors are getting the dental at-
tention they need. That initiative, the Alpha Omega-Henry Schein Cares 
Holocaust Survivors Oral Health Program, was established out of a feder-
al push to create public-private partnerships that would ensure that sur-
vivors without means would receive long overdue care at no cost to them. 

Aviva Sufian, an Obama Administration appointee who became in 2014 
the Special Envoy to Holocaust Survivor Services, approached Henry 
Schein, one of the world’s largest distributors of medical and dental of-
fice supplies, to participate in the initiative. Schein quickly signed on. 

In turn, Schein approached the Alpha Omega International Dental Society, 
a historically Jewish professional organization and the oldest international 
dental society, to fulfill the mission of providing free dental care to Holocaust 
survivors in need. Alpha Omega’s members, the vast majority of whom are 
Jewish dentists, responded enthusiastically—particularly those in metropoli-
tan Chicago, which has a large and active Alpha Omega chapter.  

Chicago became one of nine initial pilot sites to implement the program, re-
lying on CJE SeniorLife, a JUF agency, and its Holocaust Community Services 
program to screen appropriate clients. The ARK, another JUF partner, also 
works with HCS to provide free dental services to the survivor community.

One of the first dentists to 
whom the HCS program turned 
for assistance was Dr. Laurie 
Gordon-Shaw. 

Gordon-Shaw, a Chicago native 
and active, longtime Alpha Omega 
member, continues to provide pro 
bono services to Holocaust survi-
vors to this day. During the height 
of the pandemic, clad in COVID-
protective gear, she visited pa-
tients’ homes to attend to urgent 
needs.

“In my experience,” said Gordon-
Shaw, who has practiced for 33 
years, “survivors lost a tremendous 
number of teeth early on in their 
life” because figuring out how to 
stay alive in Nazi-torn Europe took 
precedence over every other need. 
Many years later, she noted, as so 
many survivors are scraping by, 
they have often had to “choose be-
tween food or care.” 

Gordon-Shaw said that it has 
been “meaningful to me to give 

back” to the survivor community through the Alpha Omega-Schein program. 
She is hardly the only Chicago area dentist to feel so. 

In Evanston, Alpha Omega member Dr. Adina Silberman—one of this year’s 
36 Under 36 honorees—is working to make sure that survivors’ dental needs 
are satisfied. This work has particular resonance for her, she said: Both of her 
maternal grandparents were survivors. 

“It’s very personal,” Silberman said, adding that it has been enriching to hear 
her patients’ stories of love and survival. “We build these tremendous bonds.”

Gordon-Shaw, Silberman, and the 40 or so Alpha Omega dentists in the 
Chicago area offering free care have been able to call upon the Prospect 
Heights-based Golden Ceramic Dental Lab to supply, gratis, the dental prod-
ucts their patients need. 

Cydney Topaz, who owns the business with her husband, Ben Topaz, said 
giving back to survivors has special meaning for them both. 

“He thought it would be a wonderful way to honor his grandparents,” who 
were Holocaust survivors, she said of her husband. As for Cydney Topaz, who 
once worked in the Jewish community, the ability to connect with the survi-
vors has brought her “back to Jewish communal life in a way I didn’t expect,” 
she added. 

Those interested in contributing services to the Holocaust survivors’ dental pro-
gram can call Alpha Omega’s Holocaust Survivors Program Manager, Bernice 
Edelstein, at bedelstein@ao.org. 

For more information on Holocaust Community Services at CJE SeniorLife,  
call 773-508-1004. For more information on The ARK’s dental clinic and additional 
services available to Jewish community members in need, call 773-973-1000. 

Pictured: (Top) Dentist Dr. Adina Silberman at her wedding with her husband, Eric Silberman, 
and her grandparents, who survived the Holocaust. Her grandmother, Sabina Rosenbloom, was 
hidden in a barn by a Christian family during the war, and her late grandfather, Max Rosenbloom, 
survived several death camps. (Left) During the height of COVID, Dr. Laurie Gordon-Shaw made 
home visits to Holocaust survivors with urgent dental needs.

BY RO B E R T N AG L E R M I L L E R

Robert Nagler Miller is a journalist and editor who writes frequently about arts-  
and Jewish-related topics from his home in Chicago. 

Two of today’s rising leaders, 
raising tomorrow’s leaders
In the previous issue’s “36 Under 36” profiles, the 
information regarding these two outstanding individuals 
was inadvertently switched. We hope this piece clarifies 
matters as to their remarkable achievements.

Esther Leah Teldon, 30 (She/Her/Hers)
Esther Leah Teldon is always striving to im-
prove the Jewish community. 

When the pandemic hit, she came up 
with creative ways to ensure Chabad’s 
Sunday school program remained open. 
On the side, Esther Leah baked weekly chal-
lah loaves that she delivered for local seniors 
who were enduring the pandemic alone.

She also spearheaded the “Lawns of Hope” proj-
ect, in which hundreds of local families put beautiful signs on 
their lawns with a message of positivity to counter the gloom of 
the pandemic. The project was so successful that it was imple-
mented in 50 other communities!

Recently, Esther Leah has been laying groundwork for a new 
Montessori preschool she hopes to open in Wilmette. At home, 
you can find her spending time with her husband and five girls.

PRIMARY GIG: Youth Director at Chabad of Wilmette and future 
Director of Gan Montessori

YOUR BEST PIECE OF ADVICE: We’re all going through stuff.  
Give as much slack to someone else as you’d like to be given on 
your worst day.

Alissa Zeffren, 36 (She/Her/Hers)
In addition to being a well-known and loved 
teacher in her community, Alissa Zeffren 
makes it her mission to inform and edu-
cate others.

In 2019, she brought a national pro-
gram, Student to Student, to Chicago. The 
program was created as an opportunity for 
Jewish high school students to present to other 
teens in schools with low to no Jewish populations 
about their lives as Jews. The goal of the program is to create pos-
itive face-to-face interactions between Jewish and non-Jewish 
teens and dispel antisemitic stereotypes. Next year, the program 
plans to expand to 18 area high schools.

When she’s not busy with school, you can find Alissa practicing 
yoga, running, or dancing in the kitchen with her three children.

PRIMARY GIG: Jewish History and Tanach Teacher and 
Student Activities Coordinator at Ida Crown Jewish Academy; 
Program Coordinator for Student to Student, a program 
of Ida Crown Jewish Academy (with support from JUF)

YOUR BEST PIECE OF ADVICE: “Students don’t care how 
much you know, until they know how much you care.” 

3 SEPARATE AUCTIONS

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITYALL 6 OFFERINGS BELOW PREVIOUSLY 
PRICED IN BULK OVER $14,000,000 AND 
NOW HAVE SUGGESTED OPENING BIDS 

AS LOW AS $125,000

RETAIL, RESTAURANT AND POSSIBLE SENIOR 
LIVING CHERRYVALE MALL OUTLOTS
(Adjacent to Macy’s, Barnes & Noble, Menards, 
Walgreens, Schnuck’s, Burger King, Arby’s) The 

CherryVale Mall is the largest shopping mall in Northern 
Illinois outside of suburban Chicago. 29.22 Acres 

(2 parcels sold in bulk zoned commercial community)
Previously Priced Over: $4,450,000
Suggested Opening Bid: $1,100,000

LAND JUST SOUTH OF CHERRYVALE MALL & 
SCHNUCK’S GROCERY

3.02 Acres (3 parcels sold in bulk zoned commercial general)
Previously Priced To: $525,000

Suggested Opening Bid: $125,000

GUILFORD SQUARE OFFICE PARK
7.47 Acres near SEC Mulford and Guilford Rds. 

(3 parcels sold in bulk)
Previously Valued Over: $1,000,000
Suggested Opening Bid: $250,000

OFFICE/RETAIL PARCELS
At Newburg and Bell School Rds. with I-90 frontage. 
12.79 Acres (4 parcels sold in bulk) • Utilities in place

Previously Valued To: $2,785,000
Suggested Opening Bid: $675,000

OFFICE/RETAIL/MULTI-FAMILY PARCELS
At Newburg and Bell School Rds. with I-90 frontage. 

46.72 Acres (3 parcels sold in bulk)
Previously Valued Over: $3,000,000
Suggested Opening Bid: $750,000

SINGLE-FAMILY/DUPLEX/RESIDENTIAL/
 COMMERCIAL PARCELS

Near I-90 & East State St./Guilford and Shiloh Roads 
25.84 Acres Adjacent and within the Bello Reserve 

Residential Community
Previously Valued To: $2,150,000

Suggested Opening Bid: $525,000

6037 N. Lincoln • 1.7 Acres with 
plans for single-family and town 

home development. 
Previously Valued To: $1,850,000

Suggested Opening Bid: $850,000

MORTON GROVE, IL

COLOMA, MICHIGAN
(SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN)

In conjunction with C BRE 

In conjunction with
Southwest Real Estate

ROCKFORD, IL

55 FT. 2-SIDED BILLBOARD
WITH MICHIGAN PERMIT

On I-94 near Exit 39. 
Situated on 9 Acres.

Suggested Opening Bid: $250,000

40 ACRE PARCEL 
Zoned Agricultural with older home 

and barn at 2774 Park Road.
Suggested Opening Bid: $325,000

FAMOUS DEER FOREST FUN PARK
Now closed. On 32 Acres at 6800 Indian 
Lane. Former Zoo and Amusement Park 

with numerous buildings, log cabin, 
trains station, old west theme. 

Zoned for numerous uses.

On-Site Inspections:
Noon to 2 pm.

Sept. 21, 30, and Oct. 6.

Previously Valued To: $3,200,000
Suggested Opening Bid: $450,000

REAL ESTATE AUCTIONS
OCTOBER 14, 2021 • ILLINOIS & MICHIGAN

BROKER
PARTICIPATION
INVITED

Rick Levin & Associates, Inc. | since 1991
312.440.2000 | www.ricklevin.com

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT

312-807-3990 | dadsrights.com | Follow our victories!

Law O�ces of 
Je�ery M. Leving, Ltd. 
Matrimonial Trial Attorneys
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If this year was unprecedented,  so was Jewish Chicago’s generosity. 
Fueled by the community’s generous support of the JUF Annual 

Campaign, the Jewish United Fund/Jewish Federation of Chicago rose 
to meet the intense challenges of a year unlike any other. 

Together, we delivered wide-ranging COVID relief throughout the 
community, rushed support to the people of Israel in a time of crisis, 
battled a frightening surge in antisemitism—and still forged innova-
tive ways to engage the next generations in Jewish life, community, 
and identity.  

The strength of the JUF Annual Campaign makes everything we 
do possible. We are grateful to each and every individual donor and 
corporate partner. Their commitment is the cornerstone of JUF/
Federation’s multi-faceted resource development efforts. The Annual 
Campaign is complemented by grants from foundations, the govern-
ment, and United Way, plus distributions from Donor Advised Funds 
and Supporting Foundations. Generous bequests and endowment 
gifts further strengthen the foundation on which future generations 
will build.

All told, our community’s incredible collective generosity fueled al-
locations and expenses of $277,392,148 during the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 2021.

Highlights include: $32,999,258 through the Jewish Federation of 
Chicago to fund local human services and $24,586,204 to fund Jewish 
education, continuity, identity-building, outreach and advocacy pro-
grams; $30,469,747 through the Jewish United Fund devoted to help 
millions of Jews in Israel and 70 countries worldwide; $13,536,244 of 
COVID relief grants, and $119,503,722 allocated to charitable ventures 
worldwide in partnership with our 1,000+ Donor Advised Funds and 
Supporting Foundations. 

With these funds, JUF provided humanitarian aid to 500,000 
Chicagoans of all faiths and millions of Jews across the globe at an 
enormously challenging time. 

We fought for Israel. And against antisemitism. 
We created exciting Jewish experiences for children, teens and 

young families, strengthening their Jewish identity. 
We provided young adults with multiple points of entry and oppor-

tunities for personal growth when they needed it most. 
Together, we ensured that our community was cared for and 

emerged from the pandemic healthy and strong.
Jewish life in Chicago is thriving—and we can look ahead to the fu-

ture with excitement and optimism.

C O M M U N I T Y

Lonnie Nasatir
President

Pam Friend Szokol 
Chair of the Board
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The pandemic created special challenges in caring for seniors, and CJE 
SeniorLife sustained their clients’ physical and mental health, beginning with 
scrupulously safeguarding those living in its residential facilities. CJE also 
found creative ways to keep seniors emotionally and socially engaged, from 
streaming Shabbat services and virtual field trips to developing activity kits 
for homebound clients and checking in daily with Holocaust survivors. 

JCFS Chicago expanded its emergency financial assistance and mental health 
services, incorporating telehealth options, and grew its programming for peo-
ple with disabilities, adding virtual experiences to help participants maintain a 
sense of community and connection during the pandemic and beyond.  

JCC Chicago kicked off Camp Chi’s 
Centennial celebration, capping a 
year in which they worked tireless-
ly to safely offer in-person Jewish 
summer camps and early childhood 
education.

Our community’s Jewish day 
schools similarly adapted seamless-
ly to every scenario as it unfolded, 
ensuring students received what-
ever support they needed to thrive 
academically, socially and emotion-
ally—whether in remote, in-person 
or hybrid settings.

JUF Young Families offered many 
programs online and then in-per-
son, including virtual jBaby sup-
port groups for new parents and PJ 
Library events and activity kits to 
celebrate holidays and Jewish val-
ues. JUF Teens took its service learn-
ing and leadership programming 
online, and even brought teens to-
gether for pop-up virtual giving cir-
cles to provide COVID relief. 

To engage more members of 
the next generations in meaning-
ful Jewish experiences, JUF dou-
bled our Base program from two 
Chicago locations to four. Serving as 
pluralistic hubs for Jewish life, each 
Base is anchored by rabbis-in-resi-
dence and their families, who open 
their doors to provide a welcoming 
space for young people to experi-
ence Judaism together. Chicago 
is now home to Silverstein Base in 
Lincoln Park and the new Base Logan 
Square, which serve college stu-
dents, plus Base West Loop and the 
new Doppelt Base in Andersonville, 
which serve young adults.  

Even as we made these exciting 
investments in the Jewish future, 
JUF remained poised to mobilize in 
moments of crisis—which we were 
compelled to do again in May, when 
Hamas launched intensive rocket 
attacks against Israel.

As Israel endured thousands 
of terrorist missiles, JUF swiftly 

advanced $1 million to address hu-
manitarian needs on the ground, 
including intensive assistance for 
traumatized children and families, 
people with disabilities, Holocaust 
survivors, and new immigrants. We 
also sent an additional $125,000 in 
emergency grants for bombing vic-
tims and other urgent needs. 

In the wake of the conflict with 
Hamas, a wave of anti-Jewish hate 
swept the globe, demonstrating 
that in today’s world, the bound-
aries between anti-Zionism and 
antisemitism have been erased. In 
the months since, as incidents of an-
ti-Jewish hate continued to escalate, 
JUF doubled down on our efforts to 
galvanize our community—and to 
expose and fight antisemitism in all 
its forms. 

JUF utilized our social media 
presence to fight antisemitism and 
promote Jewish pride—and helped 
to identify and shut down hate 
speech and discrimination against 
Jews in Facebook groups. JUF lead-
ers took to the airwaves, speaking 
out against antisemitism on major 
media outlets across the metropoli-
tan area and successfully calling out 
incidents of biased local coverage.

We engaged with elected offi-
cials in Congress and in the Illinois 
General Assembly, urging them 
to stand up for Israel and to stand 
against anti-Jewish hate, and hosted 
live broadcasts from Israel to ensure 
that interfaith civic and religious 
leaders were kept informed of the 
nuanced realities on the ground. 
We coordinated opposition to pro-
posed anti-Israel statements in sev-
eral religious and academic arenas, 
and counseled Jewish employees at 
large, iconic businesses to help them 
deal with difficult conversations in 
the workplace. We equipped college, high school, and middle school students 
with resources to advocate for Israel—and for themselves as American Jews—
and hosted educational sessions to help synagogues, civic organizations, and 
community members to do the same. 

Finally, JUF launched a high-visibility, surround-strategy antisemitism pub-
lic awareness campaign. Targeted to both Jewish and non-Jewish audiences, 
the multi-channel #stopantisemitism campaign delivered positive, actionable 
messaging across the city—from expressway billboards and digital signboards 
to full-page ads, TV commercial spots, and social media channels—urging peo-
ple to come together and eliminate hate. 

We look to the year ahead with a spirit of optimism and pride in our commu-
nity’s resilience. 

We are—truly—together for good.  

Highlights  
of a year like  
no other  
A review of JUF’s extraordinary 
work in 2021
DURING AN INTENSE  and difficult year that tested our Jewish commu-
nity’s commitment, creativity, and resilience, Jewish Chicago rose to meet 
every challenge.

When COVID-19 transformed life as we knew it, creating human needs 
greater in scope than we had seen in our lifetime, JUF swiftly became a life-
line for tens of thousands of people. 

When children were hungry, JUF fed them. 
When families needed emergency cash for rent, JUF delivered extra 

funds. 
When healthcare workers and caregivers required PPE to care for the 

sick and elderly, JUF supplied it. 
When months of isolation and worry took a toll on people’s emotional 

health, JUF put more resources into mental health services. 
When Jewish schools, camps, and human service agencies needed safety 

upgrades to reopen, JUF funded those upgrades. 
And when many vital Jewish institutions faced frightening revenue short-

falls, JUF sent them emergency operating support to keep the lights on. 
All told, during the fiscal year and in the surrounding months, JUF deliv-

ered an additional $21.6 million, above and beyond annual support for emer-
gency COVID-relief grants across the community in five critical areas:

• $6.7 million in emergency financial assistance to help 37,000 people pay  
for housing, food, and other essentials;

• $2.6 million in increased support via food pantries and meal programs  
to help feed 45,000 people; 

• $4.4 million in health and safety upgrades allowing schools, camps  
and agencies to reopen and operate safely;

• $2.2 million to expand mental health programs and other  
intensive social services; 

• $5.7 million in technical assistance and emergency operating funds to help 
all types of Jewish institutions fill the gap between revenue shortfalls  
and increased expenses. 

This support—provided above and beyond JUF’s annual allocations—stabi-
lized our community at a time of dire need and served as investment in our 
community’s future. 

All the while, JUF and our family of partner agencies still met daily human 
needs and engaged people Jewishly.
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C O M M U N I T Y

Local Jewish teen 
groups help ease return  
to in-person world
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE,   Jewish teens are longing to return to nor-
malcy after a year that was anything but normal. 

Even as COVID numbers continue to ebb and flow, local youth 
professionals and teen group leaders are nurturing the mental, so-
cial, and emotional well-being of Chicago Jewish teens, now reaccli-
mating to life outside of quarantine.

“Teens face a variety of challenges, and we want to help them un-
derstand their mental health and create environments where they 
can thrive,” said Ari Handel, BBYO’s Director of Inclusion, a Chicago 
native now based in Cincinnati. 

The self-actualization process, integral to teen development, 
was impeded during the pandemic, said Julia Draper, LCPC, JCFS 
Chicago’s Response for Teens Assistant Director. “Self-actualization 
is the journey of coming into one’s beliefs and self throughout one’s 
lifetime, but in adolescence, there’s a lot that can get crystallized as 
our identity begins to form,” she said. “In the pandemic, it’s been dif-
ficult because a lot of that [progress] has gotten stalled.”

As life adjusts to a new normal, BBYO and Response for Teens are 
helping teens readapt to in-person activity. For BBYO, all staff en-
gaged in mental health first-aid training to “recognize the signs and 
symptoms of a mental health challenge and connect the youth to ap-
propriate help,” Handel said.

Teens also learn to assess their own mental health and that of their 
friends through a BBYO peer-to-peer youth mental health first-aid 
program; Chicago is one of the first cities to launch a program of 
its kind. Its goal is to mitigate the increased loneliness, anxiety, de-
pression, and post-traumatic stress Handel and others are seeing as 
in-person programming returns.

At “in-real-life” gatherings, like summer camp, BBYO has encour-
aged teens and staff alike to be sensitive to signs of fatigue and de-
pletion in participants. Social workers are available on site to sup-
port those needing guidance.

Staff at Response for Teens—where counseling has always been 
core to its mission—saw a huge jump in the number of teens seeking 
counseling throughout the pandemic, said Draper. 

In recent months, Response for Teens has added initiatives to 
help teens reinvigorate their stagnated social skills and engage in 
stress-reduction exercises. Other programming teaches caregivers 
ways to help teens navigate an increasingly screen-focused world. 

JCC Chicago, too, is helping children and teens adjust to the new 
normal under the guidance of Rachel Schwartz, LCSW, Director of 
Social Services. 

After a year of spending so much time on screens, Schwartz said, 
“it may be challenging for [children] ... to reacclimate to reading so-
cial cues and navigating peer relationships, which naturally occur 
during face-to-face interactions.”

Thanks to a JUF grant, JCC Chicago has boosted mental health 
support and resources in early childhood classrooms, camps, and 
teen programs. JCC staff and educators are engaging in profession-
al development to learn “how to best be emotionally responsive to 
the unique needs of our children and teens” and to learn practical 
steps like offering check-ins and monitoring from mental health 

PHOTOS
1 & 2. Teens participating in BBYO Summer 2021 programs. (Photo 
courtesy of BBYO)  

3. Campers connect over a game of cards at JCC Camp Chi. 

1

2

3

professionals, while keeping an eye out for symptoms of anxiety, de-
pression, and abuse.

Fostering good mental health in children and teens means “help-
ing children identify and label their feelings, share and take turns, 
demonstrate empathy toward their peers, regulate their emotions, 
and navigate peer relationships and conflict,” Schwartz said. Mental 
health, she adds, is “equally as important as physical health.” 

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N   |  Staff Writer

2021 Risa K. Lambert
MIDWEST VIRTUAL EVENT 
Thursday, September 23, Noon CT

TOGETHER WE INSPIRE 
PEOPLE TO CONFRONT 
HATE AND HELP SHAPE 
A FUTURE DIFFERENT 
FROM THE PAST.

HONORING
Sheila and Joe Gutman and Family

FEATURED SPEAKER
Dr. Albert Bourla, Chairman and CEO, Pfizer

CHAIRS
Meredith Bluhm-Wolf and Bill Wolf

RSVP at ushmm.org/2021-midwest
Suggested minimum donation is $250. For questions 
or information about sponsorship opportunities, 
please contact the Midwest Regional Office at 
312.905.5459 or midwest@ushmm.org.

9,000 families with young 
children receive free Jewish books 
though JUF’s PJ Library program.

Your Dollars Do 
So Much Good

“jBaby, jMoms, and JUF in general has 
been incredibly helpful thus far 

in being a mom and bringing a 
baby into the world during this 

pandemic. I honestly would 
have been lost without the 
support of other moms I’ve 
met through your program.”

—New jBaby Chicago mom

$325 funds a day of therapeutic nursery school
for a child with developmental delays

$225 provides a partition for early childhood 
check-in screening

$40 sends monthly PJ Library books to a child 
for one year
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Jewish Chicago to come together Sept. 14 for virtual  
Annual Meeting honoring outstanding leaders
JEWISH CHICAGO  will come together—just as it has throughout the COVID-19 
crisis—for the Jewish Federation of Chicago’s Annual Meeting on Sept. 14. 

The virtual, hour-long event, which begins at 11 a.m., will focus on the incred-
ible accomplishments of the last year and honor some of the people who made 
them possible. 

It will be punctuated by videos that spotlight the profound impact donors 
have had on the community, during the pandemic and beyond.

The meeting is chaired by Lisa Rosenkranz. Registration is free of charge, 
and open online at JUF.org/AnnualMeeting. See below for some of the high-
lights of this year’s proceedings. 

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N   |  Staff Writer 

• Andrew S. Hochberg will receive the 58th annual Julius Rosenwald Memorial 
Award, the Federation’s highest honor. The award, named for the preeminent 
business icon and philanthropist, recognizes a lifetime of outstanding dedication 
and service to Chicago’s Jewish community.

Hochberg is a key leader in the Chicago Jewish community. He most recently 
served as Board Chair of the Jewish United Fund/Jewish Federation; prior to this, 
he served as Chair of JUF’s Overall Planning and Allocations Committee. In 2008, 
he was the JUF General Campaign Chair, successfully leading a record-breaking 
annual campaign of $83.6 million. He has served in a number of other roles at 
JUF, including having led fundraising for the Jewish Day School Guaranty Trust 
Fund. He also served, by presidential appointment, on the United States Holo-
caust Memorial Council. (Read more on p. 30.)

• In the annual State of the Federation address, President Lonnie Nasatir will dis-
cuss how JUF/Federation delivered wide-ranging COVID relief throughout the 
community, rushed aid to Israel in a time of crisis, battled a surge in antisemi-
tism—and still forged innovative ways to engage the next generation Jewishly. 
Nasatir will also share his vision for the coming year and beyond.

• The Davis, Gidwitz & Glasser Young Leadership Award, celebrating an out-
standing young volunteer leader’s achievements and promise, will be presented 
to Hannah Bloom-Hirschberg and Emily Pevnick.

Bloom-Hirschberg is the Director of Strategy and Outreach for the Jewish Early 
Childhood Education Leadership Initiative. Prior to this, she created profession-
al development curricula for daycare providers and taught young children. She 
serves on JUF’s Education Committee and Community Building and Jewish Con-
tinuity Commission, and chaired JUF’s Good Deeds Day in 2019.

Pevnick currently serves as a JCRC Vice Chair, the Young Women’s City Council 
Campaign Chair, and a Jewish Women’s Foundation Trustee. She also chaired 
four TOV Nourish Our Neighborhood community drives during COVID-19. She is 
a previous YLD Board Vice President and 2018 36 Under 36 honoree.

• The Samuel A. Goldsmith Award, this year spotlighting outstanding young Jew-
ish agency professionals shaping Chicago’s community, will go to Nora Berg-
man, Program Manager of Holocaust Community Services at CJE SeniorLife; 
Letícia Cardoso, Assistant Director of Resident Supports at JCFS Chicago; Kyle 
Kolling, Assistant Director at JCC Camp Chi; and Tejal Patel, PharmD, BCPS, 
System Director of Inpatient Pharmacy & Respiratory Services at Sinai Chicago.

Bergman joined Holocaust Community Services in 2019. Her responsibilities 
include overseeing program operations, grant writing and reporting, managing 
the program budget, and supervising the administrative team. Prior to joining 
HCS, Nora worked in care management and guardianship.

Cardoso has worked in Chicago’s Jewish community for 21 years, including eight 
years at JCFS. Throughout her career, she has been involved in direct support 
for individuals with intellectual developmental disabilities and management in 
residential, educational, and recreational settings.

Kolling has spent the past 21 summers at Camp Chi, including the last six as a 
member of the full-time team. He is a recent graduate of the Merrin Teen Pro-
fessional Fellowship through the Jewish Community Center Association.

Patel’s career includes clinical pharmacy, improving medication safety, and re-
modeling sterile compounding rooms where medications are prepared. Most 
recently, she has led the vaccine operations at Sinai Chicago.

• The Shofar Award will be presented to 2021 JUF Annual Campaign Chair  
Kim Shwachman.

• The Federation membership will elect the 2021-2022 Board slate.

Register: juf.org/AnnualMeeting
A virtual meeting link will be provided to registered 

participants the day before the event. 

Vote by proxy: juf.org/AnnualMeetingProxy

For more information, contact AnnualMeeting@juf.org.

JEWISH FEDER ATION of  CHICAGO

Tuesday, September 14
11 a.m. 

No cost to attend | No solicitation of funds

Andrew S. Hochberg | Julius Rosenwald Memorial Award Recipient

Andrew S. Hochberg Hannah Bloom-Hirschberg Emily Pevnick Nora Bergman Letícia Cardoso Kyle Kolling Tejal Patel Kim Shwachman
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Andrew Hochberg to 
be honored with Julius 
Rosenwald Award
COMMUNITY LEADER ANDREW S.  HOCHBERG  has been selected as this 
year’s recipient of the Julius Rosenwald Award, JUF/Federation’s highest honor. 

The award will be presented at the 2021 Federation Annual Meeting on Sept. 
14, which will be streamed at 11 a.m. 

Hochberg has an extraordinary family legacy. When he assumed the helm 
of the JUF Annual Campaign in 2008, he became the first individual in history 
to succeed both his father, Larry, and his late mother, Barbara, in the role. One 
decade later, when he became Chair of the Board, he was the first in history to 
follow his mother in that position. 

“His family legacy is momentous, but Andy has distinguished himself as a 
leader in his own right in numerous ways,” said Pam Friend Szokol, JUF Chair 
of the Board. “He has set just as extraordinary an example for his own four chil-
dren as his parents did for him and his sister.” 

The winner of the JUF David, Gidwitz and Glasser Young Leadership Award 
in 1999, Hochberg has been active at JUF throughout his entire life—activism 
that has touched on virtually every aspect of JUF’s work. 

A great proponent of Jewish education, Hochberg assumed a leadership 
role in spearheading the enormously successful Jewish Day School Guaranty  
Trust Fund. 

He shared his considerable expertise in real estate as Chair of the JFMC 
Facilities Corporation Steering Committee. 

An ardent Zionist, Hochberg served on what is now the Partnership 
Together Committee; brought his love for Israel to bear on his service on the 
Government Affairs Committee; and has gone on countless leadership mis-

sions to Israel—including a nation-
al solidarity mission earlier this 
year, subsequent to the most re-
cent conflict with Hamas. 

As a fundraiser, he cut his 
teeth as Campaign Chairman for 
the Young Leadership Board—
and then served on the Young 
Leadership Cabinet of United 
Jewish Appeal at the national 
level. 

Today, he serves on the Board 
of Trustees, and as Chair of 
Domestic Policy and Government 
Affairs, for the Jewish Federations 
of North America.

Hochberg is a co-founder of 
CityPac, a pro-Israel Political 

Action Committee of young professionals, and twice served as its president. 
He also has served on the board of directors of Friends of the Israeli Defense 
Forces and the Jewish Council on Urban Affairs. 

A Fellow of Leadership Greater Chicago, Hochberg also has served on the 
boards of Jobs for Youth, Roosevelt University, and the Chicago School of Real 
Estate Advisory Board.

“Andy is a visionary,” said JUF President Lonnie Nasatir. “He served as Chair 
of the Board at a pivotal moment in our community’s history. It is possible that 
no other Board Chair has faced quite so many crises in a single two-year term—
and Andy led us through them all with wisdom and foresight.”  

The horrific shooting at Pittsburgh’s Tree of Life synagogue transpired just 
a few weeks after Hochberg’s term began. Hochberg’s leadership was pivotal 
in helping the community grieve—and expanding JUF’s multi-faceted securi-
ty program to include millions of dollars in matching grants for local Jewish 
institutions. 

He also presided over the search for JUF’s first new chief executive in 40 years. 
Then COVID-19 hit—and Hochberg was a key architect of JUF’s historic re-

sponse, mobilizing resources to distribute $21.6 million in emergency grants 
communitywide effectively and efficiently. 

“Andy is a leader of great strength and vision, helping guide our communi-
ty at both the local and national levels,” Nasatir said. “He continues to serve 
as a major evangelist for the importance of infrastructure—the source of our 
communal system’s ability to mobilize quickly and powerfully in times of cri-
sis—and the importance of innovating ways to connect the next generation to 
Jewish life and to Israel.”  

A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Northwestern University School 
of Law, Hochberg is a member of the Chicago Bar Association and the Decalogue 
Society of Lawyers. He and his wife, Laurie are members of North Suburban 
Synagogue Beth El.

BY L I N DA S .  H A A S E 

Linda S. Haase is Senior Associate Vice President of Marketing Communications  
for the Jewish United Fund. 

Andy served as Chair 
of the Board at a 
pivotal moment in  
our community’s 
history ... with wisdom 
and foresight.

 Andrew S. Hochberg will receive the Julius Rosenwald Award, JUF/Federation’s highest honor, 
on Sept. 14. (Photo credit: Robert Kusel)

C O M M U N I T Y

One Sweet Sunday:  
A Day of Giving  
with JUF 
AFTER A CHALLENGING YEAR  apart, we are grateful to be 
Together for Good as a community once again— and look forward 
with hope to the new year. We also know that intensified commu-
nity needs continue—and those needs can’t wait.   

Help ensure a sweet new year ahead for our community! Join 
us on Sept. 12 for One Sweet Sunday by making your gift to the 
2021 JUF Annual Campaign.  

Your participation will help us raise crucial funds for the JUF 
Annual Campaign, which makes everything we do possible. And 
thanks to The Hineini Initiative, every new dollar raised for the 
2021 JUF Annual Campaign will be matched!     

Follow JUF on Facebook (Facebook.com/JUFChicago) and Instagram 
(@JUFChicago) for updates, or make your gift online at juf.org/OSS.  

Second Act Mastectomy Boutique  
Offers Breast Cancer Survivors  

Breast Forms, Bras and Much More. 
Our lifestyle fashions are designed just for you. 

Since 2008 our specialists have provided solutions for the best fitting  
prostheses, bras, swimsuits, apparel, hats, scarves, wigs, compression  

garments and more. And all our apparel has pockets to fit your prosthesis.  
Call us today to discuss your current needs. 

2768 N Lincoln Avenue, Chicago, IL 60614  
(just south of Diversey)

773.525.2228 • secondactchicago.com
pattie@secondactchicago.com

Open Monday – Friday & some Saturdays. 
Appointments are always required for all fitting services.

 “To save one life is to save the 
world entire.” — The Talmud

This High Holiday season, as we seek spiritual and physical renewal for ourselves  
and our loved ones, let us also remember those in Israel who nurture and renew life 
every day. Whether it’s treating civilians wounded in terror and rocket attacks or  
vaccinating them against Covid-19, no organization in Israel saves more lives than 
Magen David Adom. 

Magen David Adom is not government-funded. Its 27,000 volunteer EMTs and  
paramedics and 4,000 full-time professionals rely on support from people like you  
for the vehicles, supplies, and equipment they need to perform their lifesaving 
work. 

Help save lives in Israel at afmda.org/rosh or call 866.632.2763. 
Shanah tovah.

afmda.org
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Biden taps Lipstadt  
for antisemitism envoy,  
Weissman for Jewish 
community liaison 
Over the summer,  President Biden made his 
selections for two key roles representing the Jewish 
community’s interests. 

First, he nominated Prof. Deborah E. Lipstadt to 
be the next Special Envoy to Monitor and Combat 
Anti-Semitism with the rank of Ambassador. 
A week later, the president appointed Chanan 
Weissman as the Biden-Harris Administration’s 
liaison to the Jewish community.

Jewish organizations, alarmed by a spike in 
antisemitism, had been pressing the White House 
in recent months to name both positions.

Deborah Lipstadt
Lipstadt, a historian and a professor, is perhaps best known for de-
feating Holocaust denier David Irving after he sued her in a British 
court for defamation, for having called him a Holocaust denier. 

Lipstadt has been for years a go-to expert for the media and for 
legislators—across the political spectrum—on Holocaust issues, par-
ticularly on how the genocide’s meaning should be understood in a 
21st-century context.

A professor of modern Jewish history and Holocaust studies at 
Emory University, Lipstadt delivered the keynote address at the 2015 
Jewish Federation Annual Meeting.

The Biden administration’s pressure to nominate someone took 
on added urgency after a swastika was found—just days before 
the Lipstadt nomination—etched into an elevator in the US State 
Department building, near the antisemitism envoy’s office.

“Let me be clear: Anti-Semitism has no place in the State 
Department, in my Administration, or anywhere in the world,” 
Biden tweeted. “It’s up to all of us to give hate no safe harbor and 
stand up to bigotry wherever we find it.”

Lipstadt will be the first nominee who will need to be confirmed 
by the Senate since Congress first created the position in 2004. 
Congress last year elevated the role to ambassador level, granting 
the position more funding and easier access to the secretary of state 
and the president. If Lipstadt is confirmed, she will be the fifth per-
son to serve in the position.

The antisemitism monitor’s role is tracking and reporting on the 
phenomenon overseas, and lobbying governments to address an-
ti-Jewish bigotry within their borders. 

C O M M U N I T Y

Chanan Weissman
Weissman was President Barack Obama’s Jewish liaison in the last 
months of his presidency, after a long stint working in the office of 
the antisemitism monitor.

Weissman returned to the State Department with Donald Trump’s 
assumption of the presidency in 2017 as a career hire, not a political 
appointee, and remained in the department in various capacities 
through April.

“We are thrilled to have Chanan Weissman serve as the White 
House’s liaison to the Jewish community,” a White House official told 
the Jewish Telegraphic Agency. “Chanan will provide strong leader-
ship in the administration’s efforts to partner with Jewish leaders, 
organizations, and community members to combat antisemitism 
and hate; serve people in need; support the US-Israel relationship; 
and promote dignity, equality, and opportunity for all.”

Weissman currently serves the administration as director of tech-
nology and democracy at the National Security Council. The grad-
uate of Georgetown’s School of Foreign Service has also worked at 
the Pentagon on Middle East issues. He is from Baltimore, where he 
graduated from Beth Tfiloh, a Jewish community day school. 

Pictured: (Top) Prof. Deborah Lipstadt delivering the keynote address  
at the Jewish Federation Annual Meeting in 2015. (Photo credit: Robert Kusel)  
(Bottom) Chanan Weissman describes his role as White House Jewish liaison  
to the Jewish Federations of North America General Assembly, Nov. 16, 2016. 
(Photo credit: YouTube)

BY RO N K A M P E A S   |  JTA

Live Vibrantly in
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Imagine yourself
in a newly-
refurbished,
bright and airy
apartment all
while living
amongst the
community you
crave.

Imagine yourself
in a newly-
refurbished,
bright and airy
apartment all
while living
amongst the
community you
crave.

Fine Kosher Dining
Studio, one & two
bedroom apartments
State of the art
renovations
Community events
Transportation
24 Hour Security
And more.
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6840 N. SACRAMENTO AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60645  |  PHONE: (773) 465-6700  
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Campus Corner: Metro Chicago Hillel

Gearing up for the new year(s)
THIS PAST YEAR,   “host” was no longer someone whose home you could 
enter, but rather whoever was arranging a Zoom call. We did 
not meet people; we “met” them, making sure to always 
use those ironic quotation marks to say: “I know we 
didn’t really meet each other.” For many of us, 
“a normal workday” really meant “sitting in 
front of the computer at home.” 

After living for more than 18 months 
in this strange reality, we’re all cau-
tiously optimistic that we will soon 
revert those definitions to their 
original meanings. Then, a host 
will again be a warm face invit-
ing us in to celebrate Shabbat, 
meeting someone will involve 
real coffee, and a normal 
workday will involve putting 
on shoes again and leaving 
home.

Staff at Metro Chicago 
Hillel—a collection of Jewish 
communities of students and 
young adults around Chicago—
are enjoying a (partial) return to 
in-person gatherings on campus, 
and are hopeful that students will 
celebrate the Jewish new year in 
person.

Now that the school year has ar-
rived, Metro Chicago Hillel’s Jewish 
Life Associates—staff members who serve 
specific campuses within the Metro Chicago 
Hillel network—are meeting students, welcoming 
them to Chicago, and connecting them to a vibrant, 
supportive community. 

Matthew Levitt, the Jewish Life Associate at University of Illinois at 
Chicago and Illinois Institute of Technology, is engaging in a hybrid approach—
meeting some students in person and some over Zoom—with “welcome back 
barbecues, lakefront meetups, and coffee chats.” 

DePaul University’s Caroline Spikner is “helping Hillel students build rela-
tionships with each other while exploring the city, learning together, and mak-
ing a home for themselves here in Chicago,” as students reestablish routines. 

Sammi Galinson—the liaison to Columbia College, School of the Art Institute 
of Chicago, and Roosevelt University—is hoping to “break the six-foot barrier 
with my new students” and connect with them through “art, social action, or a 
nice cup of coffee.” 

This year, the new school year and the Jewish new year overlap, allowing 
Jewish Life Associates to meet and reconnect with students by celebrating the 
holidays together. 

Metro Chicago Hillel gives students opportunities to find and build com-
munity and to honor the holidays in ways that are most meaningful to them. 

Wherever students’ passions and interests lie, they are bound to find a pur-
poseful celebration at Metro Chicago Hillel. For those who find 

meaning in sharing food, there will be an apple and hon-
ey tasting, a hearty dinner to break the Yom Kippur 

fast, and a barbecue meal in a sukkah featuring 
etrog jelly, just to name a few. 

In addition to offering services, yoga will 
be intertwined with learning for stu-

dents who derive meaning from phys-
ical expression. And if students are 

interested in poetry and its con-
nection to the holidays, or partic-

ipating in open discussions on 
history and the holidays, they 
will find those things, too.

Like staff, students are also 
looking forward to celebrat-
ing the holidays in person. 
After being spread out across 
the city—and the country—
reuniting after so long will 

“really get the momentum go-
ing again,” said Jeremy Cohen, 

IIT’s new Hillel President. “For 
most of us, it’s been well over a 

year since we’ve seen each other 
in person, and it’s huge that we will 

finally be able to be back together,” he 
said.
Jason Hart, student leader at Columbia 

College, agrees: “I’m absolutely thrilled to 
be a part of this community in person again, 

and I want nothing more than to gather with other 
students to bring in Shabbat.” 

We can already tell 5782 is going to be sweet. 

Metro Chicago Hillel is a division of The Hillels of Illinois, a partner in serving the 
community, supported by JUF/Federation and Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish 
Campus Life.

Due to the evolving nature of the pandemic, Metro Chicago Hillel plans to conduct  
a hybrid approach to the High Holidays on campus, and is preparing multiple  
contingency plans. The organization continues to monitor the situation, and will 
take appropriate steps to ensure the safety and health of the community.

Pictured: Metro Chicago Hillel staff can’t wait to welcome students to campus. From left, Jewish 
Life Associates Sammi Galinson, Caroline Spikner, and Matthew Levitt.

BY A MY W E I N E R

Amy Weiner is a rising sophomore at University of Pennsylvania, and was a JUF Lewis 
Summer Intern this past summer.

On the town
Russian Jewish Division gatherings exercise mind, 
body, and spirit

Kayaking ...
Under a full July moon, RJD gathered at Clark Park Boat House to 
usher in Shabbat on the river. Led by RJD’s Alex Kislov, 14 partici-
pants paddled upstream on the Chicago River before tethering to 
each other for blessings on the candles, wine, and challah.

1. RJD Board member and RSJ (RussianSpeaking Jewish) Moishe House 
resident Marta Slobodyanyuk giving introductions.

2. RSJ Moishe House resident Michael Varshavsky.

Reading ...
The Russian Jewish Division hosted the RJD Women’s Book Club in 
early August, with 14 attendees. Readers discussed Alina Adams’ The 
Nesting Dolls. Adams joined for the discussion, which was centered 
around family, love, sacrifice, the history of Communist Russia, Russian 
immigration to the US, and—ultimately—survival.

And walking and talking ...
RJD’s “Walk & Talk on the 606” in Chicago (pictured) is a health initia-
tive for anyone interested in getting their steps in while talking and net-
working with other Russian-speaking Jews.

JUF’s Russian Jewish Division engages the Russian-speaking Chicago Jewish 
community with a focus on outreach to young professionals and families.

RJD programs are funded, in part, by Genesis Philanthropy Group.

1 2

To make reservations or a donation  
please visit northshore.org/mrw or call 
(847) 926-5003 for more information.  

SAVE THE DATE  
WEDNESDAY, MAY 11,  2022

EXMOOR COUNTRY CLUB 
Highland Park

HYDE RUSSELL, MD
Division Chief of Cardiovascular Surgery,  

Co-Director of the Cardiovascular Institute, (CVI), 
holder of the Owen L Coon, Chair of Cardiothoracic Surgery

EILEEN  RUBENSTEIN  
GOLDSTEIN  AND  

PAUL D. GOLDSTEIN, MD
Founders 

MITZVAH

KOSHER CATERING AVAILABLE

WhirlyBall combines 
basketball, lacrosse, 
bumper cars, and a 
healthy dose of chutzpah. 
We also offer laser tag  
at all of our locations  
and bowling in Chicago 
and Naperville. Our menu 
is decidedly festive and 
best enjoyed between 
shouts of Mazel Tov!

CHICAGO • VERNON HILLS • NAPERVILLE 773.486.7777
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Allan A. Ackerman Allan A. Ackerman PC Chicago 312.332.2891 Criminal Appellate; Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Stephen A. Brundage Attorney at Law Wheaton 630.260.9647 Criminal Defense: DUI; Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Terry A. Ekl Ekl Williams & Provenzale LLC Lisle 630.654.0837 Criminal Defense: DUI; Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Frank J. Himel Frank J. Himel LLC Chicago 312.307.0720 Criminal Defense: DUI; Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Thomas T. Glasgow Glasgow & Olsson Schaumburg 847.577.8700 Criminal Defense: DUI; Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Jeffrey D. Muntz Goostree Law Group Saint Charles 630.584.4800 Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Scott T. Mendeloff Greenberg Traurig LLP Chicago 312.456.1083 Criminal Defense: White Collar
John E. Rambo Kavanagh Grumley & Gorbold LLC Joliet 815.727.4511 Criminal Defense: DUI; Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Lori G. Levin Law Office of Lori G. Levin Chicago 312.972.3756  Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Steven C. Haney Law Office of Steven C. Haney Joliet 815.723.5600 Criminal Defense: DUI; Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Steven H. Fine Law Office of Steven Fine Chicago 312.436.0638 Criminal Defense: DUI; Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Kevin E. O’Reilly Law Offices of Kevin E. O’Reilly LLC Chicago 312.726.4510 Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Tyrone C. Fahner Mayer Brown LLP Chicago 312.701.7062 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Megan Cunniff Church MoloLamken LLP Chicago 312.450.6716 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Steven F. Molo MoloLamken LLP Chicago 312.450.6702 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Tinos Diamantatos Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP Chicago 312.324.1145 Criminal Defense: White Collar
James P. Navarre Mossing & Navarre LLC Chicago 312.262.6700 Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors
Dean J. Polales Polales Horton LLP Chicago 312.598.2520 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Jonathan C. Bunge Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP Chicago 312.705.7400  Criminal Defense: White Collar
Matthew C. Crowl Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP Chicago 312.471.8720 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Hon. Patricia Brown Holmes (Ret.) Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP Chicago 312.471.8745 Criminal Defense: White Collar
David H. Resnicoff Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP Chicago 312.471.8785 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Ronald S. Safer Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP Chicago 312.471.8736 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Jack Theis Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP Chicago 312.471.8761 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Jeffrey Urdangen Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP Chicago 312.471.8752 Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors; Criminal Defense: White Collar
Kelly M. Warner Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP Chicago 312.471.8740 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Mark A. Flessner Schoenberg Finkel Beederman Bell Glazer LLC Chicago 312.648.2300 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Richard M. Goldwasser Schoenberg Finkel Beederman Bell Glazer LLC Chicago 312.648.2300 Criminal Appellate 
Christopher T. Grohman Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP Chicago 312.836.4109 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Hon. Daniel J. Kelley (Ret.) The Law Offices of Daniel J. Kelley Chicago 312.909.1457 Criminal Defense: DUI
James S. Montana Jr. The Law Offices of James S. Montana Jr. Chicago 312.853.2180 Criminal Defense: White Collar
Thomas C. Brandstrader Thomas C. Brandstrader Law Office Highwood 312.332.5297 Criminal Appellate 
Craig D. Tobin Tobin & Munoz LLC Chicago 312.641.1321 Criminal Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors; Criminal Defense: White Collar
Dan K. Webb Winston & Strawn LLP Chicago 312.558.5856 Criminal Defense: White Collar

These EMERGING LAWYERS have been identified by their peers to be among the TOP LAWYERS in Illinois who are age 40 or younger OR who have been admitted to the 
practice of law for 10 or fewer years.

Gerald P. Meyer MoloLamken LLP Chicago 312.450.6700 Criminal Defense: White Collar

Vadim A. Glozman The Law Offices of Vadim A. Glozman Chicago 312.726.9015 Criminal Appellate; Crim Defense: Felonies & Misdemeanors; Crim Def: White Collar
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These LEADING LAWYERS have been recommended by their peers to be among the TOP LAWYERS in Illinois.

TOP LAWYERS
CRIMINAL DEFENSE
BASED UPON A SURVEY OF THEIR PEERS

A lawyer CANNOT buy the distinction of Leading or Emerging Lawyer. The distinction was earned by being among those lawyers most often recommended by their peers. For a full 
description of our research process, a complete list of all Leading or Emerging Lawyers, and to view profiles of the lawyers listed on this page, go to 

www.LeadingLawyers.com

A Division of Law Bulletin Media – est. 1854
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The ‘MusicBox’ opens at Ravinia
Leonard Bernstein (1918–1990), one of the great 
musical polymaths, hardly needs an introduction. 
He was a hugely charismatic and, at times, contro-
versial figure. He was a celebrated conductor, pi-
anist, teacher, mentor, and writer who composed 
both classical works and such Broadway classics 
as West Side Story, Candide, and On the Town. He 
was the driving force behind the Young People’s 
Concerts, that unique 53-episode CBS television 
series that ran from 1958 to 1972. In the world of 
music, his range of talents remains unmatched. 

And last month (August), as it joyously reopened 
after the 2020 summer of pandemic lockdown, the 
Ravinia Festival welcomed audiences to its newest 
attraction—the Ravinia MusicBox.

This multi-purpose, “immersive, high-tech 
multimedia experience center,” designed by BRC 
Imagine Arts, is outfitted with a 65-seat theater, 
two exhibition spaces, and more. Its inaugural 
program, Bernstein’s Answer, will run for several 
summer seasons. It will be free of charge to all con-
certgoers, and also will be available for education-
al field trips throughout the school year. The goal 
is to initiate audiences of all ages into the wonders 
of classical music in ways that go far beyond the 
schoolroom experience, and might serve as a sort 
of overture to the art form.

Many years in the planning and realization 
stages, the MusicBox project was shepherded by 
Welz Kauffman, who last year stepped down as 
Ravinia’s President and CEO after a two-decade 
run. It is now being overseen by his successor, 
Jeffrey P. Haydon. 

Adding to the Bernstein enthusiasm is Marin 
Alsop, who began the first season of her two-year 
appointment as Ravinia’s Chief Conductor and 
Curator this summer. Alsop, who was mentored 

by Bernstein as a conducting student at the 
Tanglewood Center in the Berkshires, champi-
oned Bernstein’s Mass in performances with the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra in 2018 and 2019. 
Those grand-scale performances were part of a 
celebration of the composer’s centennial and were 
subsequently seen on PBS’s Great Performances.

Kauffman, who also was a student of Bernstein’s 
at Tanglewood, was 16 when he first met the com-
poser. As he recalls it, the master sat down at a 
piano in his private studio “and sang all the arias 
in Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde, and explained ev-
ery line.” Kauffman then served as Bernstein’s re-
hearsal pianist for one season.

“I hope the Bernstein exhibit will maximize 
the classical music energy around Ravinia for 
the many audiences who come to the Festival for 
non-classical music programs,” said Kauffman. 

“The intimate theater experience in the MusicBox 
can be seen by a series of rotating audiences with 
a total of as many as 400 to 500 people on any giv-
en night. The pre-show experience takes place 
among elaborate high-tech screens in the lobby—
all part of evoking both the man and his music.”

Bernstein, who served as music director of 
the New York Philharmonic from 1958 to 1969, 
conducted many of the world’s major orchestras 
throughout his career. He led concerts with the 
CSO at Ravinia in 1944, 1945, and 1956. And he 
played an important role in the early years of the 
Israel Philharmonic—a story that has just been 
turned into a documentary by actor/musician/
writer Hershey Felder, also widely familiar to 
Chicago audiences. 

For details about the Ravinia season, visit ravinia.org.

PHOTOS
1. The Ravinia Festival has ushered in a new 
attraction—the Ravinia MusicBox. (Photo credit: 
BRC Arts) 

2. Bethany Thomas in Songs for Nobodies.  
(Photo credit: Michael Brosilow) 

3. A scene from the Joffrey Ballet production  
of The Sofa featuring Anna Gerberich and Temur 
Suluashvili. (Photo credit: Cheryl Mann)

Artistic rebirth  
as summer turns to fall
It is the most hopeful of times. It also is the most uncertain of times. (Apologies to Charles Dickens.)  

Theaters, dance companies, orchestras, museums, and audiences of every stripe are actively warming up for the  

2021/22 season, and for what they hope will mark an increasingly multifaceted (and safe) return to live performance.

Of course, a certain virus we have come to know all too well during the past 18 months continues to hover in the wings, 

creating an air of anxiety. So, in writing this column I am accenting the positive, and tossing in one timely, stay-at-home option.

The Joffrey Ballet at Ravinia
In other Ravinia news, the Joffrey Ballet will 
return to the festival this summer for a single 
performance on the Pavilion stage on Sept. 17 
at 8 p.m. The mixed-bill program will include 
works by Nicolas Blanc, Chanel DaSilva, and 
Justin Peck (who has created the choreography 
for Steven Spielberg’s upcoming film version 
of West Side Story). Also in the mix will be Itzik 
Galili’s The Sofa.

Galili is an Israeli-born choreographer who 
danced with the Batsheva and Bat-Dor compa-
nies before founding his own company in the 

Netherlands in 1991. He created The Sofa, which 
is set to Tom Waits’ iconic song, “Nobody,” in 
1995. When the Joffrey first performed it at  
the Auditorium Theatre in February of 2020, 
I described it as “a wildly comic, crazily slap-
stick ballet about sexual attraction, rejec-
tion, and orientation that is full of slam-bang  
antics.” It also has a surprise ending I will not 
divulge here. 

Visit ravinia.org.

1

And there’s more!
At Northlight Theatre in Skokie, actress/sing-
er Bethany Thomas will perform a one-wom-
an show, Songs for Nobodies (Sept. 23–Oct. 31), in 
which she celebrates Judy Garland, Patsy Cline, 
Billie Holiday, Maria Callas, and Edith Piaf. The 
character in the Piaf segment tells the story of 
how, on the night before her grandfather was 
transported to Dachau, the singer performed at 
the Le Struthof concentration camp and secretly 
helped to save many French Jews. Is this fact, or 
fiction, or something in between?  (Go to snopes.
com and search for “Edith Piaf ” to learn more.) 

For tickets visit northlight.org.

The Marriott Theatre in Lincolnshire will open its 
season with And the World Goes Round (Sept. 15–
Nov. 7). This revue will showcase the remarkable 
songs from such hit musicals as Cabaret, Chicago, 
Kiss of the Spider Woman, and many others, all 
penned by the Broadway team of composer John 
Kander and lyricist Fred Ebb, both of whom were 
from Jewish families. 

For tickets, visit marriotttheatre.com.

Finally, there is Come from Away, the wonderfully 
quirky and deeply moving Tony Award-winning 
musical created by the Canadian-Jewish husband-
and-wife team of David Hein and Irene Sankoff. 
It recounts the true story of how the residents of 
Gander, Newfoundland responded when 7,000 
passengers were suddenly stranded in the town 
after their planes were diverted in the wake 
of the Sept. 11, 2001 attack on the World Trade 
Center. Filmed live on Broadway, the musical is 
set to stream exclusively on Apple TV+ beginning  
Sept. 11. 

BY H E DY W E I S S

Hedy Weiss, a longtime Chicago arts 
critic, was the Theater and Dance Critic 

for the Chicago Sun-Times from 1984 
to 2018, and currently writes for WTTW-

TV’s website and contributes to the Chicago 
Tonight program. (Photo: Rich Hein)
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David Steinberg 
reflects on his 
blessed life  
‘Inside Comedy’

HAVE YOU HEARD  the one about the teenaged Canadian rabbinical student 
at the Chicago Jewish Academy who saw Lenny Bruce onstage at the legend-
ary Gate of Horn nightclub and asked himself, “Is it possible that someday I  
can do something like this?” 

It’s no joke. The yeshiva’s loss was comedy’s gain when David Steinberg de-
cided to embark on a life Inside Comedy (Knopf ), which is the title of his en-
grossing memoir—and essential reading if you’re a comedy geek.

Steinberg had one degree of separation with show business legends and 
comedy icons, both as a working comedian and later as a director (Mad About 
You, Friends, and Curb Your Enthusiasm, to name a few). He also was the host 
of the 2012–2015 Showtime series, also titled Inside Comedy, on which he in-
terviewed such personages as Stephen Colbert, Billy Crystal, Tina Fey, Steve 
Martin, Don Rickles, Jerry Seinfeld, Lily Tomlin, Robin Williams, and Jonathan 
Winters, to name more than a few.

“That is a history of comedy right there,” Steinberg writes.

His own career is also an excellent comedy primer for the last half of the 20th 
century. He got his start at The Second City, where his signature bit was an 
improvised sermon (“God—whom I’m sure you’ll remember from last week’s 
sermon ...”). He established himself on the talk show circuit as one of the 
new generation of comedians who took stand up away from the stale set-up- 
and-punchline routine into something more confrontational and confessional. 
He was a particular favorite of Johnny Carson, and appeared on The Tonight 
Show 140 times.

Steinberg came of comedy age in the golden era of variety shows. One of 
his sermons, about Jonah and the Whale, played an instrumental role in the 
cancellation in 1969 of the already controversial The Smothers Brothers Comedy 
Hour. It’s one of the entertaining stories Steinberg relates in Inside Comedy. 
(The bit is available to watch on YouTube; it was taped for the show, but the 
episode never aired).

Priceless anecdotes include one about how Danny Thomas, who was 
Lebanese, spoke in Yiddish to Steinberg, his director, so others wouldn’t be 
able to understand his dissatisfactions with a script for the short-lived 1982 TV 
series One Big Family. But comedy geeks will relish the pearls of comic wisdom 
shared by Steinberg’s interviewees on Inside Comedy. For example, here is Dick 
Smothers about the often-underappreciated role of the straight man: “That 
was the skilled position … If you don’t believe the straight man, you don’t be-
lieve the comic. Look at Bud Abbott, Dean Martin, Dan Rowan … the quality of 
the straight man defines how good the act is.”

Readers of a certain age will relish Steinberg’s reminiscences of the old-
school entertainers he palled around with at the L.A.-based Hillcrest Country 
Club, including Jack Benny, George Burns, and Groucho Marx, an idol with 
whom Steinberg collaborated on the ill-fated Broadway musical Minnie’s Boys.

“I tell you these stories, before I forget,” Steinberg writes, “because they ex-
plain why I love comedy and why I love comedians.” 

BY D O N A L D L I E B E N S O N

Donald Liebenson is a Chicago writer who writes for VanityFair.com, LA Times,  
Chicago Tribune, and other outlets. 

 Steinberg sharing a cigar with Groucho Marx, when Marx appeared on Inside Comedy.  
“He was reluctant to come on as my co-host, but I’m so glad he did; it really meant everything 
to me, and the audience loved him,” writes Steinberg. (Photo credit: The Music Scene)

 Steinberg on set with comedians Jordan Peele (left) and Keegan-Michael Key (center).  
(Photo credit: Ty Watkins)

JOIN US

Sunday, September 12, 2021 
6:00 – 8:00pm CT

FEATURING

Elon Gold

Rita

Eran Biderman

David Broza

Eden Alene

Shira Haas

Hadag Nahash

Idan Raichel

AND MORE…

Set up your own fundraising 
page and save the date to tune in! 

jnf.org/spectacularsunday

For more information contact: 
Ellen Spira Hattenbach, Executive Director 
EHattenbach@jnf.org · 847.656.8880 x760

jnf.org
800.JNF.0099
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A monumental Jewish American
Haym Salomon statue celebrates 80 years beside Washington
ON THE CORNER  of Wacker Drive and Wabash 
Avenue stands an 11-foot-tall bronze statue titled 
The Three Patriots, in which George Washington 
stands with Robert Morris and Haym Salomon, 
an American Jew who played a key role in the 
Revolutionary War. 

The statue, which this year marks its 80th an-
niversary, honors Salomon and Morris for their 
daring financial support of Washington’s troops 
during the Revolutionary War, and of the new na-
tion afterward. 

Salomon, a merchant and financier, raised and 
donated an amount estimated at some $9 bil-
lion today. The British arrested him—the second 
time, condemning him to death—but he escaped 
and made his way to Philadelphia. He personally 
raised the funds supplying the troops at the battle 
of Yorktown, where the British surrendered. 

A proud Jew, Salomon also supported his 
Philadelphia congregation, stood up to antisemit-
ic slander, and helped defeat a Pennsylvania reli-
gious standard for holding public office. 

Salomon died in poverty in 1785, at age 44.
The statue was conceived in 1936 by Barnet Hodes, Corporation Counsel 

of the City of Chicago—and a Jewish immigrant from Poland, like Salomon. 
Hodes established The Patriotic Foundation of Chicago to create the statue, 
which would “convey American values of diversity and unity, as exemplified by 
Jewish participation.” Chicago Mayor Edward Kelly served as the Foundation’s 
honorary chairman.

In the 1930s, antisemitism was rampant both at home and abroad, and Jewish 
contributions to American life were being dismissed. “It was urgent to create 
an enduring symbol of the Jewish contribution to American history,” said Dr. 
Rachelle Gold, Co-President of the Chicago Jewish Historical Society. 

Hodes’ daughter, Kim Kamin, agreed. Her father “wanted everyone to see an 
American Jewish patriot,” she said. Kamin feels the statue is part of her family 
legacy. Her father’s funeral procession stopped at it, she recalled. 

The piece was designed by sculptor Lorado Taft, whose forebears fought in 
the Revolution. He envisioned it as, he said, “a powerful sermon in bronze … 
of civilian and military sacrifice.” Taft had created many other statues around 

Chicago, but this was his last; he died before its completion. His student, 
Leonard Crunelle, finished the piece.

Kamin’s favorite part of the work is its pedestal, which depicts a diverse 
crowd—including Hodes’ mother—being welcomed by the Statue of Liberty. 
“It’s about immigrants coming to America, to Chicago, wanting freedom,” she 
said. “It’s very moving.”

The pedestal also is inscribed with Washington’s words to the Jews of America 
in a 1790 letter he wrote to a Rhode Island synagogue: “The government of the 
United States … gives to bigotry no sanction, to persecution no assistance.”

The statue was dedicated in 1941 on the 150th anniversary of the Bill of 
Rights—also the first day of Chanukah that year; a crowd of 5,000 attended. In 
1971, for its 30th anniversary, the work became the first Chicago statue to be of-
ficially designated a city landmark. And in 1975, the bicentennial of his arrival 
in America, Chicago declared a “Haym Salomon Day.” These occasions were 
marked by letters from Presidents Roosevelt, Kennedy, and Ford, respectively. 

“For the Chicago Jewish community … the statue is an inseparable and cher-
ished part of our history,” Gold said. 

The Three Patriots  is one of four Chicago statues honoring a Jewish American: one 
of former Governor Henry Horner stands in a park bearing his name, a bust of CSO 
musical director and conductor George Solti stands across from Symphony Center, 
and a bust of early Federation leader Julius Rosenwald faces the Merchandise Mart. 
The Three Patriots  is one of dozens of statues under review by the City of Chicago. 
Look for updates in coming issues of the magazine.

Pictured: (Top) From left—Robert Morris, George Washington, and Haym Salomon, 
memorialized in The Three Patriots statue at Wacker Drive and Wabash Avenue. (Left) A frieze  
in the base of the statue depicts the Statue of Liberty welcoming immigrants to America.

PAU L W I E D E R   |  Associate Editor

C U LT U R E BECAUSE CJE SENIORLIFE MEETS YOU  
WHEN AND WHERE YOU NEED US MOST …

OUR ADULT DAY SERVICES 
SITES ARE OPEN!

CJE is happy to welcome you back—or invite you—to our ADS programs that 
provide vital socializing, support, and stimulation through …  

Memory Support   |   Health and Wellness   |   Exercise   |   Creative Arts Therapy

Loved ones thrive and benefit from:
• A professional staff trained in 

dementia and aging (including an RN)  
• Nutritious meals and snacks

• Day-long personal care assistance
• Convenient pick-up and drop-off 

(within specific boundaries)  
Our programs follow all COVID-19 protocols, including during transportation.

THE CJE ADVANTAGE: Our broad continuum of care offers people of 
all ages, faiths and incomes access to life-enriching opportunities, 
resources and healthcare. Our Jewish values make us the provider of 
choice for enhancing lives and navigating the positive aging process.
CJE SeniorLife® is a partner with the  
Jewish United Fund in serving our community. 1366.6.2021

FOR MORE INFO: VISIT OUR WEBSITES 
OR CALL TO SCHEDULE A TOUR.

ADULT DAY SERVICES EVANSTON
Temporary location:
5120 Galitz Street, Skokie 
cje.net/adsevanston
847.492.1400

ADULT DAY SERVICES DEERFIELD 
At Weinberg Community: 
1551 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield
cje.net/adult-day-services
847.374.0500

   SholomChicago.org & WestlawnCemetery.org

   Pre-need funeral planning  •  Funeral provider  •  Cemetery spaces 
 Monuments & Floral plans  •  Mausoleum  •  Burial container options 
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L’Dor Vador
From all of us at Temple Sholom of Chicago, Lakeshore Jewish Funerals and 
Westlawn Cemetery & Mausoleum, may your loved one’s memory be for a blessing. 
L’shanah tovah tikateivu.
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            Call  773.625.8600 
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C U LT U R E

Resilience 2.0
TAL BEN-SHAHAR  has been researching, writing, talking, and teaching 
about happiness for more than two decades. 

The Israeli-American lecturer, educator, and entrepreneur is the co-founder 
of the Happiness Studies Academy and the author of a series of New York Times 
bestsellers. 

His latest—Happier, No Matter What—was written during the COVID-19 pan-
demic. In it, Ben-Shahar fortifies readers with strategies to manage emotions, 
care for themselves and their relationships, stay curious, and live mindfully—
even when there are a multitude of reasons to do none of these.  

After graduating from Harvard with a BA in Philosophy and Psychology and 
a PhD in Organizational Behavior, Ben-Shahar taught two of the most popu-
lar courses in Harvard’s history: Positive Psychology and The Psychology of 
Leadership. His courses attracted up to 1,400 students per semester—approx-
imately 20 percent of all Harvard undergraduates—which speaks to the power 
of his teaching and his topic. 

To be honest, I’m not much of a reader of anything that even whispers of self-
help (even—perhaps especially—when I could use the advice within). But I had 
the privilege to meet Dr. Ben-Shahar and hear him speak when he headlined 
a program and workshop about workplace happiness presented by Spertus 
Institute’s Center for Jewish Leadership. He was persuasive and passionate—
and some of the strategies from his workshop have stayed with me, incorporat-
ed into my own stockpile of personal best practices. 

This new book has the same mix of theory and application. In it, Ben-Shahar 
explores concepts grounded in serious research (including the Harvard long-
term study, which followed a group of students for more than 80 years and is 
known for its findings on the importance of community, relationships, and joy 
in health and longevity). Then, with some sticky storytelling likely to 
stay in readers’ memories, he illustrates practical steps that can 
be woven into complicated real-world lives. 

Ben-Shahar organizes the book according to a concept 
he calls SPIRE, for spiritual, physical, intellectual, rela-
tional, and emotional well-being. Core in all these ar-
eas is the idea of growing from hardship, of bouncing 
back in ways that make a person (or community or 
organization) stronger and more able to deal with 
future adversity. Ben-Shahar refers to this concept 
as antifragility, a term used by New York University 
professor and epistemologist Nassim Taleb. (I didn’t 
know, either, and had to look it up: An epistemologist 
studies how we know things.) 

This concept goes by a range of names, including 
adaptive resilience, emotional agility, and complex 
resilience (a term I know from the interfaith Religion, 
Vulnerability, and Resilience Project, in which Spertus 
Institute’s Dr. Dean P. Bell is a lead scholar). 

I like the term Ben-Shahar presents—Resilience 2.0—because it speaks 
to a resilience that is improved, that addresses weaknesses unearthed through 
use and experience.

One of the paths to Resilience 2.0 is the idea that behaviors can change atti-
tudes, and this has me truly intrigued. Ben-Shahar explains the groundwork 
supporting the “fake it until you make it” strategy: 

“Cornell psychologist Daryl Bem conducted research demonstrating how 
we form attitudes about ourselves in the same way that we form attitudes 
about others—namely, through observation. If we see a man helping others, we 

conclude that he is kind; if we see a woman standing 
up for her beliefs, we conclude that she is principled 
and courageous. Similarly, we draw conclusions 
about ourselves by observing our own behavior. 
When we act kindly or courageously, our attitudes 

are likely to shift in the direction of our action, and 
we tend to feel, and see ourselves as, kinder and more 

courageous.”
For me, this idea—that what we do can drive how we feel—

provides a wonderful reframing and inspires me to take action 
and attempt to build positive new habits.  

Pictured: (Inset) Tal Ben-Shahar. (Photo credit: Judy Rand)

BY B E T S Y G O M B E RG

Betsy Gomberg reads (and sometimes writes about) Jewish books.  
She is Spertus Institute’s Director of Marketing and Communications. 

Mayim Bialik to host ‘Jeopardy!’ 
specials as the game show reveals 
post-Trebek lineup 
J E O PA R DY !   is getting its first-ever Jewish host as Sony Pictures 
Television announced that actress Mayim Bialik will host some of 
the game show’s new primetime specials.

Following longtime host Alex Trebek’s death last fall, 
Bialik  served as one of the show’s celebrity guest hosts for two 
weeks in June. In her new role, the star of The Big Bang Theory 
will host new spinoff series, including a college tournament  
next year.

Mike Richards, one of the show’s executive producers, will host 
the daily syndicated episodes.

“Really really honored and astounded and excited for this—it’s 
beyond anything I ever imagined could happen,” Bialik tweeted 
after the announcement on Aug. 11.

Bialik, who holds a doctorate in neuroscience and often writes 
about her observant Jewish practice, will also be the show’s first 
permanent woman host.

She posted a video response to the news as well, paying tribute 
to her Jewish immigrant grandparents.

“I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge that I am a sec-
ond-generation American, and my grandparents were immi-
grants … my mother’s parents in particular … never had a com-
mand of the English language. And it’s a tremendously bizarre 
and humbling and surreal experience to see that in the time that 
my grandparents fled Eastern Europe until now, how much has 
changed in my life,” she said.

Richards, meanwhile, has come under fire for allegations that 
he created a hostile work environment as a producer for The Price 
Is Right.  

Pictured: Mayim Bialik attends Series Finale Party For CBS’ The Big Bang Theory 
on May 1, 2019 in Pasadena, California. (Photo by Presley Ann/FilmMagic)

BY G A B E FR I E DM A N   |  JTA

On behalf of Chicago’s 
Holocaust Survivors 

Sheerit Hapleitah
wishes the entire community 

a happy, healthy and 
sweet new year!

Charles Lipshitz, z’l
Immediate Past President 

Henry Jelen
Son of Survivors, President 

Mordechai Smith
Grandson of Survivors, Treasurer 

Renee Birnberg Silberman
Daughter of Survivors, Financial Secretary

Sheerit Hapleitah (The Surviving Remnant) 
is the umbrella organization for Holocaust Survivors 

and their Descendants. May the accomplishments and 
contributions of Holocaust Survivors and their leadership 

in our community be remembered—and inspire 
our strength from generation to generation. 
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2021 Emmys
All the Jewish nominees, from Jurnee Smollett to Michael Douglas
At the last Emmy Awards,  Schitt’s Creek—the comedy from Jewish father–son duo Eugene and Dan Levy—swept the night, 
winning every comedy category for its sixth and final season. While there’s no big Jewish show to cheer on for another 
powerhouse performance this year, there’s still a bevy of Jewish nominees to look out for.

Black Jewish actresses lead the way
Jurnee Smollett received her first Emmy nomi-
nation, as lead actress in a drama series, for her 
role in Lovecraft Country starring as Letitia “Leti” 
Lewis. 

As a child actress, she starred in On Our Own, a 
1994 ABC sitcom, with her five siblings.

“We all were in the same school trailer. We 
would eat hot links and bagels for breakfast ev-
ery morning—very Black and Jewish of us,” she 
joked.

Tracee Ellis Ross was tapped for lead actress in 
a comedy series for her role in black-ish. It’s her 
fifth nomination; she’s never won. 

British Jewish actress Sophie Okonedo, who 
calls herself a “Jewish Nigerian Brit,” received a 
nod for best guest actress in a drama series for 
Ratched, a Netflix prequel to One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo’s Nest. 

And Maya Rudolph scored her seventh and 
eighth Emmy nominations for her guest appear-
ances on Saturday Night Live—for the episode she 
hosted, and for portraying Vice President Kamala Harris over the course of the 
season. She was nominated as well for her voiceover performance in the pu-
berty-themed (and very Jewish) animated comedy Big Mouth. 

Big Mouth, co-created by the Jewish comedian Nick Kroll and his friend 
Andrew Goldberg, also was nominated for best animated show.

Jewish comedies
The Kominsky Method, starring Jewish actor Michael Douglas, returned for 
its third and final season this year—but not with Alan Arkin, the show’s other 
Jewish star.

Even without Arkin, the show still garnered six nominations, including nods 
for Douglas as lead actor, for Jewish actor Paul Reiser as supporting actor, and 
best comedy series.

Hacks, the new comedy series from HBO Max starring Jean Smart and Jewish 
comedian Hannah Einbinder, received nominations in four major categories, 
including supporting actress for Einbinder—daughter of Jewish SNL alum 
Laraine Newman—and best comedy series.

And while there’s nothing much Jewish about the breakout Apple TV hit Ted 
Lasso starring Jason Sudeikis, it features British Jewish actor Brett Goldstein as 
soccer team captain Roy Kent. Goldstein received a nomination for best sup-
porting actor in a comedy series—helping Ted Lasso garner a total of 20 nomina-
tions, leading the comedy pack.

Jew-ish dramas
The smash hit Netflix regency romance Bridgerton, based on Jewish romance 
author Julia Quinn’s series, scored 12 nominations—including for best drama.

“I’m Jewish, and when I would read a book and one of the characters would 
be Jewish, I’d be like, ‘Oh, that’s me.’ And it was very powerful,” Quinn said of the 
diverse casting of the show. “And so now I feel like I’m able to start to extrapo-
late that and be like, ‘You know what, everybody needs that.’”

The second season of The Boys, the anti-superhero show created by member 
of the tribe Eric Kripke, on Amazon Prime, received six nominations, including 
one for best drama.

Other notable Jewish nominees
Dan Levy isn’t done with the Emmys just yet: The Schitt’s Creek star was nomi-
nated for guest actor in a comedy series for his turn hosting Saturday Night Live 
earlier this year.

HBO’s Oslo, a film adaptation of the Tony Award-winning play about the be-
hind-the-scenes maneuvering that led to the Oslo Accords peace agreement in 
1993, is nominated for best TV movie. 

Jewish multi-hyphenate talent Daveed Diggs scored a nod for supporting 
actor in a limited series or TV movie for his portrayal of both the Marquis de 
Lafayette and Thomas Jefferson in the smash Hamilton. 

Top Chef Jewish co-host Gail Simmons received her second Emmy nomina-
tion for best host of a reality show alongside co-hosts Padma Lakshmi and Tom 
Colicchio. 

The 73rd Primetime Emmy Awards will air Sept. 19 on CBS and Paramount+.

BY E M I LY B U R AC K   |  JTA

 Brett Goldstein, Jurnee Smollett, Michael Douglas, Hannah Einbinder, and Tracee Ellis-Ross. (Apple TV, Netflix, HBO)



Family fun with your 
favorite fruit this Rosh Hashanah

H A RVA R D,  I L

Royal Oak Farm Apple Orchard

Sarah Bell, granddaughter of the founders of Royal 
Oak Farm Apple Orchard, in Harvard, recommends 
her orchard for its one-of-a-kind apple tree maze, 
“Amaze ‘N Apples.” It is the only apple tree maze in 
the country. Structurally, it resembles a European 
hedge maze, but with 3,000 trees of nine varieties 
carefully planted in an apple shape.

“Because it’s a permanent maze, as opposed 
to corn mazes, we are able to have permanent 
structures inside,” Bell said. “We have three 
activity areas; they’re like secret gardens hidden 
inside the maze, with games to play and things to 
climb on. In the center of the maze is a tower you 
can climb to get a good view of the whole farm. 
You can also pick apples in the maze!”

The idea for this unique maze came from Bell’s 
grandfather, a retired developer who founded the 
farm. It required planting trees in the design, as 
opposed to a corn maze that is planted in a whole 
field and then cut to fit the shape. 

Other attractions include a train ride, carousel, 
playground, and petting zoo designed for children 
of various ages—and over 30 varieties of apples to 
be picked.

E DWA R D SV I L L E ,  I L

Liberty Apple Orchard

Family time is also very important to Stephen 
Miller, owner of Liberty Apple Orchard in 
Edwardsville. He describes his orchard as a practi-
cal way for “kids to get a chance to see where fresh 
fruit comes from,” as well as an opportunity to see 
the bluebirds and wild turkeys that frequent the 
property.

Many families who visit Liberty Apple Orchard 
enjoy trying the homemade applesauce with only 
one ingredient—apples. When school trips come 
to visit, they learn about apple-growing tools and 
more in a replica one-room schoolhouse.

“My wife, Lugene, thought that since we’re 
called Liberty Apple Orchard, that hearkens back” 
to the time of one-room schoolhouses, Miller 
said. He and Lugene, a former teacher, worked 
together to create an authentic space that “fits the 
environment and is a great educational tool.”

Inside, one wall is covered by a large chalkboard 
with the alphabet and historical quotes about lib-
erty. A period-authentic desk provides a histori-
cally accurate learning space. 

WO O D STO C K ,  I L

All Seasons Orchard

Another orchard option with many activities is 
All Seasons Orchard in Woodstock. Esther Hong, 
whose parents founded the farm over 30 years ago, 
recommends the cider press with an observation 
window, the giant inflatable “jumping pillow,” and 
zipline park.

On the weekends, there is even more for families 
to enjoy, like an apple cannon; children and adults 
can join together to shoot apples (one of the 14
varieties on-site) at targets. Another popular 
activity is the “cow train,” a series of barrels on 
wheels painted to look like cows, which are pulled 
around the farm by a tractor.

There is also a calmer way to enjoy the orchard: 
“If you just want to come enjoy the fall atmosphere 
and have a cup of cider and a donut, [apple picking] 
is a wonderful activity to do together and way to 
spend time together,” Hong said.

Family fun with your 
this Rosh Hashanah Lean into 

the sukkah
F O R  M A N Y  Y E A R S  N OW , 
Sukkot has been my favorite 
holiday. Partially, it’s a fun and 
challenging opportunity to 
host. I also have great memo-
ries of autumn soups and my 
father’s puffy vest. 

So, what is the point of this 
holiday, and how can we live 
out its message?

Right after we got married, 
Laura and I moved to Boston, 
where we stayed with a rel-
ative before moving into our 
own place. We had a small bed-
room to ourselves, and the rest of 
the home was shared with family. 
We were grateful to have a temporary 
place to stay while we searched in our 
for our new home. After a few months, we 
found a place of our own, with room to stretch 
out in our own spaces. Six years later, we returned 
to Chicago and were granted the opportunity to live in 
the spacious Base Loop, where we can easily host sprawling and 
spirited Shabbat dinners.

And yet, sometimes, I find myself wondering about those early days, when 
we were living on top of each other, stuffed into our little temporary bedroom, 
before we had the ability to spread out; when we really only had each other. Rav 
Shagar teaches that this is the essence of what it means to leave our homes and 
go into the sukkah. It is an opportunity to travel back in time to the early days, 
when we lived in a single room, cramped, yet full of love and optimism for the 
future. 

As we have—and continue to—slowly come out of this difficult pandemic, we 
spread our wings a bit. For those of us with partners, roommates, pets, spouses, 
and families, we have been living on top of each other. In many ways, not the 
ideal living situation. And yet, I wonder if we will come to miss just a little bit 
of that as we get further from it. “Remember when it was just us?” “Remember 
when we could only hang out with each other and it forced us to really get to 
know each other?” While we will of course never wish to return to the circum-
stances that brought us into those living situations, I can’t but wonder if we 
won’t miss the closeness it brought to one another, inside our homes.

As we prepare for the holiday of Sukkot, my biggest tip is to lean into the 
humble nature of the sukkah. To the extent that it is safe, squeeze people in 
there. Don’t worry about knocking elbows and having to constantly shuffle 
around when people wash hands or get up for any reason. Let us embrace the 
momentary intimacy of closeness, with each other and with our guests, packed 
into our tight, beautiful, temporary walls. 

BY R AV E Z R A BA L S E R

As part of Metro Chicago Hillel, Rav Ezra Balser and his wife 
Laura run Base Loop out of their home in the West Loop neighbor-
hood of Chicago.

Rav Ezra Balser and his wife, 
Laura (illustrated here), hosted Base Loop’s 

virtual sukkah during the pandemic. 
This year, they’re hoping to host in person.  

WITH SO MANY  varied options for agrotourism in Illinois, picking apples is undoubtedly a fruitful way 
for Jewish families to create a beautiful holiday tradition.  From apple mazes to “cow trains” and more, 
check out three apple orchards across Illinois where picking the fruit is just one bite of the apple.   

For more information, visit royaloakfarmorchard.com, allseasonsorchard.com, and libertyappleorchard.com.

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N  |  Staff Writer
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A holiday fi lled 
with sparkle
Bubbly joy and effervescence for your Rosh Hashanah
COOKING WITH CHAMPAGNE  is a delicious luxury and will make all your holiday dishes extra 
special. You don’t need an expensive bottle of bubbly to make a delicious meal, just a decent one. 
Look for brut Champagne; ‘brut’ means the wine will be dry and not sweet, which is perfect for cooking—and, 
of course, drinking. 

BY L AU R A FR A N K E L

Laura Frankel is a noted kosher chef, a cookbook author, and Culinary Director for a 
media company. Currently, she serves as Director of Catering at Circle of Life catering 
at North Suburban Synagogue Beth El.   

Pan Roasted Chicken in 
Champagne-Mushroom Sauce 

This festive feast is ready in a flash: This celebratory 
dish comes together quickly and all in one pan! 
Happy new year indeed!  Serves 4.

Extra virgin olive oil

Sea salt and freshly 
cracked black pepper

4 boneless, skinless 
chicken breasts, 
pounded 

3 tablespoons flour

2 shallots

3 cloves garlic

4 ounces button 
mushrooms, sliced thinly

1 cup Champagne

¼ cup chicken stock

Zest of 1 lemon and 2
teaspoons lemon juice

3 tablespoons 
chopped tarragon

1. Season chicken breasts with salt and pepper. 
Heat a large sauté pan, over medium heat, 
lightly coated with olive oil.

2. Dredge chicken in flour and shake off excess. 
Once the pan is hot, brown chicken on both 
sides until golden brown. Transfer chicken to 
a plate.

3. Add a bit more olive oil to the pan and saute 
shallots and garlic, scraping up any browned 
bits stuck to the pan as you go. Once shallots 
and garlic have softened, add mushrooms 
and continue cooking until mushrooms have 
wilted and are just becoming lightly golden.

4. Add Champagne to the pan and cook, stirring 
occasionally, until Champagne has reduced to 
about ⅓ cup. Add chicken stock, lemon zest 
and juice. Continue reducing the sauce until 
it has thickened and lightly coats the back of a 
spoon. 

5. When you are ready to serve, add chicken 
breasts back to the pan and simmer until 
cooked through. Add tarragon and serve. 
Spoon champagne sauce over chicken. 

6. Serve with roasted potatoes, pasta, grains, or 
vegetables.

Champagne and Vanilla Bean 
Poached Pear and Apple Salad

An elegant salad that is so much more than 
greens on a plate, this seasonal salad offers the 
opportunity to add end-of-summer tomatoes to 
pair with sophisticated poached pears and apples. 
Poach more pears and apples later in the fall 
and add plums and cranberries—and you have a 
seasonless starter for many meals ahead.

2 ripe Bosc 
pears, peeled

2 ripe Honeycrisp 
apples (I find this apple 
works well and holds 
its shape), peeled

1 vanilla bean, scraped

1 fat strip of lemon zest

1 bottle brut 
Champagne

3 tablespoons honey

1 cup water 

1. Simmer pears, apples, vanilla bean and essence, 
lemon zest, Champagne, and honey until pears 
and apples are tender (about 30 minutes).

2. Cool pears and apples in the poaching liquid. 
Apples and pears can be stored in poaching 
liquid for up to 5 days. Poaching liquid can 
be used several times and should be stored, 
covered, in the refrigerator.

F O R  T H E  S A L A D

5 cups favorite salad greens

1 head of radicchio, sliced thinly

Several radishes sliced thinly

Pomegranate arils

Heirloom tomatoes, sliced thinly

Poached apples and pears, cored and sliced thinly

F O R  T H E  V I N A I G R E T T E

¼ cup Champagne poaching liquid

2 tablespoons rice wine vinegar

2 teaspoons Dijon mustard

2 teaspoons honey

½ teaspoon sea salt

Pinch of freshly cracked black pepper

⅔  cup best quality extra virgin olive oil

1. Whisk together poaching liquid, rice wine 
vinegar, Dijon, honey, salt, and pepper. Slowly 
stream in olive oil until a thick emulsion forms. 
Store extra vinaigrette in the refrigerator. 

2. Assemble the salad on a platter and drizzle 
with vinaigrette. Pass extra vinaigrette.
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Revamped tashlich rituals 
add profound meaning 
to High Holidays
ON THE SURFACE, tashlich seems like a simple cere-
mony. But traditions new and old can reveal the deeper 
meaning of a time set aside for reflection and moving 
forward.

“Tashlich is a uniquely important moment in Rosh 
Hashanah and the High Holiday period,” said Rabbi 
Michael Siegel of Anshe Emet Synagogue in Lakeview. 
“The High Holidays are all about turning inward and at the 
same time turning outward. What would it take to let go of 
some of the issues that hold us back in order to go forward?”

The idea of letting go is key to tashlich—a ritual translated as 
“casting off,” where it is traditional to scatter breadcrumbs repre-
senting sins into a body of water.

Last year, when in-person tashlich was hampered by the pandemic, 
synagogues got creative with bringing the ritual to people’s homes. Rabbi 
Wendi Geffen of North Shore Congregation Israel in Glencoe worked with a 
committee to construct a mini-website with traditional liturgy and alternative service 
guides for congregants to perform the ritual on their own. These guides ranged from 
family-friendly to meditative, were portable, and provided information about neces-
sary supplies and the right blessings to say.

Even though NSCI did not offer in-person services last year, the guides on their web-
site provided a powerful thought exercise in the personal versus communal observance 
Geffen finds key to the High Holidays. “We’re repenting as individuals, but in a commu-
nity” in most years. But during the pandemic, when these individual accommodations 
were necessary, it was important to remember that “tashlich is meaningful whether 
done individually or collectively.”

Rabbi Shoshana Conover of Temple Sholom in Chicago also offered resources for 
tashlich, in a kit that congregants could pick up to guide their High Holiday experience. 
She also brought something new to the mix—in the face of environmental concerns, she 
offered biodegradable paper on which participants could write their sins and cast them 
into the water.

After using pebbles two years ago—to avoid making ducks sick—last year’s dissolvable 
paper proved an even more meaningful way to engage with the ritual. “The paper is 
really powerful,” Conover said. “Writing sins on the paper made it even more tangible 
than throwing bread. The words literally dissolve in front of your eyes, and it takes a 
while, so you are really contemplating it.”

The paper made tashlich “one of the more spiritual experiences that I’ve had—and I’ve 
always found it to be extraordinarily meaningful,” said Conover. 

She also appreciated the way the ritual takes place outdoors—which made it possible 
to do a socially-distanced communal observance last year. “It can’t be that we have a 
beautiful spiritual moment in the synagogue and then just go back to our ordinary lives. 
This is a way of elevating our regular lives and saying this is holy, too, and this is where 
the real work happens.” 

This year, Siegel hopes  tashlich will provide a similar spiritual experience for a coun-
try coming out of the pandemic. “One of the things that tashlich reminds us of is that it 
is possible to change. We can discard some of the things that hold us back and hold us 
down, those issues that feel like we repeat. For a country and a community coming out 
of this period of COVID-19, that is precisely what we should be thinking about.”

Whatever this year’s observance looks like, Siegel hopes people will think of tashlich’s 
main question: “How have we changed?”

This year, “tashlich can serve as a symbolic opportunity to say we can let go of pre-
COVID things,” he said. “The experience of throwing something and watching it hit 
the water and disappear—all of this is a very powerful statement about the possibility of 
change. Can we go forward on a new path? I think we all can agree that it’s vital, but can 
we imagine it to be true? Tashlich opens that opportunity.”  

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N  |  Staff Writer

Three cocktail recipes 
for a sweet new year
THE HIGH HOLIDAYS  are a time to celebrate, re-
flect and begin anew—and offering a festive cock-
tail to your holiday guests can help ensure a joyful 
celebration. 

North Shore mixologist Cheryl Rich Heisler 
created three signature cocktails for the High 
Holidays this year. “They are a great way to cap-
ture our traditions in an edible art form,” she said. 

“I think the key to any great cocktail is balance—
tart and sweet, color and visual components,” said 
Heisler, who designs custom cocktails for events 
of all sizes. “Mixing for all the senses makes this a 
delightful occupation.” 

And it’s a job Heisler was certainly born to do. 
She said it’s family legend that she has always been 
drawn to cocktails. “My dad used to entice me to 
crawl by putting a martini at the other end of the 
room,” she said.

A self-described “serial career changer” with a 
background in law and marketing, Heisler now 
works as a career counselor by day and mixologist 
by night. Her lengthy list of local clients includes 
the Writer’s Theater of Glencoe, the Chicago 
Botanic Garden, and KOVAL Distillery. 

To incorporate the symbolism of the High 
Holidays into the three cocktails below, Heisler 
considered seasonality, theme, colors, and flavors. 
She said it’s all about “taking the bitter with the 
sweet. This Rosh Hashanah, even more than in 
other years, I believe we need to be grateful for 
what we do have.”

Heisler also drew inspiration from the 
traditional flavors of a sweet new year. The result 
is aptly named Apples & Spice & Everything Nice. 
“It’s all about apples and honey. That’s tradition,” 
she said. “We bring in a little bit of bourbon, and 
that’s the fall color.” 

Heisler says she doesn’t shy away from bold fla-
vors. “I like to know what I’m drinking,” she said. 

“I’m a stickler for real ingredients like fresh-
squeezed juices and fresh homemade simple 
syrups.” 

For Fruited & Fabulous, Heisler dresses up a 
simple white wine for the holidays with a garnish 
inspired by an ancient fruit and Jewish symbol 
of love and prosperity. “Pomegranates have a 
seasonality and tradition,” she said. “There’s a 
Midrash (rabbinic exposition) that says the actual 
apple in the garden  [in Eden] was a pomegranate.”

To experiment with mixing your own cocktails, 
Heisler says at-home mixologists need to be open-
minded. “If you want to play around with this stuff 
at home, you need to be cocktail curious,” she said. 
“You have to be playful in terms of your palate and 
be open to trying new things.”

But you don’t necessarily have to prepare an en-
tire punch bowl for your first foray into mixology. 

  North Shore mixologist Cheryl Rich Heisler

“Start small. Good spirits aren’t cheap,” Heisler 
suggested. “Make a mini version of any new 
cocktail and see how the flavors mix together.” 

No matter the size of your pour, Heisler 
embraces creativity to celebrate the High 
Holidays with a festive mixed drink. “You don’t eat 
the same food all the time, and I don’t think you 
need to drink the same drink every season every 
year,” she said.  

BY L E S L I E H I L L H I R S C H FE L D

Leslie Hill Hirschfeld is a freelance writer living in the 
northern suburbs of Chicago.  

Taking the Bitter(s) 
with the Sweet

.5 oz. coffee liqueur

.5 oz. amaro

1 oz. premium vodka

1 sugar cube

Angostura bitters

1.  Douse sugar cube with bitters.

2.  Place into small rocks glass.

3. Fill a martini shaker with ice. Add coffee 
liqueur, amaro, and vodka. Stir gently until 
chilled. 

4.  Strain into rocks glass.

Fruited & Fabulous
5 oz. Sauvignon Blanc 
(or crisp, dry white wine of choice)

1 oversized ice cube, 
with pomegranate seeds frozen inside

Apples & Spice 
& Everything Nice
3.0 oz. spiced apple cider

1.0 oz. single barrel 
Kentucky straight 
bourbon whiskey

.5 oz. vanilla liqueur

Honey (wildflower 
preferred)

Freshly picked/super 
crisp apples or pears

1.    Lightly rim a rocks glass with honey.

2.  Add cider, bourbon, and vanilla liqueur.

3.  Stir gently.

4.  Add ice (optional) and garnish 
with a fresh slice of apple.
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High Holiday traditions 
around the world

ROSH HASHANAH  and Yom Kippur are known 
in Hebrew as the Yamim Noraim—the Days of Awe—
and during this season, Jews reflect on the previ-
ous year and pray for the new year to come. Here 
are some ways Jews celebrate the High Holidays 
around the world—and in Chicago today.

Ethiopia

In Ethiopian Jewish communities, Rosh Hashanah 
was traditionally known as Zakir (similar to the 
Hebrew word zachor, remembrance) and also 
Brenha Serkan, which means “rising of the dawn.” 
Before dawn, each village’s kessim—Ethiopian 
Jewish spiritual leaders—woke up, dressed in 
white, recited the first of four prayer services of 
the day, and retold the history of Abraham, Sarah, 
Isaac, and other Biblical figures. Villages then 
gathered for family feasts of lamb stew and injira, 
a traditional Ethiopian bread. 

Iraq

Iraqi Jews hold Seders not just on Passover, but 
also on Rosh Hashanah. This dates from the 
Babylonian Talmud, written in present-day Iraq, 
which specifies traditional foods—including beets, 
gourds, and dates—to eat on Rosh Hashanah. The 
names of these foods in Aramaic, the language of 
ancient Babylonia, sound similar to words of good 
fortune and other puns in Hebrew. 

Batya Cohen, a teacher and mom of five in 
Skokie, continues her family’s Iraqi traditions, 
using a special Rosh Hashanah seder plate. In 

addition to traditional foods, Batya and her 
husband include creative English-language food 
puns in their Seder too: for instance, they eat 
raisins and celery together—wishing that the new 
Jewish year would bring a “raise-in-salary.”  

“It’s fun and it’s memorable, and I feel 
like when you make things that are fun and 
memorable on Jewish holidays—that’s what’s 
going to keep our children and our families 
engaged no matter where they end up in life,” 
Batya said.

Lithuania

Jews from Lithuania eat teiglach, balls of dough 
drenched in sticky honey, on Rosh Hashanah. 
This delicious delicacy has its origins in Middle 
Eastern cooking, where soaking dough in sweet 
syrup is a common way of preparing desserts. 
This practice spread to Jewish communities 
across Eastern Europe. Teighlach became popular 
in many Jewish communities, particularly in 
Lithuania—sometimes with the addition of dried 
fruits or nuts. Lithuanian Jews brought their love 
of teighlach with them as they settled in new 
communities; today these sweet Rosh Hashanah 
cookies are popular in South Africa, the United 
States, and Israel. 

India

India’s Bene Israel Jews trace their history back 
to a group from the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel who, 
some say, were shipwrecked off the coast of India 
during King Solomon’s reign. 

A major highlight of Bene Israel Jews’ High 
Holiday observance is Tzom Gedaliah, the Fast 
of Gedaliah, which falls the day after Rosh 
Hashanah and marks the assassination of the 
Jewish leader Gedaliah during the Babyonian 
conquest of Judea. Bene Israel Jews call the day 
Naviacha Roja, or the “Fast of the New Year.”  
The fast is traditionally broken with the deli-
cious creamed rice pudding dish called kheer,
made with coconut milk, rice, cardamom, 
and nuts.

Germany

In the 1300s, Rabbi Jacob ben Asher, known as the 
Bal Ha’Turim, recorded that the Jews of his native 
Ashkenaz (Germany in Hebrew) dipped apples 
into honey on Rosh Hashanah to have a sweet new 
year. Since then, eating apples and honey has be-
come a popular way to celebrate Rosh Hashanah 
throughout the Ashkenazi world.

Lake Zurich mother-of-two Rachel Kamin, who 
serves as Director of the Cultural & Learning 
Center at North Suburban Synagogue Beth El 
in Highland Park, gives this custom a modern 
twist, baking her Bubbe Sarah’s upside-down-
apple-noodle-kugel each Rosh Hashanah. Last 
year, when the pandemic made it impossible to 
host guests, Rachel baked kugels and delivered 
them to relatives in Frankfort, Mundelein, and 
Northbrook. 

BY Y V E T T E A LT M I L L E R 

Yvette Alt Miller, Ph.D. lives with her family in the 
northern suburbs of Chicago.

Jews from Lithuania eat teiglach, 
balls of dough drenched in honey

on Rosh Hashanah. 
(Photo courtesy of Katherine Romanow) 

  Bubbe Sarah’s upside-
down-apple-noodle-kugel. 
(Photo courtesy of Rachel Kamin)--  

  Batya’s Rosh Hashanah Seder Plate. 
(Photo credit Batya Cohen)
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What lessons will you 
take with you to 5782?
LET’S FACE IT.  Many of us are ready to turn the 
page on the calendar—and look ahead to a new 
year with hope and faith that it’ll be better than 
the last. But with all the challenges the world 
has faced during the pandemic, we couldn’t help 
but learn from the experience, and come out on 
the other side wiser—and with a healthier sense 
of perspective.  

In anticipation of the Jewish new year, 5782, we 
asked Jewish Chicagoans to impart what lessons 
they gleaned from this most unusual year that 
they will carry with them into the future.  

Shana tova u’metuka! May it be a good and sweet 
year for you!  

  Bloom and his wife on a day trip to Pearl Harbor 
during a Hawaiian cruise—just before the pandemic began. 
The couple ended up on the last ship allowing passengers to 
disembark before the cruise industry shut down for COVID.  

“The importance of social interaction 
with friends, colleagues, family, 
and neighbors. We are social 
creatures and the soaring rates 
of depression and suicide show 
how crucial our interpersonal 
connections are to our happiness, 
well-being, and mental health.” 

ROBERT B.  BLOOM, HIGHLAND PARK

“Change is constant.” 

SCOTT SHAMBERG,  SKOKIE 

“Slow down. Nurture hobbies! 
(That’s two things, but they’re related).”  

LAURA SAUER,  ELMHURST  

“There were so many people who put their own 
lives on the line to make sure that we were able 
to remain safe, healthy, and had what we need-
ed to live our lives during the pandemic. From 
all of the doctors and nurses to the those who 
mopped the floors in the hospitals—and not to 
mention the grocery checkers, truck drivers, phar-
macists, personal shoppers, and on and on. My lesson? 
That we must learn to be more appreciative of those who do the work we 
would never do and to make sure that they are compensated appropriately.” 

LISA M.  FRIEDMAN, SKOKIE 

“Friends & family are everything.”  

HILARY PRIMACK,  CHICAGO

“I have learned to be sure to appreciate 
each day—because I don’t know 

what tomorrow may bring. At least, 
I try to remember to do that!” 

JANICE GOLDBERG SACKETT,  SKOKIE 

“I learned it’s okay to put my own 
needs first now and again. I’m 

also learning that a vacancy in my 
calendar doesn’t have to mean 

that I’m available. It’s okay to use 
that time to rest and recharge.”

JENNA COHEN,  CHICAGO

Valerie Slutskaya & Scott Shamberg

“Find what inspires you and use 
that to give you strength.” 

VALERIE SLUTSKAYA, SKOKIE  

“I can hold my family together.  
And I am stronger than I thought.” 

LISA PEVTZOW, EVANSTON

“I’ve learned that adults can be as 
resilient and as flexible as children!” 

SANDEE HOLLEB,  WHEELING

      Leviton, with her daughter

“I know this sounds crazy: With everyone 
getting vaccinated, it’s amazing to see 
people smile. It’s so small but makes 

such a difference. From a year that we 
have been socially distant and had 

our faces covered, this small gesture 
makes a simple walk pure sunshine.” 

ALLISON LEVITON, CHICAGO  

“We need to reach out to others—
whether the elderly, those less fortunate, 

family, or friends. Humans are social 
animals, and we need connections.” 

MICHELLE FETTNER,  BUFFALO GROVE 

CPS shi s fi rst day 
of school—in part 
to accommodate 
Rosh Hashanah  
IN EARLY 2021,  JUF’s Government 
Affairs Committee led a citywide ef-
fort asking Chicago Public Schools 
to not start the 2021-22 school 
year on the Tuesday after Labor 
Day, the traditional first day of 
school, because this year that 
date is also the first day of 
Rosh Hashanah.  

 Conversations with 
Mayor Lori Lightfoot and 
Chicago Board of Education 
members, testimony at 
meetings, and letters from 
rabbis, parents, teachers, and 
staff emphasized the need to 
change the start date so that Jews 
in CPS would not feel compelled to 
choose between attending this im-
portant first day of school or honoring 
their religious tradition and celebrating 
the first day of the Jewish New Year.  

 Jane Charney, who leads JUF’s engagement 
with municipal officials in the Chicago area, ar-
gued at a Board of Education meeting that “after a 
year of emotional trauma, physical sickness, distance, 
and frustration, the first day of school 2021 would be an oppor-
tunity to begin anew the work of building relationships with classmates, 
teachers, and staff. Forcing families to make the choice between religious 
observance and attending the first day of school would have a severe negative 
impact on the ability of students, staff, and teachers to set themselves up for 
success in the school year.”   

 In the end, considerations including the timing of Rosh Hashanah as well as 
learning loss during the 2020–21 school year led the Board of Education to adopt 
a new calendar, and the first day of school for CPS families was changed to 
Aug. 30—before Labor Day.  

 JUF staff have also shared a calendar of Jewish holidays for the next 10 years 
with CPS and other school officials in the Chicago area.   

 Other efforts in the education sphere include ensuring that Illinois and 
federal non-discrimination statutes are followed, providing information on 
Jewish community concerns, working with district staff to access educational 
resources, and creating opportunities for engagement with Jewish community 
organizations. 

Community members who are affiliated with CPS or other local school districts are 
encouraged to be in touch with JUF via Jane Charney, Assistant Vice President for 
Local Government Affairs, at JaneCharney@juf.org or (312) 357-4766.  

BY J E W I S H C H I C AG O S TA FF 
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All the buzz 
from ‘The Hive’
Meet Leonard Rau, urban beekeeper
“LIVE FROM THE HIVE”  is what Leonard Rau, 
owner of The Hive Supply Company, titles his 
talks when he teaches groups about his passion: 
bees. He is as busy as one as the honey-dipping 
holiday of Rosh Hashanah approaches. 

Among his audiences are Jewish groups, includ-
ing his own congregation, Anshe Emet Synagogue 
in Lakeview. Fellow congregants and friends ask 
him all kinds of questions about bees—through a 
Jewish lens.

“They want to know what the blessing is for 
honey, and what makes it kosher,” he said. “They 
ask about the mentions of honey in the Torah, as in 
the story of Samson. The expression ‘Land of Milk 
and Honey’ [though] may refer to a date paste.” 

Rau, who lives in the North Center neighbor-
hood of Chicago, first became interested in hon-
ey while traveling for work as a brand strategist, 
noticing that honey from different parts of the 
world varied wildly in color and flavor. Rau also 
had a friend who kept bees, who encouraged Rau 
to follow suit. 

He started with one hive, and soon expanded 
to three.

Five years later, Rau has 250 hives, all around 
Chicago, containing some 100,000 bees. His Hive 
Supply Company store offers beekeeping supplies 
and classes, and sells varietals of honey, beeswax 
candles, and gifts for kids.

“The honey from our hives is for use, for sale, 
or for education,” he said. The honey is used and 
sold everywhere from distilleries and cider press-
es to bakeries and cheese shops; some of these 

merchants keep his hives on their roofs. 
He also partners with a firm that installs 
rooftop gardens on industrial and com-
mercial buildings.

Aside from his talks, and his hives at 
Shedd Aquarium, Rau is setting up a “hive-
cam,” on his website to aid his educational 
efforts. “It’s a way for people to get close to ani-
mals they might be scared of,” he said. When kids 
learn about bees, he said, they might grow up to 
be beekeepers or even entomologists. 

Rau is still a student of beekeeping himself. 
Which flowers the pollen is collected from is only 
one factor, he discovered. Every aspect of the 
weather, from heat to rain, is another. The “mi-
cro-climates” around each hive are so specific, hon-
ey will differ between hives only a few feet apart. 

While there are many varieties of honey, there 
are also varieties of bees: “There are some 40,000
bee species in the world, but only eight make colo-
nies we can farm for honey.”

Honey is unique among foods, Rau added, be-
cause it is the only thing made by animals that 
we consume with no processing. It also requires 
no preservation; in fact, honey found in tombs of 
pharaohs is still edible after 5,000 years, according 
to Rau.

“Even matzah doesn’t last that long,” he quipped.
While it is work, Rau said he considers beekeep-

ing relaxing. After all, the bees do a lot of the work 
themselves: “You can start with just some insects 
in a box,” he said, “and soon find it filled with a 
whole structure of beeswax.”

Also, he added, “bees are my only clients who 
don’t talk back.”  

Still, they do communicate with him. “They learn 
to recognize my behavior, and I see patterns in their 
behavior,” he said. “I can understand if a colony is 
healthy by how the bees shake their booty.” 

Ultimately, Rau said he is fascinated by how 
bees form communities— and has discovered how 
being a beekeeper, like being a bee, is a “socially 
minded enterprise.” 

He’s learned a lot about people, he said, from 
working with bees. 

BY PAU L W I E D E R  |  Assciate Editor

Chicago beekeeper Leonard Rau has 250 hives containing 
some 100,000 bees.
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Shanah Tova 5782!

Sale prices good through 9/7/2021. Some items may not be available at all stores. While supplies last. No rainchecks.

Signature 
Kitchens 
Honey Bear 
12 oz. Bottle

2/$2/$55

Signature 
Kitchens 
Egg Noodles 
12-16 oz. Bag, 
Select Varieties

4/$4/$55

Mrs. Adler’s 
or Yehuda 
Ge� lte Fish 
24 oz., 
Select Varieties

339999

Streit’s Matzo 
Ball Mixes 
4.5-5 oz. 
Select Varieties

2/$2/$33
Goodman’s 
Onion Soup 
Mix 2.75 oz.

2/$2/$33
Pillar Rock
Red Salmon 
14.75 oz.

559999 Gefen Cakes 
15.89 oz., Honey or Marble 339999Great on 

Brisket!

Tabatchnik 
Classic 
Chicken Broth 
32 oz., Aseptic

2/$2/$55

Kedem Sparkling 
Juice 25.4 oz. 
Select Varieties

2/$2/$33 Kedem 
Tea Biscuits 
4.2 oz., Select Varieties  

Rokeach 
Yahrzeit 
Candles 
1 ct., Glass

4/$4/$33Single Item Price 99¢

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREEAfter Mfr. Online Rebate
Single Item Price $3.00 ea.

Tabatchnik 
Frozen Soup 
15 oz. 
Select Varieties

 
Golden 
Blintzes 
13 oz. Frozen,
Select Varieties

229999

Lipton 
Consomme 
Soup Mix 
14.1 oz., Parve

229999

Golden 
Pierogies 
16 oz. Potato, 
Onion or Cheese

2/$2/$55

SAVE EVEN 
MORE THIS 

HOLIDAY 
WITH THESE 
COUPONS!

Single Item Price $2.99

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE
lb.

lb.

Gala Gala 
ApplesApples

9999¢¢

CarrotsCarrots

6969¢¢
*10% OFF WHEN YOU BUY 6 OR MORE *10% OFF WHEN YOU BUY 6 OR MORE *10% OFF WHEN YOU BUY 6 OR MORE

Barkan Classic
750 ml., Chardonnay 
& Select Varieties
Single Bottle Price 
$11.99

101079*79*

Baron Herzog
750 ml., Aleph 
Red Blend & 
Select Varieties, 
Single Bottle 
Price $10.99

9989*89*

Baron Herzog 
Jeunesse 750 ml., 
Chardonnay & 
Select Varieties, 
Single Bottle Price 
$9.99

8899*99*

0901W27_JWL_JUF01_J_V01_ALL
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Returning to life—and to Israel 
Teens, young adults visit Israel after a year stuck on the ground
AFTER A YEAR  of sitting on the 
runway, so to speak, during the 
pandemic, teen and young adult 
trips to Israel took off again—for 
a window of time, this past spring 
and summer.

Now, the certainty of upcom-
ing trips to Israel is in flux due to 
renewed COVID concerns. But 
what is certain is the success of 
the trips that did make it to Israel 
in recent months.

Thanks to robust protocols 
and strong partnerships with the 
Israeli government, the programs 
were able to adhere to COVID pre-
vention measures.

In May, Birthright Israel re-
sumed bringing participants, 
ages 18–32, to Israel. In fact, more 
than 3,900 participants were able 
to travel to Israel over the spring 
and summer. However, on Aug. 11, 
Birthright postponed the remain-
der of its trips for the summer due 
to new Israeli quarantine rules. 
Trips will be rescheduled as soon as the quarantine is lifted. 

Talia Fischer traveled to Israel on a Chicago community trip with Shorashim, 
an educational trip provider supported by Birthright and JUF. JUF partners with 
Shorashim to run its Chicago Community Trips; this summer, Shorashim ran 
two such trips for college students, and four for graduates and professionals. 

Fischer, who works in tech sales, said the trip, for her, was about “re-engag-
ing with Judaism—asking what it means to be an American Jew,” especially 
during a time of rising antisemitism.

For college students and recent graduates looking to build their resumes, 
JUF supports the Chicago Onward Israel Program, an international internship 
experience and a partner program of Birthright Israel and Masa Israel Journey.

This summer, JUF sent 87 Onward Israel participants to Tel Aviv and 
Jerusalem. Students worked at internships in fields related to their majors and 
future goals, everywhere from Tel Aviv University to architectural and legal 
firms, and in tourism, healthcare, and engineering.

Onward participant Ethan Harris, a Washington University junior from 
Skokie, interned at a Tel Aviv high-tech firm. “I developed skills and connec-
tions that will help me throughout my professional journey,” he said, “and ex-
plored Tel Aviv with newly-made friends.”

More than 5,000 pre-college teens also traveled this summer to Israel, spon-
sored, in large part, by youth organizations including NCSY, NFTY, BBYO, USY, 
and Camp Ramah. Many teens are benefiting from a new program, RootOne, 
which provides vouchers of up to $3,000 for teen trips. The initiative, led by The 
Jewish Education Project, received a $20 million seed gift for the program from 
the Marcus Foundation. 

Noah Devir—a junior at Kenwood Academy High School in Hyde Park—trav-
eled with NCSY on a four-week Israel experience for public school students. 

Students on Devir’s trip, which hosted more than 35 participants from across 
the U.S., traveled throughout Israel, from the Golan Heights all the way down 
to Eilat. He said he was thankful for the opportunity to go, especially after the 
trip had been canceled last year. “It was one of the best experiences of my life,” 
he said. “I definitely have more of a connection to Israel now.”

And for a younger cohort, JUF supports IsraelNow Chicago, a week-long ex-
perience for eighth graders. Future IsraelNow Chicago trips plan to leave in 
the fall of 2021 and in February and March of 2022. 

Meanwhile, Masa—which offers gap year study, career development, and 
volunteer programs for young adults—never ceased programming during the 
pandemic. In fact, more than 9,000 young people entered Israel in 2020-21 on 
programs that are between four and 10 months long. 

Since Masa offers longer-term programs, participants were able to quaran-
tine in place before vaccines were available. While quarantining, they took 
part in special programming, from Hebrew classes to interactive activities, to 
make the best use of their time. Current travel restrictions will also not impact 
the fall Masa programs, in which participants will be able to adhere to the quar-
antine requirements if necessary.  

For details on these programs, email IsraelExperience@juf.org.

Due to the evolving nature of the pandemic, travel plans to Israel are subject 
 to change and interested individuals should contact the trip organizer 
 for the most up-to-date information.  

BY PAU L W I E D E R   |  Associate Editor

  Members of the Chicago Community Birthright Israel bus, sponsored by Leonard Sherman in memory of his wife Diane. Rabbi Ezra Balser, Base Loop 
Hillel Rabbi (bottom right) staffed the trip. (Photo credit: Birthright Israel Foundation)
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0202Deerfield  |  Chicago  |  847.982.0333

MichaelSilver.com

CREATIVE AND  
PRACTICAL  
EXPERTISE

• Management Consulting

• Business Strategy

• Tax Planning and Compliance

• Accounting and Assurance

• Financial and Business Advisory

• Valuation Services

• International Capabilities

• Investment Advisory Services 

EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY

abby polin
Vice President of Residential Lending

M: 312-607-2229
O: 847-239-7807

abby.polin@dkmortgage.com
www.dkmortgage.com/polin

400 Skokie Blvd. Suite 100
Northbrook, IL 60062

Abby J. Polin (IL:31.0012095 NMLS:49492) is an agent of Draper and Kramer Mortgage Corp. (IL:MB.0004263 NMLS:2551) an Illinois Residential Mortgage Licensee located at 1431 Opus Place, Suite 200, Downers Grove, IL 60515. Telephone 630-376-2100. Regulated by IDFPR located at 100 W. Randolph, 9th Floor, Chicago, IL 
60601. Telephone 312-814-4500. Copyright © 2019 Draper and Kramer Mortgage Corp. All Rights Reserved. 02260-05 12/19 * Based on the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage average as of 12/26/2019. Source: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=NUh

Contact Abby for your home purchase and refinance needs.

• 30 years of lending experience

• Competitive low rates and fees

• Wide array of loan programs

• Solutions for high net worth clients

The mortgage expert you trust
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Chicago leaders 
join JFNA solidarity 
mission to Israel
IN A SHOW OF SOLIDARITY,   JUF President Lonnie Nasatir 
and Chicago Jewish lay leaders traveled to Israel in July, on the 
Jewish Federations of North America Summer 2021 Leadership 
Mission. 

The trip was the third JFNA solidarity mission to Israel since 
last spring. Six JUF Board members joined Nasatir in representing 
Chicago on the mission: Gita Berk, Alison Karmin, Bill Silverstein, 
Marc Spellman, Pam Friend Szokol, and Michael H. Zaransky.

“The three days that we spent in Israel were educational, en-
ergizing, and emotional, as we witnessed firsthand the realities 
and complexities of life there,” said Szokol, Chair of JUF’s Board.

Mission participants wrestled with hot topics, from last spring’s 
Gaza crisis, to Israel’s new government, to how the country has 
coped with the pandemic. They also met with Knesset members, 
heard from Israel’s new president Isaac Herzog, and saw their 
tzedakah in action, including a visit—for the Chicagoans—to an 
absorption center for new Ethiopian olim, funded by the Jewish 
Agency for Israel.

Szokol discovered during the trip that she was the sixth con-
secutive Chair of JUF’s Board to fly to Israel in a show of solidari-
ty in recent weeks. “This pure sense of commitment and love for  
the Jewish State and people is embodied in all that we do,” she 
said. “It is a true testament to our unique lay–professional part-
nership. I am so blessed to be a part of this legacy.” 

See Nasatir’s reflection on the trip on p. 14.

BY CI N DY S H E R   |  Executive Editor

 Chicago participants at the Kotel: From left: Bill Silverstein, Brian Silverstein 
(Bill’s son), Marc Spellman, Michael H. Zaransky, Lonnie Nasatir, Pam Friend 
Szokol, Alison Karmin, and Gita Berk.

Learn how to include us in your will. 
Phone 312-444-2918 or email DeeAnthony@juf.org.

T H E  C E N T E N N I A L  C A M PA I G N
It’s so much more than a pact — it’s impact.

“I want everyone 
to be able to afford 
Jewish education.
It’s critical that all families have access to good, private 
Jewish education — so that children growing up know 
how important it is to be Jewish, to remain Jewish and stay 
active in the community. Helping to defray tuition costs is 
one of the reasons we’ve included the Jewish Federation 
in our estate plan. We encourage others to be generous —
because education helps ensure Jewish continuity.”

— E R I C  R OT H N E R
Pictured with his grandson

IsraelNow Chicago:
your 8th grade Israel experience.
Discover the adventure in this week-long, immersive trip to Israel. 

2022 TRIP DATES*:  February 14–23  |  March 21–30

 שנה טובה
Happy 

New Year!  

Learn more at 
IsraelNowTrip.org.

*Space is limited.
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S O U L  S E A R C H I N G

Chagim will remind us 
how Jews both adapt  
to the new and return  
to the familiar
SOME PEOPLE SAY  that the chagim arrive early this year. Others 
say that the Jewish holidays always come right on time in our Jewish 
calendar. Either way, we can all agree that this year’s holiday sea-
son is nothing like we could have imagined—even after the Yamim 
Noraim (High Holy Days) of 5781. 

Yet, on Sukkot, we will hear the words of Kohelet, who, with a 
tone of ennui, wrote: “What has been will be again, and what has oc-
curred will occur—there is nothing new under the sun.” (Ecclesiastes 
1:9) 

In some sense, of course, this is true. This is not the first time that 
the world and the Jews living within it have been forced to adapt. In 
fact, adaptation is what has allowed Jews to survive—and, at times, 
thrive—in the Diaspora and in Israel. So innovating in the face of ad-
versity has become part of our Jewish DNA.

At the same time, we return to the same treasured rituals, prayers, 
and traditions that ground us in our seasons. In fact, the prayerbook 
that we use during the High Holy Days is called a machzor, which 
comes from the Hebrew word for “return.” In these times of both dis-
tress and hope, we return to the prayers that have carried our people 
through countless tragedies and opportunities.  

In the opening pages of the Reform Rosh Hashanah Machzor, 
Mishkan HaNefesh, we read words that come later in Ecclesiastes: 

There is a time for everything,
and a season for every activity under the heavens: 
a time to be born and a time to die,   
a time to plant and a time to uproot … 
a time to tear down and a time to build, 
a time to weep and a time to laugh,   

a time to mourn and a time to dance … 
a time to embrace and a time to refrain from embracing, 
a time to search and a time to give up,     
a time to keep and a time to throw away, 
a time to tear and a time to mend. 
a time to love and a time to hate,  
a time for war and a time for peace. (Ecclesiastes 3) 

Ecclesiastes sets each aspect of life against its opposite. Seemingly 
with a great sigh, he lists a litany of what life offers us over the tedi-
um of time in a normal life. The order of the universe is so predict-
able that it becomes boring. 

However, 5781 has felt anything but normal. The Israeli poet 
Yehuda Amichai calls out the disordered nature of life. He writes:  

A man doesn’t have time in his life 
to have time for everything. 
He doesn’t have seasons enough to have 
a season for every purpose. Ecclesiastes 
was wrong about that. 

A man needs to love and to hate at the same moment, 
to laugh and cry with the same eyes, 
with the same hands to throw stones and to gather them, 
to make love in war and war in love. 

In these disordered times that often feel as chaotic as they do 
hopeful, Amichai’s words resonate. We seek to integrate opposing 
forces in one inspired whole. Over the stretch of these days of the 
Yamim Noraim, we will weep and laugh in the same service, search 
for the best within ourselves as we give up on unrealistic goals from 
yesteryear. We will feel both the intimacy and the grandeur of this 
sacred season—with melodies and prayers that both soothe and 
awaken our souls. 

This year, may we find ways to return to the holy as we enter the 
year 5782 under the same sun.   

Shanah tovah! 

BY R A B B I  S H OS H A N A H CO N OV E R

Rabbi Shoshanah Conover is the Senior Rabbi of Temple 
Sholom of Chicago.

From the moment you walk in... 

You’re home!

Birchwood Plaza focuses on your special 
needs at one of the most important times 
in your life. 
We offer:

• 24-Hour Nursing Care 

• Medication Administered 

• Therapy & Rehabilitation

• Skilled Care 

• Intermediate Care Services 

• Assisted Living 

• Respite Care

• Alzheimer’s Care

• Memory Care

• Hospice Care

• Complete Social, 
Cultural & Educational 
Calendar of Events

• Delicious Kosher Cuisine

All in a caring and nurturing environment!

WISHING OUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS 
A HEALTHY AND HAPPY NEW YEAR!

1426 W. BIRCHWOOD AVE., CHICAGO, IL 60626
(Birchwood Ave. at Sheridan Road)

To schedule an appointment or for a free brochure, 
please phone 773-274-4405.

Abraham M. Schiffman, Administrator

LEARN MORE AT JCCCHICAGO.ORG/CELEBRATEFALL
JCC Chicago is a non-profit organization inspired by Jewish values, bridging traditions and generations to create a more vibrant,  

connected community. JCC Chicago is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community. ©2021 JCC Chicago AG226W 8/21

SEPT. 19
2-4PM

SEPT. 26 
1-4PM

OCT. 17 
2-4PM

Sukkot at River Trail Nature Center
3120 Milwaukee Ave. | Northbrook

Sukkot Fest
Bernard Horwich JCC | West Rogers Park

Fall Fest
Lake County JCC | Lake Zurich

Enjoy the outdoors with your family and 

join us for music, games, arts + crafts 

and more, across the Chicagoland area!

WE COVER
CHICAGO

PINE ROOFING COMPANY
KEDMONT WATERPROOFING CO.

773-539-9595
5428 N. Kedzie Avenue, Chicago
pineroofing@pineroofing.com
kedmont@kedmont.com

Four Generations 

DON’T MISS THE MARK! Call Mark today! (a former 30-year Chicago resident)

Mark A. Weinberg, RRG
Broker - Salesman/M.B.A, Finance
NV Real Estate License # BS.0033714

702-493-8000 • MarkSellsVegas.com

TIRED OF 
CHICAGO WINTERS? 

ENJOY THE SUNSHINE 
OF LAS VEGAS!
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L E G A C I E S

Planting seeds for your children
It’s never too early to start planning for your children’s future. Two vehicles—529 Plans and ABLE accounts—make planning easy.

529 PLANS 
A 529 Plan is a tax-advantaged savings plan which may grow tax free for future 
educational costs. It allows you to open an investment account to save for your 
child’s college tuition, fees, supplies, equipment, and room and board. Some 
colleges even sponsor a prepaid plan. 

 Setting up an account is easy. Since each state sponsors such accounts, 
you can set one up in any state. The plans can be used to pay for educational 
expenses at any qualified college. You can also open an account through a fi-
nancial advisor, who can guide you through the process and help you choose 
investment options. 

The account grows tax free, and there will be no taxes due upon withdrawal 
as long as the funds are used for the beneficiary’s allowable college expenses. 
In Illinois, the maximum amount allowed in each account is $450,000. 

Once the account is set up, you remain the owner of the account. The ben-
eficiary of the account has no rights to it, unlike other vehicles where the mi-
nor becomes the owner upon reaching legal age. If the account is not used for 
college expenses, the account owner can withdraw funds at any time. At that 
point, the owner will pay taxes on the income earned and incur a 10% penal-
ty. The account owner can also transfer the account to the benefit of another 
child and use the funds to pay for this other child’s educational expenses. 

As of 2018, you can also use a 529 Plan to save for tuition to public, private, or 
religious elementary or secondary school for K–12 education. However, distri-
butions are limited to $10,000 annually per beneficiary. The maximum amount 
allowed for such accounts is $100,000 per beneficiary. 

 
ABLE ACCOUNTS 
ABLE accounts are also tax-advantaged savings accounts, but they are specifi-
cally for people with disabilities. 

These accounts are unique in that they do not affect eligibility for gov-
ernment disability payments such as Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 
Medicaid, and other means-tested benefit programs for the disability commu-
nity. The disability must have occurred before age 26 to be eligible.

Anyone can contribute to the account, which grows tax free. Unlike with 
a 529 Plan, the beneficiary is the account owner. The funds may be used for 
expenses not otherwise covered, such as transportation, assistive technology, 
dental bills, and other healthcare costs not covered by insurance. 

The maximum annual amount that may be contributed from all sources is 
$15,000. However, if the eligible individual is employed and not contributing 
to a defined contribution plan, annuity contract, or a deferred compensation 
plan, the individual may contribute additional money to their account. The 
maximum fund balance allowed in each account varies by state. You may sign 
up for an account in any state—like with 529 Plans. You may also use an invest-
ment firm that offers such accounts. Only one account is allowed per eligible 
individual.  

For more information, contact Leah K. Richman at 312-444-2878 or legacy@juf.org. 

This is for information purposes only, and is not meant to be a substitute for legal  
or financial advice. Please consult your professional adviser regarding your  
individual situation. 

BY L E A H K .  R I C H M A N , J . D. ,  L L . M .

Leah K. Richman, J.D., LL.M., is Senior Endowment Counsel of the Legacies and 
Endowments department of the Jewish United Fund of Chicago.

We remember  
their generosity 

The Jewish United Fund/Jewish Federation of Chicago gratefully  
recalls those—may their memory be a blessing—who have left  

the posthumous mark of their compassion upon our community 
through a bequest to JUF/Federation during the preceding year.

JEWISH UNITED FUND

Carol Perel Colby
Norma T. Fish
Al Gitelman
Marc Glixon

Arnold Goldberg
Harriet R. Gross

Donald Kraft
Marvin Lederman

Susan Zukrow Mackevich
Sydelle F. Nelson
Maurice P. Raizes

Sanford A. Ramras
Dorothy Brooks Sacher

Leslie Schwartzman
Celia K. Uretsky

Ann S. Wolff

JEWISH FEDERATION

Betty L. and Laurence Arnold
Olga Baron

Diana Baskovitz
Jacqueline Brumlik

John C. Colman
Bertha Dolton

Jessica T. Feldman
Annette Goldberg
Norman Goldstein

Rosyln Grodzin
Lenore Janecek

Esther Klatz
Dr. Jack Melamed

Phyllis Mellow
Dr. Albert and Gwen Miller

Dr. Gertrude Pollitt
Julius A. Richman

Leona Z. Rosenberg
Sylvia Rosett
Paul Vishny

Sherwyn E. Warren 

There are many planned giving options available to make gifts to the 
Jewish United Fund/Jewish Federation of Chicago: Bequest, outright gift 

or property, donor advised fund, pooled income fund, and others.  
For information, please contact:

DAVID S. ROSEN 
BEN GURION WAY, 30 S. WELLS ST., 3RD FLOOR 

CHICAGO, IL 60606

W I S H I N G  O U R  FA M I LY  A N D  F R I E N D S 
A  H E A LT H Y  A N D  H A P P Y  N E W  Y E A R !

Enhanced 
quality of life begins 
with our innovative 
memory care assistance  
Dobson Plaza’s memory care services are 
personalized for each individual with our 
supportive, structured memory loss program. 
Our compassionate care team is specifi cally trained to provide 
care to those experiencing memory loss and progressive cognitive 
disorders. We strive to help individuals gain greater control of their 
lives so they can enjoy a renewed quality of life. Our memory care 
assistance program is conducted in a warm, safe, homey and 
engaging setting. Learn more by contacting us today.

Approved by Medicare/Medicaid/Leading Insurance Providers

To schedule an appointment, call Cathy Singer: 
847-869-7744

1 2 0  D O D G E  A V E N U E ,  E V A N S T O N ,  I L  6 0 2 0 2
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W H AT ’ S  H A P P E N I N G

Save the date for JUF events!
LEARN: Feminism  
and Anti-Racism 
SEPT. 27; OCT. 6, 13, 20 & 27; 
NOV. 5, 10 & 17  |  7–8:30 P.M. 
DOPPELT BASE IN 
ANDERSONVILLE

Join Base Andersonville and 
YLD for a series that explores 
the intersections of feminism, 
racial justice, and Judaism. 
Using traditional texts,  
modern films, books, and 
articles, as well as our own  
lived experiences, we will 
examine what our tradition  
has to teach us about creating  
a more equitable society 
through the lenses of gender 
and race. No prior experience  
is necessary—just an open  
mind and a desire to build a 
more just world! 

Register: juf.org/BaseLearn

Cost: $36. 

For more information, contact 
MollyRudnick@juf.org  
or 312-357-4738.

Newish and Jewish
TUESDAY, OCT. 5  |  6–8 P.M. 
EMPORIUM WICKER PARK  

Are you new to Chicago? 
Interested in learning about 
opportunities for involvement in 
the Chicago Jewish community? 
Looking to meet other Jewish 
20 and 30somethings? Join 
YLD to mingle at our Newish 
and Jewish Happy Hour!

Register: juf.org/newishjewish

Tickets are $8 and include one 
drink ticket valid for premium 
cocktails, craft beer, or wine.

For more information, contact 
SaraWineburgh@juf.org.

Lion Event 
TUESDAY, OCT. 19 | 9:45–11 A.M. 

Please join us to hear Noa 
Tishby, IsraeliAmerican actress, 
producer, activist, and author of 
Israel: A Simple Guide to the Most 
Misunderstood Country on Earth, 
discuss Israel and antisemitism.

We continue to closely monitor 
COVID safety guidelines from the 
CDC, Illinois Department of Public 
Health, and City of Chicago to 
determine the safest way to hold 
our Lion Event.

Register: juf.org/2022LionEvent 

Women who make an individual 
gift of $5,000 or more to the 
2022 JUF Annual Campaign are 
invited to attend. 

For more information, contact 
JordynGrollo@juf.org  
or 312-444-2860.

 $5,000 (women’s only)

Young Women’s  
Board FLEX
OCT.–MARCH 
9:30–11:30 A.M. 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS

FLEX (Future Leader’s 
Educational eXperience)  
is an educational program  
and leadership series  
designed to introduce young 
women to JUF and its impact  
on the Chicago Jewish 
community and its agencies. 
This year’s program is a six 
part series featuring SHALVA, 
The ARK, Response for Teens, 
The Norton & Elaine Sarnoff 
Center for Jewish Genetics,  
The Illinois Holocaust  
Museum, and JUF. Target 
demographic: young women 
ages 28–40 who live in the 
suburbs.

There is no cost to attend.

For more information 
or to register, contact 
SamanthaPompeo@juf.org  
or 312-357-4862.

Women’s Board  
Step Beyond
OCT.–DEC.    
VARIOUS LOCATIONS

Women’s Board Step Beyond 
provides a unique opportunity 
for participants to see firsthand 
some of the community’s 
beneficiary agencies and 
programs. This series includes 
site visits and speakers who 
will address a variety of timely 
issues affecting our Jewish 
community. Participants will 
gain knowledge and skills 
that will broaden and deepen 
their understanding of the 
profound ways in which the 
wideranging work of JUF 
impacts the community. Target 
demographic: women ages 40+ 
who live in the city and suburbs.

There is no cost to attend. 

For more information 
or to register, contact 
JordynGrollo@juf.org  
or 312-444-2860.

 A meaningful gift 
to the JUF Annual 
Campaign is required 
to attend certain 
events. A number 
beside the box 
indicates there is a 
minimum amount.

  October 5

  October 19

CANDLELIGHTING TIMES

Sept. 10 6:50 p.m. Veyelech

Sept. 15 6:41 p.m. Erev Yom Kippur

Sept. 17 6:38 p.m.  HaAzinu

Sept. 20 6:33 p.m.  Erev Sukkot I

Sept. 21 7:31 p.m.  Erev Sukkot II 

Sept. 24 6:26 p.m.   Erev Shabbat Chol HaMo’ed

Sept. 27 6:20 p.m.  Erev Shmini Atzeret

Sept. 28 7:18 p.m.  Erev Simchat Torah

Oct. 1 6:13 p.m.  Beresheet

JUF’s updated COVID 
policies require that all 
adults participating in 
in-person JUF events/
programs must be 
fully vaccinated.  If 
the event is indoors, 
all participants must 
also wear a mask. 
Requirements are 
slightly different for 
children and teenagers. 
With COVID news 
constantly changing, 
be sure to check for 
up-to-date information 
before attending any 
event or program.

Bartlit Beck
DLA Piper US LLP
Katten

Kovitz Investment Group LLC
Levenfeld Pearlstein, LLC
Mayer Brown LLP

Miller Cooper & Co., Ltd
Much Shelist, P.C.
Plante Moran

RSM US LLP
Skadden, Arps, Slate,  

Meagher & Flom LLP

Balyasny Asset Management
BDO USA, LLP
Deloitte
Dentons US LLP
Ernst & Young

GEM Realty Capital
Goldman Sachs & Co
Greenberg Traurig LLP
JMB Realty Corporation
National Wrecking Company

Next Realty
Pine Tree Commercial Realty LLC
Reed Smith LLP
Schiff Hardin LLP
The Scion Group LLC

Senior Lifestyle Corporation
Wells Fargo

Avison Young
First Bank Chicago, A Division of First Bank of Highland Park

Arthur Hill & Co
Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum & Nagelberg LLP
Baum Realty Group
Belgravia Group
Bellwether Enterprise
Charles Schwab
CIBC
CME Group
The Cohn Weisskopf Oxman Group  

at Morgan Stanley
Devon Bank
Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
FGMK, LLC
First Midwest Bank

Gofen & Glossberg, LLC
Gould & Ratner LLP
Grant Thornton LLP
Harrison & Held, LLP
Herman Agency, Inc.
Horizon Realty Group
ICM Properties, Inc.
Jenner & Block LLP
JLL
JRG Capital Partners
KPMG
Kriezelman Burton & Associates LLC
Latham & Watkins LLP
Law Offices of Jonathan Merel

Locke Lord LLP
Marcus & Millichap
Mesirow Financial
Monroe Capital LLC
Mosaic Construction LLC DBA 

Design Construction Concepts
Neal Gerber & Eisenberg LLP
Northern Trust
Oak Realty Group, Inc./Oak Residential Partners
Origin Ventures
Proskauer Rose LLP
Rapoport Weisberg & Sims P.C.
Schoenberg Finkel Beederman Bell Glazer LLC
Stage Equity Partners

Strategic Wealth Partners, LLC
The Wolcott Group, LLC
Tucker Development
Venture One
Walton Street Capital, LLC
Waterton Associates LLC
WHI Real Estate Partners, L.P.
William Blair
Wintrust Corporation
Wipfli LLP
Wolverine Execution Services, LLC
Worsek & Vihon LLP 

For information on corporate partnership opportunities, please contact SarahYost@juf.org or 312-357-4543.

On behalf of a grateful community,

THANK YOU
to our JUF Corporate Partners who provide resources that help JUF assist 

people in need to overcome life’s challenges, transforming daily life for over 
500,000 Chicagoans of all faiths and millions of Jews worldwide.

$ 2 5 , 0 0 0

$ 7 5 , 0 0 0

$ 5 0 , 0 0 0

$ 1 0 , 0 0 0

$ 7 , 5 0 0

$ 5 , 0 0 0
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Community events

W H AT ’ S  H A P P E N I N G

WEDNESDAYS (ONGOING) 
10–11 A.M. 
Yoga (Virtual). Join EZRA for 
virtual yoga. 7734673861, 
MeganLoveless@juf.org.

THURSDAYS (ONGOING) 
NOON–1 P.M. 
Joliet Jewish Congregation 
Lunch and Learn (Virtual).  
Join Joliet Jewish  
Congregation for a weekly  
study at lunchtime. 
7082496086, 
AmyBloomberg@juf.org.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 2 
5:30–7 P.M. 
Jewish Yoga for Elul.  
Join Rebecca and Deb for a 
special workshop on the beach 
at Lake Michigan to prepare  
for the High Holiday season. 
The embodied practice will 
focus on feeling forgiveness 
through our bodies: forgiveness 
of self and forgiveness of  
others. The practice will 
integrate Jewish wisdom, 
mindfulness, and personal 
reflection. Open to all 
levels. In person at Glencoe 
Beach: 160 Hazel Ave., 
Glencoe. 8476511813, 
rschwab@orotcenter.org.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 3, NOON–
SUNDAY, SEPT. 5, 5 P.M. 
8th Annual RJD Family  
Retreat. Experience an  
amazing weekend of end 
ofsummer fun with family  
and friends! Enjoy the outdoor 
heated pool, arts & crafts, 
sports, campfires, and so much 
more. Rooms with private baths 
and meals included. Best for 
families with children ages 
8 and under. Older siblings 
and grandparents welcome. 
Located at Camp Chi/Perlstein 
Retreat Center. 2247301328, 
rjd@juf.org.

MONDAYS (ONGOING) 
9:30–11 A.M. 
Ready, Set, Grow. We’re 
back in the clinic! Join us 
for our two to threeyear
old play group, designed to 
develop communication, 
language, and social skills. 
Children are encouraged 
to wear masks throughout 
the session, and it’s okay if 
we’re still working towards 
that goal. Early Intervention 
enrollment is not required for 
children to participate. Please 
contact Megan Kowalski for 
group registration and fee 
information. 8474124335, 
MeganKowalski@JCFS.org.

TUESDAYS (ONGOING) 
7:30–8:30 P.M. 
Orot Jewish Mindfulness 
Meditation Weekly Sit 
(Virtual). Join us for Orot’s 
free weekly Jewish mindfulness 
meditation sit. Led by an 
Orot mindfulness instructor, 
these weekly sits are open 
to meditation beginners as 
well as veteran practitioners. 
The sessions include a 
weekly teaching, guided 
meditation, and time to sit in 
silent practice. 8476511813, 
rschwab@orotcenter.org.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 9 
6:30–7:30 P.M. 
Through the Lens of Arthur 
Rothstein: Beyond Shanghai 
(Virtual). Arthur Rothstein, 
best known for his Dust Bowl 
photography during the Great 
Depression, also photographed 
the Jewish refugee community 
in Shanghai during World 
War II—work showcased in 
a new exhibit, Shanghai: Safe 
Haven During the Holocaust. 
Join us at the Illinois Holocaust 
Museum & Education Center 
for an illustrated lecture 
that will place Rothstein’s 
Shanghai photo essay in the 
context of his extraordinary 
50year career. Register at 
ihm.ec/beyondshanghai. 
8479674835,  
sierra.wolff@ilhmec.org.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 12 
4–5 P.M. 
JUF Young Families Celebrates 
a Sweet Year. Savor all the 
sweet moments and celebrate 
the new year with JUF Young 
Families! Join us for a family 
friendly concert, delicious 
treats, and so much fun. 
Location: 3480 N. Lake Shore 
Drive, Chicago. 3123574944, 
JulieBrodsky@juf.org.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 12 
6–9 P.M. 
BBYO Kickoff Yacht Party. 
BBYO GMR will be kicking 
off the year by bringing back 
our inperson Yacht Party! 
Join over 500 Jewish teens 
for a typically soldout night 
of cruising, schmoozing, and 
grooving. Transportation 
available from Buffalo Grove, 
Northbrook, Skokie, Naperville, 
and Champaign. 7083201611, 
gmr@bbyo.org.

MONDAY, SEPT. 13 
5–7 P.M. 
JCFS Chicago Annual Meeting. 
Join us as we celebrate the past 
year, prepare for the future, and 
honor our Community Partner 
of the Year. Location: Abe and 
Ida Cooper Center, 6639 N. 
Kedzie Ave. 7734673897, 
PaulKarnatz@JCFS.org.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 14 
11 A.M.–1 P.M. 
Jewish Federation Annual 
Meeting (Virtual). The meeting 
will feature the election of 
Directors, acknowledgment 
of outgoing Directors, the 
Report of the President, and 
the presentation of: the Davis, 
Gidwitz & Glasser Young 
Leadership Award; Samuel 
A. Goldsmith Award; Shofar 
Award; and Julius Rosenwald 
Memorial Award. This annual 
community event will provide 
an opportunity to explore 
critical issues, recognize 
exceptional leadership, and 
celebrate our community’s 
work. 3124442844, 
DeborahShub@juf.org.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 19 
3:30–4:30 P.M. 
On-Site Film Screening – Sneak 
Peek: ‘The Auschwitz Report.’ 
The Auschwitz Report, Slovakia’s 
2020 Oscar submission for 
Best International Film, shares 
the true story of two Auschwitz 
prisoners who escaped and 
provided a rare firsthand report 
of genocide at the camp. Join 
the Illinois Holocaust Museum 
& Education Center for a special 
“sneak peek” screening of this 
incredible film, which will only 
receive a limited cinema release 
outside of Illinois. Register at 
ihm.ec/auschwitzreport. 
8479674835,  
sierra.wolff@ilhmec.org.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 25 
6–8 P.M. 
NFTY Kickoff Sukkot in the 
Park. NFTYCAR is kicking off a 
year of inperson programming 
with Sukkot in the Park, 
hosted by Oak Park Temple. 
Location: 1235 N. Harlem 
Ave., Oak Park. 7083201611, 
carpresident@nfty.org.

Six-Part Miniseries: 
‘Labyrinth of Peace’ (Virtual)
STREAMING OCT. 1–17

In 1945, Switzerland has become a 
hub for Nazi war criminals, Allied 
Secret Services, and Holocaust 
survivors. Klara, her fiancé Johann, 
and his brother Egon are looking 
brighteyed into the future. War is 
over, but the legacies remain. Binge 
this sixpart series for $36. 

For more information: jccfilmfest.org

SUNDAY, OCT. 3, 3:30–4:30 P.M. 
& THURSDAY, OCT. 7,  
6:30–7:30 P.M.
On-Site Live Performance –  
The Holocaust and the Human 
Experience: A Cinematic and 
Musical Journey. Acclaimed 
concert pianist Dr. Marvin 
Berman presents a live 
performance featuring clips 
from films about the Jewish 
experience prior to, during, and 
after the Holocaust, as well as 
piano improvisations of the films’ 
musical scores. Reservations 
are required. Location: Illinois 
Holocaust Museum & Education 
Center. Non-Members: $20.00; 
Members: $5.00. Register for 
Oct. 3 at ihm.ec/bermanoct3 and 
for Oct. 7 at ihm.ec/bermanoct7. 
847-967-4835,  
sierra.wolff@ilhmec.org.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 6 
7–8 P.M. 
Decoding Genetics Tests 
for Parents-to-Be (Virtual). 
Preparing for parenthood 
involves many types of genetic 
tests. Whether you plan to 
start a family or are already 
expecting, join the Sarnoff 
Center’s genetic counselor for a 
moderated discussion to decode 
the world of preconception 
and prenatal genetic tests. 
Register at juf.org/decode. 
Participants’ names and video 
will not display in the Zoom 
webinar format. 312-357-4718, 
jewishgenetics@juf.org.

LISTING 
DEADLINES

Submit listings for Jewish 
Chicago and JUF’s online 
Calendar of Events at 
juf.org/calendar. The 
schedule of editorial 
deadlines is also 
available in the online 
Jewish Chicago section. 
Event notices are edited 
for content and space 
limitations each month.

Upcoming  
What’s Happening 
submission deadlines: 
Oct. issue: Aug. 27
Nov. issue: Oct. 1
Dec. issue: Oct. 29

‘What You Do Matters’ Midwest Virtual Event
THURSDAY, SEPT. 23  |  NOON–2 P.M.

This year’s United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s Midwest Virtual 
Event will focus on longterm digital investments to make the Museum’s 
lessons available worldwide.

The event will feature Dr. Albert Bourla—son of Greek Holocaust survivors 
and CEO of Pfizer—who shepherded the development of a breakthrough 
COVID19 vaccine. The Museum will also honor Sheila and Joe Gutman 
and their family, who have advocated for global Holocaust education. Joe, a 
Highland Park financialmanagement expert, served a fiveyear term on the 
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council—appointed by President Obama.

For more information: 202-427-9946 or rflandez@ushmm.org

 The Gutman family.

Easy ordering online at juf.org/tribute
or call 312-357-4866  |  Minimum donation: $10

DESERVE BIG MAZELS

Commemorate life’s big moments 
with JUF Tribute Cards!

• Celebrate engagements, 
weddings & anniversaries

• Welcome new babies

• Honor Bar/Bat Mitzvahs

• Mark special birthdays

• Recognize achievements 
& awards
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F O R  A  B L E S S I N G

ADOLPH, HOWARD J.  95. Veteran, 
WWII. Beloved husband of the late 
Maita Honey Adolph (nee Mittelman). 
Loving father of Lesly (David) Koo, and 
Steven (Ellen Zfaney), Lorin, and Brad 
(Cheryl) Adolph. Proud grandfather 
of 6. Cherished great-grandfather of 
4. Memorials to Honor Flight Chicago. 
Memorial Park. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

ARKES, BEN  99. Army Air Corps 
Veteran, WWII. Son of the late Pincus 
and Hinda Arkes. Beloved husband 
of Maxine. Father of Hal and Michael. 
Grandfather of 1. Father-in-law of Sylvia 
and Helen. Uncle of many. Golden Giver 
member of JUF. Memorials to JUF, to CJE 
SeniorLife, or to Good Shepherd Center. 
The Goldman Funeral Group.

BAKER, BEVERLY  (nee Magad) 91. 
Beloved wife of the late Russell. Mother 
of the late Hollis and Keith (Maurine). 
Grandmother of 3. Daughter of the late 
Meyer and Leanor Magad (nee Platt). 
Treasured sister of the late Eugene 
(Janet) and Melvin (late Anne) Magad. 
Honored aunt. Memorials to JCC 
Chicago. Lakeshore Jewish Funerals.

BASSMAN, FAIGY  63. Loving wife 
of Yaakov. Devoted mother of Rabbi 
Betzalel (Chaya), Rabbi Yossi (Ilana) 
Moshe, Malkie, Rabbi Tzemmy (Sophie), 
and Chana Bassman, Leah (Levi) Emmer, 
and Rochel (Rabbi Shalom) Meyer. Proud 
grandmother of many. Silverman and 
Weiss. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

BERGER, CAROLYN MAXINE  83. 
Loving mother of Marc, David (Cindi), 
Scott, and Bruce Lichterman. Proud 
grandmother of 6. Dear sister of the 
late Marlene (Max) Segal. Waldheim 
Jewish Cemetery. Memorials to Chicago 
Mitzvah Campaign. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

BRAND, NORMA  88. Beloved mother 
of Mark (Lisa) and Neil (Kim Eastburn). 
Proud grandmother of 3. Cherished sister 
of the late Anne (the late Chick) Shaevitz 
and Ruth Barry. Loving aunt, and cous-
in. Memorials to Clearbrook. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

BROWN, ROGER O.  95. Navy 
Veteran. Husband of Barbara Elaine 
Russell in 1953. Father of Jeffrey (Joan), 
Owen (Alison), Andrew (Gail), and Henry 
(Cindy) Brown and Vanessa McGuire. 
Grandfather of 17. Great-grandfather of 
9. Golden Giver member of JUF. Makom 
Solel Lakeside. Memorials to Thresholds, 
or to Illinois Action for Children. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.

BRUSS, JOEL N.  75. Beloved husband 
of Lauren. Adoring father of Jonathan 
Bruss and Jill (Loren) Rivkin. Doting 
Grampsy of 2. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

BUZIL, MILTON  94. Husband of 
Eileen (nee Velez). ex-husband of Natalie 
(nee Bluestein). Loving father of Ron 
(Debi), Corry, Beth, Steven (Janet), Amy, 
and Daniel. Proud grandfather of 5. Dear 
brother of the late Bob and Paul. Fond un-
cle of many. Memorials to the American 
Cancer Society. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals.

CABIN, BARBARA  (nee Bramson) 
53. Beloved soulmate and wife of Mark. 
Loving and amazing mother and best 
friend of Abby and Max. Devoted daugh-
ter of Rose and Mel Bramson. Dear sister 
of Susan (Roger) Fink. Adored daugh-
ter-in-law of Glenn and Elyse Cabin. 
Treasured sister-in-law, aunt, and cousin 
of many. Memorials to Misericordia, 
family reference number 6215A. Shalom 
Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home.

COE, JUSTIN SAMUEL  30. Loved, 
cherished and adored son of Mark and 
Shari. Amazing and beloved brother of 
Breana (fiancé Jay Poppino). Wonderful 
and treasured grandson of Lorraine and 
Seymour Skolnick and the late Judi and 
Robert Coe. Proud nephew of the late 
David Skolnick, and Chad (Jill) and Jamie 
Coe. Much loved cousin of 3. Memorials 
to Keshet/the Coe Keshet Endowment. 
Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home. 

DAVIS, DOROTHY V.  (nee Sher) 
94. Loving wife of Alvin. Dear mother 
of Lauren Davis, and Debra (Michael) 
Segal. Proud Baboo of Melanie (Geoffrey 
B. Foote) Davis. Devoted sister-in-law 
of Ila (the late Edwin) Greenspan, Irving 
(Arlene) Davis, and the late Donna Davis 
Ross. Memorials to Jewish National Fund. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

FILERMAN, MARCIA J.  (nee 
Distenfield) 77. Beloved wife of Arno. 
Loving mother of Barry Filerman, Lori 
Bourque, and Stacey (Brian) Price. 
Mother-in-law of Karen Filerman. 
Proud grandmother of 7. Cherished 
great-grandmother of 1. Dear sister of 
Jay (Barbara) Distenfield. Memorials to 
Congregation BJBE. Shalom Memorial 
Park. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

FLETCHER, CARL  61. Proud parent of 
Crystal Torres. godfather of 3. Cherished 
brother of the late Joyce. Loving uncle of 
Ilana Feliciano. Devoted son of the late 
Isadore and Mildred Fletcher. Adored 
cousin of Sheila and Charles. Memorials 
to the Michael I. Jacobson Memorial 
Gomle Fund. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

FORD, DR. MORTON  94. Navy 
Veteran, WWII. Beloved husband of 
Eleanor Ford (nee Britan). Loving father 
of Liane (John) Troy, Jeff (Barb), Scott 
(Paula) and the late Randy Ford (Charlie 
Metz). Cherished grandfather of 4. Dear 
great-grandfather of James 1. Brother of 
the late Bernie (Harriet) and Al (Gert) 
Ford. Treasured uncle of 4. Memorials 
to Congregation Bene Shalom, or to 
the National Ovarian Cancer Coalition. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

GAERTNER, DOROTHY H. 
“DODO”  (nee Hess) 102. Beloved 
wife of the late Robert Gaertner. Loving 
mother of Jan (Barry) Cain and Betty 
(Will Hendricks) Scott. Adored grand-
mother of 4. Proud great-grandmother 
of 7. Devoted daughter of the late Robert 
and Sara Hess. Cherished sister of the 
late Miriam “Mimi” (late Ben) Chernov. 
Treasured aunt of many. Golden Giver 
member of JUF. Memorials to Friend 
Center for Memory Care or NorthShore 
Hospice. The Goldman Funeral Group .

Jackie Mason—one of the last giants of the 
Borscht Belt comedy era—dies at 93
JACKIE MASON,  who died July 24 at 93, didn’t always set out to be a comedian. In 
fact, it wasn’t until he was 30 that he left behind the Orthodox rabbinate for irrever-
ent open-mic nights.

Mason, born Yacov Moshe Maza to Orthodox parents, was one of the last survi-
vors of the Borscht Belt comedy circuit that propelled a host of Jewish funnymen—
including Milton Berle, Mel Brooks, and Rodney Dangerfield—from Catskills resorts 
that catered to Jewish vacationers into the American popular imagination.

Mason’s comedy, delivered in a distinctive cadence inflected with the Yiddish 
of his childhood on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, offered a window into the 
American Jewish psyche for non-Jews and, for Jews, held up a mirror that reflected 
their complicated relationship with their Americanness.

“The only persecution that I ever suffered from in my career was from Jews that 
are embarrassed that I am so Jewish,” he said in one routine, in which he lamented 
that American Jews say they are proud to be Jewish but also change their names and 
noses to obscure their Jewishness.

In 1961, the comedian got his first big break—an appearance on The Steve Allen 
Show. However, disaster struck his career in 1964 on The Ed Sullivan Show, when 
Mason held up his fingers to the audience in annoyance after Sullivan held up two 
fingers indicating the number of minutes he had left to wrap up his act. Sullivan 
was convinced Mason was giving the audience the finger. It caused his career to 
nosedive.

In the 1980s, Mason made a comeback with the help of his producer, Jyll Rosenfeld, 
who became his wife in 1991. She convinced him to turn his act into a one-man show 
on Broadway. That show, The World According to Me!, opened on Broadway in 1986 
and ran for two years.

Upon his passing, celebrities of all stripes honored Mason’s memory. Jason 
Alexander, of Seinfeld fame, tweeted, “I took my folks to see Jackie Mason on Broadway 
twice. I have never seen them laugh harder. A comic from a different time but one of  
the best.” 

Mason is survived by his wife Jyll Rosenfeld, and daughter, actress and comedian  
Sheba Mason.

Pictured: Jackie Mason in New York City, recording his album I Want to Leave You with the Words of a 
Great Comedian, Feb. 20, 1963. (Photo courtesy of Popsie Randolph/Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images)

BY P H I L I S SA C R A M E R ,  J TA ;  A N D S TA FF W R IT E R S ,  J N S

We’�  help you plant the s� ds 
for your endowments to grow
Through the Jewish Federation’s free Create a Jewish Legacy
program, we share our expertise to help local Jewish 
nonprofits jump-start their endowment giving. 

We have already helped 39 Jewish synagogues, agencies and 
schools raise $62 million in endowment commitments. 

We can help you, too. 

To learn how, contact us at cjlchicago@juf.org 
or 312-357-4853. 
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JOSIM, IKE  77. Loving husband of Ritta. 
Devoted father of Dr. Adalina (Dr. Mark 
Levy) Kulbak and Mitchell (Laura) Josim. 
Proud grandfather of 2. Memorials to the 
American Heart Association. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.

KARLIN, GARY LEE  87. Beloved hus-
band of Cheryl (nee Daneman). Loving 
father of Paige (Brian) Dioguardi, Chad 
(Kim) Weprin, Brooke (Marc) Anderson, 
Jody Mack, and the late David (Barb) 
Karlin. Adored grandfather of 6. Proud 
great-grandfather of 1. Devoted son 
of the late Jack and Pearl. Cherished 
brother of Spencer (late Ellie) Karlin, 
Alice (Michael) Powell, and the late 
Stuart Karlin. Treasured uncle of many. 
Silver Circle member of JUF. Memorials 
to JUF, or to JourneyCare Hospice. The 
Goldman Funeral Group.

KATZ, SELMA  (nee Denberg) 
83. Beloved wife of the late Howard. 
Cherished mother of Judi Katz (Dan 
Kelly) and Jo-Anne (Louis) Schwartzman. 
Adored Momo of 7. Dear sister of the late 
Debra (Warren) Volchenboum and sis-
ter-in-law of Shirley Goldberg. Treasured 
aunt of 6. Greatly loved by many cousins. 
Silver Circle member of JUF. Memorials 
to the Jewish National Fund. Shalom 
Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home.

KLAIRMONT, LARRY M.  94. Marine 
Veteran, WWII; decorated. Loving 
husband of the late Elaine. Devoted 
partner of Joyce Oberlander. Father of 
Alison, Lisa (Harold Kleiderman), Alfred 
(Yelena), Dorie Ann (Michael Gleber) 
and Robert (Julieann). Beloved grand-
father of 12. Great-grandfather of 2. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

KLENN, JEFFREY LEE  80. Beloved 
husband and best friend of Betty (nee 
Goldfarb). Loving father of Marci 
(Russ) Breed, Jodi (Jeffrey) Redick and 
Wendi (Rob) Wipff. Cherished Papa 
of 7. Devoted son of the late Alice and 
Charles Klenn. Dear brother of the late 
Michael Klenn. Treasured cousin of 
many. Memorials to the South Suburban 
Humane Society. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

KRANTZ, CLAIRE WOLF  (nee 
Kaplan) 83. Beloved wife of the late 
Dr. David Krantz and the late Sam Wolf. 
Cherished mother of Debby Wolf-Blanks 
(Scott Patrick), and Rachel (David 
Schnaper) and Richard Wolf (Katherine 
Freeze). Proud and loving grandmother 
of 6. Devoted daughter of the late Etta 
and George Kaplan. Dear sister of Dr. 
Peter (Dr. Carol) Kaplan and the late 
Nancy Ohl. Treasured aunt and cousin 
of many. Memorials to Chicago Public 
Schools Department of Arts. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

LAZAR, STEVEN ALAN  75. Adored 
brother of Debra and Jeffrey (Carol). 
Uncle of 3. Great-uncle of 4. Special 
cousin of many. Memorials to Edward 
Hines Jr., VA Hospital, Voluntary 
Service. Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

Sylvia Spertus
Philanthropist, adult education advocate,  
and patron of the arts
SYLVIA SPERTUS  loved to travel—but another major 
passion of hers was taking care of her community 
back home. Spertus died July 31 at age 85, after 
a third bout with cancer. 

Born in Rock Island, Ill., she majored in 
Geography at the University of Iowa. 
In 1961, she married Philip Spertus, 
son of Herman Spertus—one of the 
brothers for whom the Spertus 
Institute for Jewish Learning and 
Leadership is named. 

She and Philip raised their 
four children in the Chicago 
area. They were active in the 
Chicago Jewish community, in-
cluding sponsoring the Philip 
and Sylvia Spertus Judaica Prize, 
and raising money for JUF and 
the Spertus Institute for Jewish 
Learning and Leadership. 

“Sylvia Spertus was a vision-
ary leader who worked tirelessly 
in partnership with Phil to advance 
the work of the Spertus Institute, as 
well as the larger Jewish communities of 
Chicago and Austin,” said Spertus Institute 
President and CEO Dr. Dean P. Bell. “She was 
a tremendous force for creativity and commu-
nity building, a catalyst who led by example, and a 
champion of our work.” 

Sylvia continued her philanthropic work throughout her life, 
including after moving to Austin, Tex. in 1989, where she helped create the 
Shalom Austin Jewish Community Center and Congregation Tiferet Israel. She and Philip recently funded schol-
arships for five Jewish community professionals in Austin to participate in Spertus Institute leadership programs. 

An avid traveler, Spertus’ travels took her to over 60 countries, from Antarctica to the North Pole. She also enjoyed 
cooking for her husband, friends, and soup kitchens, and was an opera enthusiast throughout her life. 

Spertus is survived by her husband of 60 years, Philip, her children—Michael (Maura), Debby, Ellen (Keith), and Andrea 
(Ted)—and her four grandchildren. Memorials may be made to Spertus Institute, Congregation Tiferet Israel, Congregation 
Agudas Achim, or Shalom Austin Jewish Community Center.

Pictured: Sylvia Spertus with her husband Philip at Spertus Institute. 

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N   |  Staff Writer 

F O R  A  B L E S S I N G

GERBER, FRANKLIN E.  82. Beloved 
husband of the late Shirley (nee 
Eisenstein). Loving father of Joel, Dr. Aaron 
(Bessi) and Bill. Proud Grampa Frank of 3. 
Cherished son of the late Irving and Ruth. 
Dear uncle. Memorials to Ezra Habonim, 
the Niles Township Jewish Congregation. 
Waldheim. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

GOLDBERG, DOROTHY  (nee Brodis) 
92. Loving mother of Elyse, Ronna, Steven 
(Marla) and Jeff (Theresa Cavitt). Adoring 
grandmother of Julianna and Sophie. 
Devoted daughter, dear sister and cher-
ished aunt. Silver Circle member of JUF. 
Memorials to Northfield Township Food 
Pantry. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

GOLDBERG, INA JOY  (nee Lev) 84. 
Beloved wife of the late Jerome. Devoted 
mother of Ilise (Ann Johnson) Goldberg 
and the late Leslie Goldberg-Mobry. Loving 
sister of Allen (Jan) Lev. Silver Circle mem-
ber of JUF. Memorials to Sarah’s Circle, 
or to Housing Opportunities for Women. 
Westlawn. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

GOLEMBO, JULIUS E.  106. Beloved 
husband of the late Lorraine (nee 
Warshawsky) and the late Beatrice 
(nee Harrison). Loving father of Sharon 
Golembo, Ron (Sheri) Golden, and the late 
Darlene and Leslie (Marlene) Golembo. 
Proud grandfather of 4. Cherished 
great-grandfather of 4. Dear brother of 
the late Theodore (the late Florence) and 
Bernard (the late Delone). Memorials to 
Huntington’s Disease Society of America. 
Zion Gardens Cemetery. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

GORDON, DR. MURRAY R.  94. 
Navy Veteran, WWII. Son of the late 
Stella (Cooley) and George Gordon. 
Loving husband of Charlene Stiglitz-
Gordon. Adored father of Randy (Linda), 
Jody (Robert Markus), Laurie (David 
Shaw). Grandfather of 6. Brother of the 
late Harvey (Jane). Brother-in-law of Lois 
Stiglitz and the late Alvin. Golden Giver 
member of JUF. Memorials to the Peggy 
Adams Animal Rescue League in West 
Palm Beach, to Temple Anshe Sholom 
in Munster, or to the National Council 
of Jewish Women, South Cook Section. 
Beverly Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals.

GREENE, MARILYN  85. Beloved wife 
and best friend of the late Marvin. Loving 
mother of Sheryl Collins, and Jordan and 
Robert Greene. Cherished grandmother 
of 2. Dear sister of Flora Hanft. Aunt of 
many. Memorials to the American Cancer 
Society. Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

GROSS, MILLIS  (nee Kersten) 83. 
Beloved mother of Robyn (Harald Bugge) 
Pihl, Donna (Gerry Jalove) Erf, Dan (Lori) 
Gross. Loving grandmother of 6. Caring 
sister of Arleen (the late Al) Lieberman 
and Lois (Mitch Martin) Kersten Martin. 
Memorials to Multiple Sclerosis Society. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

GRUSD, THELMA FAYE  (nee 
Klein) 92. Beloved wife of the late Aaron. 
Cherished daughter of Samuel and Bessie 
Klein. Dear sister of two deceased siblings. 
Memorials to Lurie Children’s Hospital. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

HALPER, JOEL DAVID  73. Beloved 
husband of Jan (nee Schlesinger). Loving 
father of Robyn (John) Strobel, Sarah 
and Ross (Janice) Halper, and Rachel 
(Joe) Mishler. Adored grandfather of 4. 
Devoted son of the late Harry and Marion 
Halper. Cherished brother of Donna and 
Judy. Doting nephew of Betty and Sally. 
Treasured uncle of many. Silver Circle 
member of JUF. Memorials to JUF, or 
to the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. 
Shalom Memorial Park. Goldman Funeral 
Group.

HARTZEN, RICHARD  85. Beloved 
husband of Anne (nee Greenberg). Loving 
father of Steven (Marla) and Gayle (Greg) 
Wiener. Proud grandfather of 4. Devoted 
son of the late Maurice and Julia. Caring 
brother of Stuart. Silver Circle member 
of JUF. Memorials to the American Lung 
Association. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home. 

HASS, JEFFREY ELLIOT  67. Beloved 
husband of Dr. Victoria (nee Yusim). 
Loving father of Matthew (Rabbi Allison 
Poirier) and Avi (Danielle). Proud grand-
father of 1. Cherished brother of Judith 
(Alvin) Holtzman and Dr. Marsie (Dr. 
Scott Hite) Hass. Memorials to The ARK. 
Memorial Park. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

HENNER, BERNICE  Died in Arizona. 
Westlawn Cemetery. The Goldman 
Funeral Group.

HIRSCH, JACK  90. Beloved husband 
of Bonnie Price and late Roberta Gelber. 
Loving father of Anne (James Goldberg) 
Hirsch and Beth (Jeff) Handt. Loving 
step-father of Janet Gelber, Joshua 
(Dara) Gelber, Lia Price, and Orly (Rabbi 
Mordechai) Tzion. Proud grandfather of 
9. Honorary father and grandfather to 
William, Marianne, Vivian, and Adrian To. 
Dear brother of the late Muriel. Memorials 
to The Alzheimer’s Disease Association. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

Funeral Directors: 
Lloyd Mandel, Seymour Mandel, William “Bill” Goodman and Cheri Mandel

Graveside Funerals: 
Traditional, Dignified, Respectful, Safer  
and Usually $2,000–$5,000 Less With  

Mitzvah Memorial Funerals®

Graveside funerals have always been an acceptable choice for Jewish 
families. Almost every Jewish funeral includes participation in the burial 
at the grave, so having the entire service graveside was commonplace 
even before the pandemic.

Now, most Jewish funerals are graveside. Live-streaming of the funerals 
allows those who can’t go to the cemetery, for whatever reason, the  
ability to attend from anywhere.

Mitzvah Memorial Funerals doesn’t have chapels, nor the overhead  
funeral homes with chapels have. We provide thousands of dollars 
in savings (www.comparemitzvah.com) and the compassionate 
personalized service that the Gratch-Mandel family has been known  
for providing for over 110 years.

We accept prepaid funerals made elsewhere. In most cases we refund the family thousands of dollars.

Left: Rene’ Mandel at the Mandel family 
lot in Westlawn, where his great-
grandparents, funeral directors Mollie 
and Arthur Mandel, are buried. Rene’ 
is the son of funeral directors Cheri 
and Lloyd Mandel, grandson of funeral 
director Seymour Mandel and great-great-
grandson of funeral director Sam Gratch, 
who founded Gratch Undertaking in 1908 
10 years before the last major pandemic.

Right: Rene’ Mandel assisting at a 
graveside funeral at Shalom before  
the pandemic.

The best choice for graveside Jewish funerals! 

Main Office & Mortuary Facility 
3100 Dundee Road #801, Northbrook
(Landwehr Road ½ a block north of Dundee Road,  
between Solomon Schechter and The ARK Northwest)

Offices also available in Skokie & Deerfield
630-MITZVAH (648-9824)
www.mitzvahfunerals.com

Since opening in 2010 we have directed over 2,350 funerals.

SHIVA LADIES
A personalized service to assist you with 

complete professionalism, care and compassion. 
We will handle all aspects of your loved one’s Shiva. 

Call us to inquire about our unique and personalized services.
We serve the North Shore and surrounding suburbs.

We Help 
with Safer 

Shivas

We ensure safer shivas under the new 
guidelines for your family and loved ones.

RANDI BERGER
773-742-2702
ShivaLadies.net

Estate plots in a  
serene location adjacent 
to the Jewish Monorah 

section. 540 square feet 
(approximately 14 plots). 

Cemetery Price:  
$650-$750/square foot. 

Highly negotiable.
Contact:  

lauriematasar@gmail.com  
or call 708-912-6048.

Rare Opportunity 
at Memorial  

Park Cemetery  
IN SKOKIE, IL
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LEADER, MARILYN  (nee 
Frankenstein) 83. Beloved wife of the late 
Burton. Loving mother of Robin (Daniel) 
Kuznetsky, Marc (Yimin) Leader, and 
Beth (Josh) Pearlman. Adored Nana of 
4. Devoted daughter of the late Sandy 
and Syd Frankenstein. Cherished sister 
of the late Robert (Susan) Frankenstein. 
Dear sister-in-law of Michael (Pam) 
Leader. Treasured aunt of many. Golden 
Giver member of JUF. Memorials to JUF, 
or to the Alzheimer’s Association. The 
Goldman Funeral Group.

LEV, ARNOLD  Beloved husband of 
Rhoda (nee Masser). Beloved father of 
Stephen (Chad Feltrin) and Alan (Karyn) 
Lev, and Susan (Keith) Hendrickson. 
Cherished grandfather of 4. Memorials 
to the American Cancer Society. Shalom 
Memorial Park. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals.

LEVINE, JERROLD  81. Beloved son of 
the late Arnold and Ann. Loving brother 
or Dr. Lawrence and Barbara LeVine (the 
late Lloyd) Marks. Dear uncle of 5. Silver 
Circle member of JUF. Shalom Memorial 
Park. Memorials to the Crohn’s & Colitis 
Foundation. Shalom Memorial Funeral 
Home.

LEVY, GORDON M.  88. Beloved hus-
band June. Loving father of Scott (Tracy), 
Jennifer (Joe) Ortegel, and Stephen 
(Jen). Proud grandfather of 5. Cherished 
brother-in-law of Iris Gomberg. Devoted 
cousin of 3. Memorials to Beth Hillel 
Bnai Emunah, or to the Anti Defamation 
League. Sunset Memorial Lawns. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

LEWINTHAL, HARRIET  (nee 
Homan) 91. Beloved wife of the late 
Sanford. Loving mother of Robert 
(Sandra) Lewinthal, Wendy (Jim) 
Phillips and Kay McGinnis. Cherished 
grandmother of 8. Adored great-grand-
mother of 5.  Silver Circle member of 
JUF. Memorials to the Alzheimer’s 
Association. Shalom Memorial Funeral 
Home.

MASLOVSKAYA, SVETLANA  83. 
Beloved mother of Angela (Igor Eskin). 
Dear sister of the late Emma Ansull-
Weissner. Fond sister-in-law of Alex 
Ansull-Weissner. Cherished in-laws of 
Michael and Rita Eskin. Memorial Park 
Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

MEDINTZ, MARVIN  76. Son of 
Michael and Bess. Husband of Percy 
Angelo. Father of Michael and Matthew. 
Grandfather of 2. Kind and loving brother 
of Mary Roth. Uncle of many. Brother-
in-law of Janet, Wyatt (Linda), and John 
Kimberley (Mary) Angelo. Memorials to 
the Providence St. Mel School, or to the 
Lemon Bay Conservancy in Englewood, 
FL. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

MELTZER, RONALD M.  87. Beloved 
husband of the late Mimi (nee Heymann). 
Loving father of Ann (Jim) Urkov, Cynthia 
(Glenn) Baruck and Jonathan Meltzer. 
Cherished Popie and Poppie of 6. Fond 
companion of Sandy Marks. Uncle and 
cousin of many. Golden Giver member 
of JUF. Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

MILLER, HARRIETT MAE  (nee 
Winograd) 94. Beloved wife of the late 
Bernard “Bernie.” Loving mother of 
Susan Peters, and Dr. Richard, Martin (Dr. 
Scott McCallister), and the late Arnold 
Miller. Adored grandmother of 5. Proud 
great-grandmother of 3. Devoted daugh-
ter of the late Abe and Helen Winograd. 
Golden Giver member of JUF. Memorials 
to Beth Tikvah Congregation. Shalom 
Memorial Park. The Goldman Funeral 
Group.

MILLMAN, MICHAEL LARRY  Son 
of Myrna and the late Morrie. Loving hus-
band of Debbie Millman (nee Bumagin). 
Kindest and most supportive father of 
Josh (Megan) and Liz (Hunter) Hardin. 
Best Papa of 3. Brother of David and sis-
ter Laura. Son-in-law of Victoria Bumagin. 
Uncle, cousin, and in-law of many.
Memorials to Temple Jeremiah. Shalom 
Memorial Park Cemetery. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

PEARL, ELLEN ANNE  77. Beloved 
wife of the late Lenard Handsel. Devoted 
friend of Dr. Steven L. Pearl. Loving moth-
er of Dr. Lisa Peck (Adam Broad), Jeff 
Pearl, Jenny (David) Rahimzadeh. Proud 
grandmother of 5. Dear sister of Robin 
Padorr. Westlawn Cemetery. Memorials 
to Chicago Symphony Orchestra, or to 
Lubavitch Chabad of Northbrook. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.

PEARL, RUSSELL KEITH M.D.  71. 
Husband of Babette Horn, M.D. Son of 
the late David and Eunice; stepson of the 
late Minna. Brother of Jeff (Lauren) and 
Simms (Amy) and the late Richard (Ana). 
Silver Circle member of JUF. Memorials 
to University of Illinois Foundation-
Department of Surgery. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

PINKUS, HARRY  72. Loving brother 
of Sara (Shabtay) Cohen. Devoted uncle 
of 3. Proud great-uncle of 3. Memorials 
to Chicago Mitzvah Campaign. Westlawn 
Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

POGODIN, IRA  80. Loving husband of 
Kathleen (nee Drwila). Devoted father of 
Susanne Martini and Terri (Roger) Shiley. 
Proud Grandfather of 3. Dear brother of 
Arlyne Pogodin. Memorials to Chabad of 
Oak Park. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

PRESKILL, JAMES “JIM”  Son of 
the late Richard and Charlotte. Father 
of Donna, Jennifer, Sharon, Margo and 
Steven (Gail). Grandfather of 2. Brother of 
Sue (William) Kanter and Barbara Preskill. 
Uncle of 1. Shalom Memorial Funeral 
Home.

PRESS, ALAN NORMAN  91. Beloved 
husband of Dorothy (nee Moss). Loving 
father of Steven (Brenda Barnum), Clayton 
(Pascale), Lauren, and the late Warren 
T.; loving step-father of Steven (Gail) 
and Dr. Richard (Beth) Goldberg. Proud 
grandfather of 8. Great-grandfather of 
1. Dear brother of Bobbe (Hugh Brodkey) 
Wolf. Dear brother-in-law of Bobbie (the 
late Ronald) Feldman. Cherished uncle 
of many. Memorials to ACLU, or to The 
Art Institute of Chicago. Zion Gardens. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

PULICK, ESTHER  (nee Levin) 89. 
Daughter of the late George Levin 
(Jeleniewicz) and Sarah (nee Kulik). 
Beloved wife of the late Lawrence. Loving 
mother of Marla (the late Dr. Paul) 
Kleinman. Much loved sister of Bernice 
Kessler (the late Irving Kessler and the 
late Phillip Goldberg) and the late Jacob 
(the late Leah) Levin. Dear sister-in-law 
of the late Mildred (the late Jack) Owider 
and the late Sadelle (the late Nathan) 
Cohen. Treasured aunt, great-aunt, and 
great-great-aunt. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home. 

RICHMAN, JERALD F. “JERRY”  81. 
Beloved husband of Marcia A. Richman 
(nee Bibler). Loving father of Gary (Karyn 
Newman) and Marc (Patti) Richman, and 
the late Judee (late Richard) Ross. Adored 
Papa of 8. Devoted son of the late Irving 
and Regina. Cherished brother of Ilene 
Lambert. Dear brother-in-law of Lani (late 
Joe) Wilson. Treasured uncle of many. 
Memorials to the North Shore Senior 
Center. The Goldman Funeral Group

ROCKOFF, LESTER  100. Beloved hus-
band of the late Mary (nee Cherry). Loving 
father of Michael Rockoff, Susan (Joel) 
Sacher, and Robin (Joe) Kail. Cherished 
grandfather of 6. Great-grandfather of 
7. Brother of the late Gertie, Yetta, Millie 
and Gil. Fond uncle of many. Golden Giver 
member of JUF. Westlawn Cemetery. 
Weinstein & Piser Funeral Home. 

ROSENBAUM, FAYE  96. Beloved wife 
of the late Paul. Loving mother of the late 
Wayne and Jerry Rosenbaum, and Teri Paul 
Lang. Proud grandmother of 5. Adoring 
great-grandmother of Zach and Robbie. 
Cherished aunt and cousin of many. 
Silver Circle member of JUF. Westlawn 
Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

ROSENBERG, BRUCE  69. Loving fa-
ther of Jeremy (Rebecca), Jeffrey (Brandy), 
and Justin (Cheryl). Proud grandfather 
of 3. Caring brother of Scott (Fran) and 
Gary. Beloved companion of Suzi Bennett. 
Memorials to American Cancer Society. 
Memorial Park. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

Kornick & Berliner Monument Co.
773-764-7600

Plan your memorial.
Preserve your legacy.

Serving the Jewish 
Community Since 1929!

The decisions you make today reduce the 
emotional and financial strain on your family in 

the future.
Plan Ahead.  It’s what’s best for everybody.

3058 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, IL www.kornickandberliner.com

2021 Illinois Licensed Pre-Need Provider

“This year, let’s all try to make our own lives just a little more peaceful 
and fill them with a little more love.”

– DaviD i Jacobson, FounDer

anD everyone at chicago Jewish Funerals

    
847.229.8822

chicagojewishfunerals.com

Bernard Alpert: philanthropist, 
archaeologist, and globe-trotter 
JEWISH ACTIVIST AND PHILAN-
THROPIST  Bernard “Bernie” Alpert 
died on June 24 at age 88.  

Bernie and Fran, his wife of 64 years, 
traveled the world—living in Chicago 
and Jerusalem, visiting Refuseniks in 
the former Soviet Union, and helping 
people of many different faiths and 
backgrounds. 

In 1981, the Alperts founded the tour-
guide course called Archaeological 
Seminars. Its “Dig for a Day” program 
brings tourists and families to Beit Guvrin 
(part of JUF’s Partnership Together re-
gion), to explore and dig in caves for an-
cient artifacts. 

Bernie was born in 1932 in Albany Park, and eventu-
ally settled in Highland Park. 

Fran first met Bernie’s brother, Seymour, at a wed-
ding in 1955. Seymour immediately wanted to intro-
duce the two of them, and Fran agreed. One year later, 
Bernie finally called her. 

“Hi, I’m Bernie,” said the voice on the other end of 
the phone. “My brother told me to call you. I’ll pick you 
up at six o’clock.” 

That evening, Fran recalls watching Bernie emerge 
from a blue Ford convertible in a fisherman’s hat.  
“We’re going fishing,” he said. Fran and Bernie went 
smelt fishing at Montrose Harbor on that first date—
and were together ever since. 

Bernie’s self-described mission was to make an im-
pact on the Chicago Jewish people for good. He ex-
pressed his passion for Jewish education through his 
involvement with North Suburban Synagogue Beth El, 
Solomon Schechter, and Chicago Jewish Day Schools. 
He blew the shofar for patients at Highland Park 
Hospital, and co-wrote the Conservative movement’s 
guidelines for funerals. 

Before he reinvented himself as an archeologist, 
Bernie was a master entrepreneur, selling everything 
from carbon-copy paper to toys. “Bernie was the most 
creative person I [ever] met,” said Fran, “and was al-
ways generating ideas.”  

The Alperts spent six months in Israel in 1967—in-
cluding during the Six-Day War. When they returned 
to Chicago, Bernie started to lose interest in business, 
and the two felt pulled back to the Jewish State, mak-
ing aliyah soon after. A lover of baseball, he became 
one of the founders of Israeli Little League. 

Then, in 1984, the two went to Oxford, where Bernie 
got his MA in archeology and became an accredited 
archaeologist.  

Bernie and Fran traveled the world, always visiting 
Jewish communities along the way. Their travels in-
spired them to volunteer with American Jewish World 
Service, working with hundreds of people in under- 
developed regions in India and Uganda for months at 
a time.  

In 1970, the Alperts went with friends to the former 
Soviet Union where they smuggled then-outlawed 
Jewish supplies to Refuseniks. At one point, the two 
couples were detained by the KGB, separated and in-
terrogated for a day and a half. They were sent to Paris 
where they immediately went to Reuters and told their 
story, which was broadcast around the world.

Even with Bernie’s incredible world adventures, 
some of the most satisfying years of his life started 
when the Alperts returned to Chicago, where he got to 
do what he loved most—spend time with his children 
and grandchildren. 

In addition to Fran, Bernard is survived by his children, 
Iris (Gerald Selvin), Abby (Michael Deeter), Danny 
(Andrea), and Chava (Michael Bloom). A son, Joshua 
David, preceded him in death. He is also survived by seven 
grandchildren and adoring family and friends all over 
the world. Memorials may be made to Chicago Jewish Day 
School or American Jewish World Service. Interment was 
at Memorial Park. Arrangements were made by Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

BY R I C H A R D S .  M O L I N E 

Richard S. Moline is Assistant Vice President of Israel 
Education for the Jewish United Fund of Chicago. 

Double wide, side by side  
crypt in the mausoleum  
at Shalom Memorial.

There are NONE AVAILABLE  
for sale. Shalom price  
is $70,000 for a double  
wide, side by side crypt.

I will negotiate for best  
price within reason.

Contact Bonnie Roth 
847-828-6506 

FOR SALE
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A JUF Tribute Card is a heartfelt way to honor the 
memory of a special friend, loved one or treasured 
colleague—and to let their families know you care.

Easy ordering online 
at juf.org/tribute
or call 312-357-4866

Minimum donation: $10

A mem� y 
THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

A mem� y A mem� y 

One person’s candle is a light for many.
- The Talmud

May your loved one’s memory be for a blessing. Whether you choose an in-ground burial, mausoleum,  
or our beautiful new bridge and garden niches, Westlawn Cemetery and Lakeshore Jewish Funerals have a 
number of options to honor those you love. To learn more, call 773.625.8600 or visit westlawncemetery.org

           Call 773.625.8600 
LakeshoreJewishFunerals.com & WestlawnCemetery.org

   Pre-need funeral planning  •  Funeral provider  •  Cemetery spaces 
 Monuments & Floral plans  •  Mausoleum  •  Burial container options 
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Wishing you peace and 
happiness for the new year.

WEINSTEIN & PISER
FUNERAL HOME  

111 Skokie Blvd.  |  Wilmette

847-256-5700

Proudly owned and operated by Alderwoods (Chicago North), Inc.

May your heart and mind fill with the joyful possibilities of the coming 
year as you gather with family and friends for the High Holy Days. 
L’Shanah Tovah from your local Dignity Memorial® professionals. 

Daniel Cedarbaum, leader  
in Reconstructionist 
Judaism
RABBI HILLEL  famously 
counseled, “Al tifrosh min 
ha’tzibbur. Do not sepa-
rate yourself from the 
community” (Avot 2:4). 

No one exemplified 
this adage more faithfully 
than Daniel G. Cedarbaum, 
who passed away on July 2 at 
62. Dan belonged to a plethora 
of congregations, including mine. 
But Dan was not only a member; he was a 
leader, nationally and locally. 

Dan attended Harvard College and Harvard Law 
School, where he met his life partner for over four 
decades, Caryn Jacobs. They then moved to Chicago, 
where Dan established his legal career, clerking for a 
federal judge before entering private practice. 

Dan’s voracious reading soon turned to the life and 
teachings of Mordecai Kaplan, who laid the intellec-
tual foundation of Reconstructionist Judaism. This 
marked a turn in Dan’s life’s mission, toward mean-
ingful ways to broaden and enlighten Jewish lives.

He was, one might say, a hyperactive programmer. 
He seemed to know everyone, and was willing to 
expend enormous effort to produce ambitious pro-
grams on a broad array of topics. 

Dan served as president of and, later, the leading 
professional within the Jewish Reconstructionist 
Federation. He also sat on the boards of United Jewish 
Communities, the National Council of Synagogues, 
and Limmud.

Dan co-founded and directed the Evanston-based 
Mordecai M. Kaplan Center for Jewish Peoplehood. 
He also co-founded Minyan Shirat ha’Agam. He 
and Caryn hosted the pandemic-era “Cedarbaum 
Minyan” in their backyard. 

Daniel Cedarbaum is survived by his wife, Caryn; their 
sons, Dr. Jacob Cedarbaum and Samuel Cedarbaum; 
and his brother Jonathan Cedarbaum of Washington, 
D.C. Memorials may be made to Ezra-Habonim, the 
Niles Township Jewish Congregation. Interment was at 
Memorial Park. Arrangements were made by Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.

BY R A B B I  J E FFR E Y W E I L L  

Rabbi Jeffrey Weill leads Ezra-Habonim, the Niles Township 
Jewish Congregation, in Skokie.

2 Plots for Sale

Shalom Memorial Park
Section VIII Nebo

$27,500 OBO
(current market value)

Plots include two spaces, 
two openings and closings, 
and a double marker.

Contact:
Scott Sherwin
312-406-3695 or
ssherwin50@aol.com 

SCHUMER, MICHAEL STEVEN  75. 
Beloved husband and best friend of Risa 
(nee Muenz). Loving father of Jessica 
(Shane Workman) Schumer and Laura 
(Brett) Hines. Adored grandfather of 
Trevor. Devoted son of the late Gussie 
and Sol. Dear son-in-law of the late Mary 
and Nathan Muenz. Cherished brother 
of the late Dr. William Schumer, Joseph 
(late Arlene) Schumer, and Dr. Marvin 
(Nancy) Schumer. Dear brother-in-law of 
Edith Schumer. Treasured uncle of many. 
Memorial Park Cemetery. The Goldman 
Funeral Group.

SCHWARTZ, LEAH “TOBY”  84. 
Wife of the late Charles Schwartz. 
Beautiful and gentle mother to Dr. Ellen 
and Rob. Loving Bubbe of 2. Dear sister 
of Rosalind and the late Miriam. Shalom 
Memorial Park Cemetery. Memorials 
to Central Avenue Synagogue or to The 
ARK. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

SCHWARZ, ELEANOR L.  (nee 
Lowenson) 102. Beloved wife of the late 
Robert. Loving mother of David and 
Steven (Victoria). Dear sister of the 
late Helen Levy. Memorials to Temple 
Beth Israel. Westlawn Cemeter. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.

SHAMES, SUZANNE D.  (nee 
Siegel) 91. Beloved wife of the late David. 
Cherished mother of Anita Shames and 
the late Jan (survived by Elliott) Garber. 
Devoted grandmother of 2. Great-
grandmother of 3. Fond sister of Mort 
(the late Coots) Siegel. Memorials to the 
Susan G. Komen Foundation. Rosehill 
Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial Funerals.

SIEGAL, KENNETH  91. Beloved 
husband of the late Janette (Sloan) 
and Sandra. Treasured father of Helene 
(Kerry) Kohn, Cindy (the late Barry) 
Sloan, Karen (John) Keane, Marcia 
Jacobson, Marla Tison, Denise (Ira) Kass 
and Howard (Adriana) Siegal. Special 
friend to OJ Reyes. Adoring grandfather 
of 11. Great-grandfather of 10. Devoted 
son of the late Florence and Nathan. 
Cherished uncle and great-uncle. Shalom 
Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home.

SILVER, ARTHUR O.  94. Beloved 
husband of the late Judith. Loving broth-
er of the late Mollie (the late Harry) 
Director, William (the late Anne) Silver, 
Gladys (the late Arthur) Falk and Mildred 
(the late Sherman) Warady. Cherished 
uncle, great-uncle and great-great-uncle 
of many. Silver Circle member of JUF. 
Memorials to JUF. Shalom Memorial Park 
Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

SILVERMAN, EDWIN “EDDIE” I. 
 94. Navy Veteran, WWII. Beloved hus-
band of Ida (nee Rifkin) and the late 
Marjorie “Margie” (nee Baum). Loving 
father of Robert “Bob” (Lisa) and Craig 

“Corky” (Traci). Devoted grandfather of 4. 
Dear brother of the late Alvin. Memorial 
Park Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals. 

SILVERMAN, VAUGHN GARY  77. 
Loving husband of Nancy (nee Childers). 
Devoted father of Rutie (Eliezer) 
Appleton and Aaron (Leah) Silverman. 
Proud grandfather of 10. Cherished 
great-grandfather of 1. Dear brother of 
Patricia (Harvey) Mintz. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

SIMON, JULIUS L.  99. Army Veteran, 
WWII. Beloved husband of the late Tobie, 
(nee Minkus). Loving father of Ellen 
(Bruce) Lindemann, and Dr. William 
(Cheryl Chamberlain) and Dr. Michael 
(Leslie) Simon. Adored Gramps of 8. 
Devoted son of the late Samuel and 
Bessie. Cherished brother of the late 
Ruth Mina. Treasured uncle of many. 
Golden Giver member of JUF. Westlawn 
Cemetery. Memorials to the Chicago 
Dental Society Foundation, or to Lekotek. 
The Goldman Funeral Group.

SNYDER, CHARLES B.  84. Beloved 
husband of Harriet Snyder (nee Chase). 
Loving father of Elizabeth (Nathaniel), 
Miriam (William), Jeffrey (Deborah), 
and Bruce (Kristina). Proud grandfa-
ther of 6. Proud great-grandfather of 2. 
Cherished brother of Joyce Weiss and 
Sanford Snyder. Fond uncle of many. 
Memorials to LJCAGBI, to the Levy 
Senior Center, or to the Chicago Botanic 
Garden. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

SOLDATENKOV, ALEKSEY  28. 
Devoted son of Marina (Nikolay) Faver. 
Loving grandson of Irina and the late 
Akim Babakina. Sunset Memorial Lawns 
Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial Funerals.

STEINBERG, SHIRLEY  (nee 
Garnice) 99. Wife of the late Daniel. 
Mother of Merri (Mitchell) Ex and the 
late Alan (Karen). Grandfather of 4. 
Great-grandfather of 3. Memorials to 
ORT America. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

TAUBER, IRMA L.  (nee Bobin) 100. 
Beloved wife of the late Richard. Loving 
mother of Barry (Catherine), Nancy and 
William. Proud grandmother of 2. Dear 
sister of the late Howard Bobin. Loving 
aunt. Memorials to the Chicago Botanic 
Garden. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

ROSENBLUM, HOWARD S.   89. 
Beloved husband of Tema (nee Cohen). 
Loving father of Dr. Joseph (Dorothy), 
Ron (late Vicki), and Lawrence. Adored 
grandpa of 8. Devoted son of the late 
Samuel and Dorothy. Cherished brother 
of the late Gertrude Gordy, Abraham 
Rosenblum, and Jean Lieberman. 
Treasured uncle and cousin of many. 
Memorials to JUF. Westlawn Cemetery. 
The Goldman Funeral Group. 

ROZENFELD, BETTY F.  (nee 
Frankel) 97. Beloved wife of the late 
Dr. Irving H. Rozenfeld. Loving moth-
er of Dr. David (Barbara), Dr. Ellen (Dr. 
Milford Schwartz), Jonathan (Jill Korey), 
and Dr. Ranna (Dr. Shane Greenstein) 
Rozenfeld and Dr. Deborah (Rabbi 
Charles) Dobrusin. Proud Grandmother 
of 13. Cherished great-grandmother of 
10. Fond aunt and great-aunt of many. 
Beloved daughter of the late Sam and 
Manya Frankel. Devoted sister of the 
late Dorothy Wexler and Rabbi Irving 
Frankel. Golden Giver member of JUF. 
Waldheim. Memorials to Camp Ramah, 
WI/Dr. Irving and Betty Rozenfeld Israel 
Scholarship Fund, or to North Suburban 
Synagogue Beth El. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

RUDLER, MILA  (nee Smolar) 87. 
Beloved wife of the late Isoif. Cherished 
mother of Larissa (Arkady) Geller. Loving 
grandmother of 2. Great-grandmother of 
2. Dear sister of the late Yeva. Waldheim 
Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial Funerals.

RUDY, HOWARD B.  88. Loving hus-
band of the late Joan (nee Gross) and the 
late Paula, formerly Michaels. Beloved 
son of the late Morris and Ida Rudy. 
Cherished father of Steven (Sheryl), 
Richard (Sharon), and Lee (Jennifer). 
Devoted brother of Stuart (Thelma) 
Rudy and Roberta (Shelly) Kurtz. Adored 
grandpa and great-grandpa. Fond un-
cle of many. Silver Circle member of 
JUF. Westlawn Cemetery. Memorials to 
Suncrest Hospice, or to the Lewy Body 
Dementia Association. The Goldman 
Funeral Group.

SCHLAFER, PAUL  53. Beloved son of 
Dale (the late Susan) and the late Iris S. 
Loving brother of Karen (Mat) Martin 
and Nancy (Cory) Marshall. Dear uncle 
of 4. Shalom Cemetery. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

SCHLANGER, FRANCES ALLEN 
 93. Beloved wife of the late Arthur Lee. 
Loving mother of David (Catherine 
Fitzpatrick) Allen and the late Joseph 
Schlanger. Proud grandmother of 2. 
Cherished great-grandmother of 1. Dear 
sister of Irene (the late Hugh) Turner and 
the late Merry Lewis Allen. Zion Gardens 
Cemetery. Memorials to Congregation 
B’nai Jehoshua Beth Elohim. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.
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F O R  A  B L E S S I N G

TEPPER, SAMUEL  91. Veteran, Korean 
War. Beloved husband of the late Grace 
(nee Goldstein). Loving father of Marc 
(Carrie) and David (Lori) Tepper, and 
the late Robin McCoskey. Proud grand-
father of 5. Cherished great-grandfather 
of 2. Adored son of the late Morris and 
Bella. Dear brother of the late Rose (the 
late Leonard) Fishman, Frances (the late 
Sam) Cohen, and Marian (the late Marvin) 
Hoffman. Brother-in-law of Kandi-linn 
(Fred) Homer, and the late Donna (Louis) 
Crow and Joel Goldstein. South Florida 
National Cemetery. Memorials to The 
Riverside Foundation, or to the Morse Life 
Foundation. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

TOLIN, STANLEY  92. Beloved husband 
and best friend of the late Anita. Loving 
father of Bruce (Ana), Lori (Tim) Roberts, 
and Richard (Reena). Cherished grand-
pa of 3. Adoring uncle of 4. Silver Circle 
member of JUF. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Memorials to the Dementia Society of 
America. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

TROTTER, ELAINE  (nee Mincer) 93. 
Beloved wife of the late Allan. Adored 
partner of the late Jack Dissen. Loving 
mother of David (Joanne) and Jeffrey 
(Lisa). Treasured grandmother of 3. Silver 
Circle member of JUF. Shalom Memorial 
Park. Memorials to ORT America. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

UNTERBERGER, NORMAN J. 
 Beloved husband and best friend of 
Marlene (nee Bibergal). Loving father of 
Kim (Steve) Stams, and Larry (Jody), Mark 
(Wendy), and the late Neal Unterberger. 
Adored grandfather of 7. Proud 
great-grandfather of 2. Devoted son of the 
late Adolph and Riza. Cherished brother of 
Eileen (late Eugene) Berkowitz and the late 
Marvin Hunter. Treasured uncle and cous-
in of many. Shalom Memorial Park. The 
Goldman Funeral Group.

WALLACE, MORTON “MORT”  84. 
Army Reserves. Life partner of Rose Marie 
Clark. Father of Jay (Linda Kincaid, Life 
Partner), Lee (Jill Ziegler, Fiancé), and Earl. 
Loving grandfather of 4. Great-grandfather 
of 4. Memorials to the American Cancer 
Society. Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

WARSAW, ALVIN  95. Beloved son 
of the late Jacob and Sarah (nee Waller). 
Loving brother of the late Lawrence (the 
late Debbie) Warsaw. Devoted uncle of 
4. Great-uncle of 5. Great-great-uncle of 6. 
Memorials to National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society, Chicago Chapter. Lakeshore 
Jewish Funerals.

WEIMAN, NATALIE  (nee Kandelman) 
93. Beloved wife of the late Stanley for 63 
years. Loving mother of Mark (Rita) and 
Darryl (Kathleen) Weiman. Proud grand-
mother of 2. Dear sister of Ray (Elaine) 
Kandelman and the late Barbara (the 
late Jerad) Browdy. Cherished aunt of 2. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

WEINGER, MICHAEL M.  83. Beloved 
husband of Harriet (nee Merlander). 
Loving father of Laura (Michael) Miller 
and Karen (Michael) Cutler. Proud Papa of 
Jack Miller, Samantha Cutler, Mason Miller, 
and Ainslee Cutler. Dear brother of Cathy 
(the late Richard) Moran. Adored brother-
in-law of Susan (the late Marvin) Dickman. 
Cherished and favorite uncle of Alyssa 
Dickman, Rabbi Reni (Aaron Nessel) 
Dickman, Steven Moran and Peter Moran. 
Silver Circle member of JUF. Memorials to 
Peter Hess Scholarship Fund, Pedersen-
McCormick Boys and Girls Club. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.

YAVNER, SAMUEL HERBERT  96. 
Loving husband of Anne Yavner. Devoted 
father of David (Esta) Yavner and Miriam 
(Jeremiah) Spector. Proud grandfather and 
great-grandfather of many. Ridgelawn 
Cemetery. Memorials to The Chicago 
Center, or to the Torah Academy of Boston. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

SUBMISSIONS  
ARE WELCOME

Submit obituaries to 
obits@juf.org. Jewish 
Chicago lists obituaries 
here, at juf.org/news/
obits, and in our print 
edition, space permitting. 
Submission of notices to 
Jewish Chicago implies 
approval for publication; 
we may edit obituaries to 
meet space requirements. 
Jewish Chicago publishes 
obituaries as a free 
service to the community.

SHALOM MEMORIAL

TOGETHER IN ONE PLACE

CEMETERY • MAUSOLEUM • FUNERAL HOME

HONORING LIFE.  CHERISHING MEMORY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS | IL    847-255-3520  WWW.SHALOM2.COM

Goldman Funeral Group
is proudly the only
multi-generational,

family-owned funeral
service with full-time

funeral directors
serving the Chicagoland

Jewish Community

L’Dor V’Dor…
From Generation to Generation

It brings me great pride that my son, Benjamin, is joining Goldman 
Funeral Group as a licensed director. For over 16 years, we have 
personally overseen every aspect of your family’s needs with care, 
respect, and dignity. Each family we are honored to serve becomes 
an extension of our own. I am delighted that Benjamin will carry 
on that sacred trust for another generation.

Irwin Goldman
Founder & Funeral Director

Benjamin Goldman
Funeral Director

Locations in Bu� alo Grove & Skokie
www.goldmanfuneralgroup.com

847.478.1600

GRAVESIDE JEWISH FUNERALS—THE TRADITIONAL WAY OF HAVING A JEWISH FUNERAL,  
JUST AS DIGNIFIED AND NOW THE ONLY SAFE WAY TO HAVE A FUNERAL.

Mitzvah Memorial Funerals doesn’t have chapels, nor does it have the overhead these facilities have.  
Mitzvah’s chargeS for graveside funeral services and casket (starting at $3,350) is usually  

$2,000–$5,000 less what Chicago Jewish funeral homes with chapels charge.
 www.comparemitzvah.com

The best choice for graveside Jewish funerals! 
New offices and state of the art preparation facility  
at 3100 Dundee Rd. #801, Northbrook, IL 60062
Skokie and Deerfield offices also available

630-MITZVAH (630-648-9824)
www.mitzvahfunerals.com

Find out why we were chosen to direct over 2,200 funerals since opening in 2010.
Funeral Directors: Lloyd Mandel, Seymour Mandel, William “Bill” Goodman and Cheri Mandel
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HEY, PARENTS!
• Got more than one Mini Mensch in the house? 

Print more copies of these pages at juf.org/MiniMensches.

• Want to see your children featured in Jewish Chicago? Post 
a photo of your little shofar-tooters blowing their own horns 
to Facebook and tag JUF. Then, we may feature them in an 
upcoming issue of Jewish Chicago. Posting the photo constitutes 
consent for it to run in the print magazine.

• Looking for more? JUF Young Families helps families 
experience and celebrate the joys of Jewish life, community 
and learning. Learn more at juf.org/youngfamilies.

On Simchat Torah, we celebrate finishing reading the Torah’s stories, which took 
us all year! To celebrate, you can make a yummy snack that looks just like a Torah:

The Torah scroll is wrapped 
around two sticks. So, find 
long, thin food like carrots, 
pickles, or pretzel sticks.

On top of each stick is 
a small crown. Use tiny 
foods like grapes, olives, 
or chocolate chips, and 
attach them to the sticks 
with toothpicks or with 
something sticky like 
peanut butter.

The Torah itself is a long 
piece of parchment. Now you 
need something flat to wrap 
around the sticks. Try cheese, 
tortillas, or fruit roll-ups.

The Torah’s front is decorated. 
Draw a picture with a squeeze 
bottle of ketchup, mustard, 
chocolate syrup…what 
sounds yummy to you?

ANSWERS: 1. B. HEAD   2. A. TRUMPET   3. C. DAY   4. C. BRANCH   5. B. LEMON   6.A. HAPPINESS

Many Jewish holidays fall in the Fall…  
With so many Hebrew words you could recall— 
From the names of the days, to the things that we use! 
Can you think of the right answers to choose? 
Answers are on the bottom of the page.

Share your edible Torahs 
with someone you like to 
read stories with…all year!

SIMCHAT TORAH SNACKS

1. The ROSH in Rosh Hashanah means “The _____ of the Year”: 

A.  Hurry          B.  Head          C.  New 

2. The SHOFAR is a _____ made from the horn of a ram: 

A.   trumpet          B.  drum          C.  guitar     

3. The YOM in Yom Kippur means “The _____ of Atonement”: 

A.   Delicious          B.  Sea          C.  Day 

4. On Sukkot, we wave a LULAV, the long _____ of a palm tree: 

A.  trunk          B.  coconut          C.  branch 

5. We also hold an ETROG, a yellow fruit like a large: 

A.  banana          B.  lemon          C.  coconut

6. SIMCHAT Torah means “_____ in the Torah”: 

A.  Happiness          B.  People          C.  Similarity  

HAPPY HIGH HOLIDAYS! 
The Jewish holidays of Rosh Hashanah and

Yom Kippur are called the “High Holidays” because
they are so important. And right afterward,
we have Sukkot, and then Simchat Torah!

So much fun in just one month!

Then, throw the thing in the water! Don’t you 
feel better? (If you can’t go to a lake, you can write 
the “mistake” on a scrap of tissue and flush it.)

Go to a place 
with water, like 
a lake or river. 

“Tashlich” comes from a Hebrew 
word meaning “to send.” Doing 
“tashlich” is a great Rosh Hashanah 
way to toss away your mistakes.

There, find some small things, 
like pebbles, acorns, or twigs. 
Hold one, and think about the 
mistake you want to send away.

ROUND CHALLAH 

TORAH

APPLE & HONEY

FLAG

SHOFAR

LULAV

POMEGRANATE

ETROG

Q: Why did the two etrogs get married? 
A: They were in lu-love! 

Q: How do Rosh Hashanah fairytales end? 
A: “And they lived apple-y ever after!” 

LITTLE RIDDLES

Don’t forget—if your mistake hurt someone’s feelings, 
tell them you’re sorry! You will both feel better.

Someone hid a bunch of things in this sukkah! But these kids need them 
to celebrate the fall Jewish holidays! Can you help them find their…



Jewish Chicago in lights 
In celebration of the newly minted Jewish Chicago: The JUF Magazine— 

check out our city’s iconic skyline, featuring the Willis Tower lit up in blue  
and white this past spring to honor Jewish American Heritage Month. 

(Photo credit: Lynn Renee Photography)

When months of isolation, financial stress and worry took a 
toll on people’s emotional health, JUF put more resources into 
mental health services. To date, over 15,000 telehealth counseling 
sessions have helped people of all ages who were struggling—
from isolated Holocaust survivors to young adults battling anxiety 
and depression. Providing emotional support to our community 
is our mission every day—and during crises like this. 

One fund. So much impact.

DONATE.JUF.ORG

Ensuring people have 
access to mental 
health services.

P I C T U R E  T H I S
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Wishing you peace and happiness for the new year.
May your heart and mind fill with the joyful possibilities of the coming year as you gather with family and 

friends for the High Holy Days. L’Shanah Tovah from your local Dignity Memorial® professionals.  

Jamie Greenebaum 
Licensed Funeral 

Director

Ron Roth 
Licensed Funeral 

Director

Todd Lovcik 
Licensed Funeral 

Director

Alan Yaffe 
Former Owner and 
Licensed Funeral 

Director

Robert Sheck 
Manager and Licensed 

Funeral Director

Sara Kleinman 
Licensed Funeral Director 
and Licensed Pre-Need
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